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O FF I CI A L N O T I C E S 
REGARDING TRANSFERS 
1. Before issuing a transfer note that 
the member wishing to transfer must be 
a member not less than 6 months in good 
standing in your local. 
2. When issuing a 
across his name on his 
word, "Cancelled," the 
(Secretary's) signature. 
3. Let the member write his name in 
his dues book and also in the space pro-
vided for this purpose in the margin of 
the traveling card. 
Hefore accepting a transfer let the 
transfer write 
dues book the 
date and your 
4-
transferred member sign 
compare his signatures. 
his name and 
5. On accepting a transfer issue to 
the member a new dues book and don't 
paste the dues stamps into his old can-
celled book. 
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MAKE I S PHGVB IT! 
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W e Halm thnt ou r 
r lo lh fn IK «hf liral 
A Trial Will < onvln. 
SUITS MADE TO ORDER 
From P1N.00 I 'p 
22 R1VINGTON STREET, N, Y, 
DO YOU WEAR A PIN OR A BUTTON BEARING 
THE EMBLEM OF YOUR INTERNATIONAL UNION? 
IF NOT? WHY NOT? 
Get one from your Local Secretary and show your 
employer and your shopmates that you are a loyal mem-
ber of your organization. 
Named shoes are frequently made in 
Non-Union factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what it* name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of this U N I O N S T A M P . 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
D o not accept any excuse for absence of the U N I O N S T A M P 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
2 4 6 S u m m e r Street, B o s t o n , M a w . . 
JOHN F. TOBIN, Prm*. CHAS. L. BAINE, Smc'y.>Twa: 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY IK ENGLISH AND YIDDISH 
Vol. IV. MARCH, 1913 No. 3 
The White Goods Workers' Strike 
B y P A U L I N E M. N E W M A N 
There the master sc r imps his hagga rd 
seamstress of h e r dai ly b read , 
There a single sordid a t t ic holds t h e liv-
ing and the dead , 
There the smolder ing fire of fever c reeps 
across the ro t ted floor 
And the c rowded couch of incest, in the 
warrens of the poor. 
— T e n n y s o n . 
The warm sun and the somewhat cloudy sky 
«»n the morning of January 9th, 1913, was 
Krceted by 8,000 wage slaves of the White 
(ioods Trade, who had IcU as one person 
their places of toil, to answer the call of the 
general strike .issued by the International 
I-adies' Garment Workers' Union. 
Hie sight was an inspiring one. Old, thinly-
dad women; young girls, many of them mere 
1 hildren, Italian, American and Jewish were 
marching with bodies erect, and faces aglow 
with cheer and hope. Slowly but firmly they 
marched four and five abreast to the various 
halls to listen to the words of courage and 
hope, of better days that are yet to be theirs. 
Eight thousand of them, of three different 
nationalities, heretofore indifferent to one an-
"iher, were suddenly united, bound together 
1-y a sacred cause, and with one heartbeat, with 
""e thought, with one feeling they made one 
'^mand, that of—a LIVING WAGE and hu-
[nan working conditions. 
tight thousand women and young girls de-
termined no longer to make soft lingerie gowns, 
r
 expensive muslin underwear for the rich to 
*'carf unless their demands*were granted them 
Here are some of their demands: 
1. Fifty hours shall constitute a week's work. 
2. Twenty per cent, increase in wages. 
3. No charge shall be made for needles, elec 
trie power, thread, etc. 
4. Double pay for overtime* 
5. No home or tenement wvrk. 
6. No children under sixteen shall be cm-
ployed in the making of garments. 
7. Three legal holidays to be paid for, and 
not be required to work. 
8. Proper sanitary amfrsaie conditions. 
In order to justify the* above demands, we 
must remember- lbfrt-«ftcr an investigation it 
was found that Tjfte average wage of the girl 
worker was not more than $5.50 a week. And 
while the law of the State of New York pro-
vides for a fifty-four hour week for women, 
yet the White Go»ds Workers had to work 
fifty-six to sixty hours, or leave the place. 
Some of the employers admitted to the writer 
that they had no trouble in violating this^law— 
that speaks well for the factory inspectors, does 
it not?—The sanitary conditions, too, with the 
exception of three factories, were had. In 
no factory did we find special provisions for 
fire protection. Work was not l^uaUy divided 
among the workers. Of course, the employers 
had full sway over the situation, and inasmuch 
as they are not in business to look out for the 
welfare of their employees, but to make as 
much profit as they possibly can, the girls suf-
fered the consequences. 
When one stops to think that out of four 
and five dollars a week the girls were forced to 
pay for electric power, needles, thread and 
other parts of the machine, one is actually as-
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tonished at the amount of endurance the work-
ing people still possess! 
Year after year the White Goods Workers 
accepted low wages, long hours, the petty 
tyrannies of their foremen and their employers 
without a word of protest- Children under 
sixteen were found to be working at the ma-
chine for two and three dollars a week, and 
the parents of these children, who often work 
with them in the same place, have been taking 
it in a matter of fact way. Mothers who are 
supporters of families were getting $6.00 a 
week for sixty and oftentimes more than sixty 
hours work. In short, the White Goods Work-
ers, through their lack of understanding and 
through their own indifference, suffered the 
tortures of hell. For, can Hades be much 
worse than the life the White Goods Workers 
were compelled to live because of their miser-
able earnings? 
To be forced to dwell in a dirty, dreary room 
of a crowded tenement house, in the heart of 
the filthy slums; to eat the foulest food ob-
tainable; to wear the shabbiest clothes; to go 
to the cheapest amusement places, to be forced 
to go daily in the same direction, and see the 
same faces and objects; to be getting up at the 
sound of the alarm clock every morning of the 
week, and above all, not to be certain even of 
such a job—is Hell indeed! And such is the 
life of the average White Goods Worker of 
the City of New York. 
All of them, without exception, never know 
of a real day's rest. For, after the day's toil 
is over, the drudgery of washing, ironing, sew-
ing and cleaning awaits them at home. 
None of them ever felt the joy of resting 
even for a few weeks in the country amidst 
flowers and grass. Hardly any of the women 
and girls ever have a vacation, a real vacation 
I mean, a vacation that makes one fcrget the 
worry of the past and lightens the burdens of 
the future. The only vacation these people 
have, is when "slack" comes around, and then 
the roof of a tenement house takes the place 
of the country. 
But one can't sec soft green grass, or myriads 
of flowers on a roof of a tenement house. 
Nor is the air as sweet, as pure and as whole-
some as that of the country. 
Most of them are capable of appreciating the 
enchanting beauties of nature, if given a 
chance. All of them possess a love for fields, 
for sunshine, for an azure sky and singing 
birds. There arc some girls among the White 
Goods Workers, particularly those who have 
been here but a short time, and who were 
reared in the midst of a country's sunny lane 
scape, who would cherish even the though:, 
could they see themselves in the position tu 
rest once more in the arms of Mother Matur-
How it would gladden their hearts, how ,-
would uplift their spirits could they feel tin 
joy of days without worry for the next mea!' 
But of all that, the White Goods Workers bas-
so far been deprived; and being deprived : 
the essentials of life, means being deprived >• 
life itself. 
One had but to go into one of the placr, 
where the strikers were assembled to verii. 
the above. 
I saw a mother of four children whose hus 
band died of tuberculosis, and who has to sup 
port herself and her children on $6.00 a week 
The writer asked the woman to tell her how 
she managed to get alon" m her meagre earn 
ings, and this is how sh aocs it: She and tw 
of her children board with a poor family t 
whom she pays $5-00 a week. That provide 
them with food and shelter. Her other two 
children are in an orphan asylum. This wo 
man works from early morning until late a: 
night in the factory, but there her work d««-
not stop. Her work first begins upon rcturniiu 
home. What a life is her's and her children -
What chance have such children in the strut; 
gles of life? The answer is obvious. 
There are young girls, of whom the ma-
jority are under twenty, but who look a gn\r 
deal older. Without color in their checks, wit:, 
worn looks they were crushed in body as we!" 
as in spirit. But, notwithstanding that, tlu> 
have gladly accepted the urging invitation !• 
join the school of Solidariy—the Union. An>! 
probably because they were hitherto deprived 
of any tutorship, they at once became ardeiv 
students of that school. 
With what enthusiasm they took up the tir--
lessons of the class struggle! Picketing, «»•• 
ting arrested, remaining nights in jail, arguing 
with their employers, defying the police, an : 
getting back at the hired thugs; presiding ;ii 
shop meetings, calling the roll, and learning : 
rely upon themselves. 
Young and inexperienced as these girls are, 
their strength of character is simply remark 
able. They have learned, in the past five week * 
to do their own thinking, thereby r ea lms 
their own power and to use it for themsehe-
and for their class. To illustrate the above 
let me relate some interesting little stories. 
There is Ida Lidoff, little, plump, and ros> 
cheeked. A pair of eager brown eyes fairl> 
dance out of their sockets as she is throwing 
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her arms around you, telling of some marvelous 
things performed by "her" girls on the picket 
line. "Her" girls;—for Ida has quite a heap of 
a burden on her tiny shoulders. She is Chair-
lady of a big shop, and the history of the 
strike, day by day, reflects itself, as if in a mir-
ror, on Ida's contour. Flushed and excited 
with every sign of success, every signal of loy-
ally and solidarity, Ida is an image of worry 
at every alarming report brought to her by 
her scouts. But regardless of that you can 
always see Ida flittering among her nest of 
girls in the big Temple, radiating beams of 
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for the first time, but she is bound to remain a 
Kood fighter in the cause of labor. 
Here is little Minnie. Do you want to know 
Minnie's secret? A secret it is. Minnie feels 
'tie importance of it to herself and tells it only 
in utmost confidence to folks nearer to her. 
She is seventeen summers old, and nurses a 
crcat hope and wish in her heart—that her 
tiny savings may some of these months reach 
the sum that will total up to the price of a 
steerage ticket for a dear old mother far away 
in a distant little town of Russia. It is Min-
nie's great dream, and never is a tear warmer 
than when her eyes moisten at the very thought 
of it. 
But you want to know Minnie's secret, here 
it is in whispering tones. On the fourth week 
ft
* the strike her employer invited her up to* 
his house. Minnie went. And there he told 
her in positive words that since the strike is 
anyway lost, she can do no better thing for 
herself than take an agreement from him that 
n
« will never discharge her; will raise her 
wages, and in addition give her a real hundred 
dollar bill. The little girl gasped. There was a 
!
»tle world in it. "Mamma, here, and a little 
warm home instead of strangers, and a lot 
of good little things." Then the big hall with 
little girls, sisters, swept before her eyes. And 
she said, little Minnie of seventeen summers 
old actually said: "I would rather die, than go 
back to work, to scab!" 
What strength of character! What a beauti-
ful conscience! And on strike for the first 
time! Those who came in contact with such 
girls, and so many others who sacrificed a great 
deal during the strike, knew and felt that hav-
ing such material for the basis the strike would 
never be lost. 
Here is brave an<J courageous Lillie La 
MINNIE l/ABEjf'SKY 
The pet of the strikers. Lillie certainly did 
some thinking tfhMe on strike. And what she 
thought, and what* she felt was expressed in 
poems which she wrote day by day. In her 
poetry she tried to show both extremes, the 
way the sons and daughters of the rich live. 
and how they, the strikers, have to suffer. All 
her shop mates thought that if Lillie had more 
time and space, she could write "An awful 
Hot." 
Who knows but that girls like Lillie, if 
given a chance would surprise the world by 
showing themselves capable of serving society 
better, by writing or painting tb^n by making 
corset covers. But Lillie and her fellow strik-
ers understand now, that they were denied a 
chance in life, and because of this under-
standing they became such wonderful fighters 
on the firing line. 
H N 
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It was because of such great little girls, 
thousands of them, that it was possible to win ' 
the strike. For, when these words will appear 
in print, the girls will have returned to work 
under union conditions, with all their demands 
granted them. 
The usual method of the employers to hire 
thugs, *o as to annoy the strikers, or have 
them arrested for doing peaceful picketing— 
all this served to arouse the fighting spirit with-
in the girls. The girls felt that sooner or later 
their employers would have to give in, or get 
out of business. For, the thugs, and police 
could not make corset covers; in other words, 
thugs and police cost money, but they do not 
bring in any profit. And so on the 17th day 
L I L L I E LAVY 
of February, the Employers' Association of the 
White Goods trade signed an agreement with 
Local No. 62 and with the International La-
dies' Garment Workers' Union, granting all «f 
the strikers' demands. 
Considering that this was the first strike in 
this industry, the girls may congratulate them-
selves upon their splendid victory, for a vic-
tory it is indeed. 
Mention must here he made of the great 
amount of assistance that came from the Wo-
men's Trade Union League. As a matter of 
fact, were it not for the League, there would 
never have been a White Goods' Workers' Un-
ion, or a general strike. 
At the time when every one connected with 
the White Goods Workers' Union was los-
ing faith in the girls who were indifferent to 
their own conditions; at a time when the offi-
cers of Local No. 62 gave up hope of ever 
succeeding in organizing the girls of their 
trade, there was one organization which <\u\ 
not lose faith in the White Goods Worker*, 
and one person who felt that the time would 
come when the girls would hear her call 
That organization was the Women's Trade 
Union League, and that one person was Rose 
Schnciderman. 
To see the complete organization of the 
White Goods Workers seemed like a dream t > 
many of us. And no other organization did so 
much in making that dream a reality than the 
Women's Trade Union League. 
Long before the strike was called, the League 
elected its committees, so as to be prepared for 
the job. 
Help was necessary—help from people wb<-
had former experiences in strikes. And sure 
ly the members of the League were equipped 
to take hold of the situation. Speakers wen-
needed—speakers to inspire the strikers and 
at the same time teach them some things about 
this labor movement of ours, and who I pray. 
could do it better than Leonora O'Reilly; 
There were lots of other things to be done, and 
the following League members were on the 
job from early morning until late at niglu 
Mrs. Florence Wise, Treasurer of the League, 
was made Treasurer of the Strike Funds; Vi" 
let Pike, Mclinda Scott, Maggie Hinchey 
most active workers on the picket line, Louise 
Smith, Miss Miller, Maud Younger, Miss M") 
lie Best, and a good many more too numerous 
to mention. Needless to say that Rose Schnei 
derman was at the head of it all. The gifN 
appreciated the splendid support of the Lea^u-
At the Mass meeting at which the victory un-
celebrated, there was many a cheer for (he 
Women's Trade Union League. 
The International Ladies' Garment Worker-
Union, too, has done its very utmost to heir 
the strikers win their battle. It helped them 
financially and otherwise. The I. L G. W. I 
may be proud <»f the brave and courageous 
little fighters Formerly weak, they are no* 
strong; despair has given way to hope. The) 
have ceased to fear their masters, and l u v 
learned to trust themselves They have learned 
something else during the strike and that is. 
that they too, as human beings are entitled t • 
more light and air; to an equal chance in life 
Once they have learned this they are not 
going to rest until they get all that rightly 
belongs to them. 
N. Y., February 20th, 1913 
I 
T H E LADIES' GARMENT WORKER * 
Victory of the White Goods Workers' Union 
Full Text of Collective Agreement 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT entered into 
•Ins 17th day of February, 1913, between the 
COTTON GARMENT MANUFACTURERS OF NKW 
YORK, party of the first part, and the UNDER-
WEAR AND WHITE GOODS WORKERS' UNION, LO-
t \L No. 62, of the INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GAR-
MENT WORKERS' UNION, parties of the second 
part: 
WITNESSETH : * 
1. The party of the first part stipulates that 
every member of the said party of the first 
part who is in the muslin underwear and white 
poods business, will comply with the. terms 
nf this contract. 
2. The weekly hours of labor shall consist 
of fifty (50) hours in six working days, to 
wit, nine hours on all days except the sixth 
liny, which shall consist of five hours only. 
Work shall not commence before 8 A. M. 
1'inner shall be between 12 A M. and 1 P. M. 
3. All piece prices shall be settled between 
ihe firm and a committee of not less than 
three, nor more than five, from the shop rep-
resenting the employees and representing as 
far as -possible different kinds of work, but 
lor the present and until the Wage Board 
hereinafter created, reports and fixes a stan-
dard price for an hour of employment, this 
shop committee shall not act, except in set-
tling prices on garments upon which the prices 
have not been fixed, but that all piece and 
week work shall proceed upon the basis of in-
creases, as hereinafter provided. A list of all 
piece prices shall be made and hung up in a 
onspicuous place in the shop. AH piece 
workers shall be furnished with small note 
hooks wherein the lot number of work de-
livered and prices attached shall be entered. 
4. Overtime shall be paid to week work-
ers at the rate of double ,time. 
5- No reduction shall be made frorn any 
employee's wages for the expense of power 
r machine used by the workers. Week work-
ers shall receive payment for Ihe following le-
Kal holidays' and not be required to work :— 
Labor Day, Washington's Birthday, and New 
Years Day. 
6. No one part of work shall be made by two 
systems, meaning piece or week work, on the 
same kind of machines, but the employer may 
have 10 per cent, of his entire operating force, 
in addition to those already engaged in doing 
that part of work, employed by the piece or 
week, as he. sees fit. 
7. The Cotton Garment Manufacturers of 
New York, Inc/., in entering upon this agree-
ment with the- Underwear and White Goods 
Workers' Union, Local No. 62, of the Inter 
national Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, and 
with the International Ladies' Garment Work 
ers' Union, believe that those who enjoy the 
benefits of the Union shall share in its bur 
dens. Both parties agree that in order to 
maintain fair competition in the industry, the 
conditions of work shall be equalized, and the 
cost of labor standardized and that to this 
end a strong organization of the employers, 
and a strong union are necessary, each working 
to strengthen the other. The union pledges 
itself, that in order to carry out in good faith 
the spirit of the agreement, any contract with 
shops or firms not members of the Association, 
will specify condition^ at least equal to the 
terms of this agreement. 
8. No workers in the employ of the maim 
facturer, shall when employed by the week, 
receive a wage of less than Five ($5) Dol 
lars for a full week's \y*>rk. 
9. All workers ..employed by the manufac-
turer by the weekjstfall receive an increase in 
wages of On?_^$i) Dollar per week. 
10. All Kbrkers employed by the manufac-
turer and Heretofore paid by the piece, shall 
receive an increase equal to ten per cent 
(10%) of the amount earned. This increase 
shall continue until the Wage Board shall re 
port a basis of prices for each kind of work 
and then the increase of ten per cent. ( to%) 
shall cease, and prices shall be afffUsted upon 
the basis of twenty cents ($.20) for an hour of 
labor of an average experienced worker; the 
classification shall be determined by a Wage 
Board to consist of four representatives of 
each of the parties hereto which Board shall 
report not later than April 1st, 1013. Said 
Bqard shall continue throughout the period 
of this contract, and make a study of priced 
with a view to creating standards and uni 
formity in the industry. 
IT. Each of the parties hereto shall forth 
c 
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with appoint four representatives, and the 
eight persons so appointed shall constitute a 
Hoard for the hearing and determining of all 
claims arising hereunder, between the manu-
facturer and his employees, or between the par-
ties hereto. In the event there is equal division 
of opinion between the members of the Board 
the matter in dispute shall from time to time, 
be submitted for determination to three per-
sons, one of whom shall be chosen by each of 
the parties hereto, and which two shall choose 
an umpire, and the determination of two of 
the three arbitrators shall be binding upon the 
parties hereto. 
12. It is further agreed that the employer will 
maintain proper sanitary and safe conditions 
in his place of employment. Same sanitary 
conditions shall be maintained in the outside 
as well as inside shops within Greater Mew 
York. It is agreed that no work shall be given 
out to be made in tenements; the manufac-
turers shall have six months time to comply 
with this provision. 
, 13. The manufacturer may employ outside 
contractors, provided, however, that the manu-
facturer shall disclose to Local No. 62, the 
names and addresses of such contractors, if 
their factories are within Greater New York. 
The manufacturer stipulates that he will not 
send any work to contractors within Greater 
New York, who do not maintain in their fac-
tories the same conditions as arc herein pro-
vided for. It is agreed that no work shall be 
sent to any factory within a radius of 25 miles 
from New York City, where there is a strike 
called by the panics of the second part.unless 
the factory ha* maintained the same condi-
tions as are herein provided for. 
14. It is further agreed that the wages shall 
be paid in cash on a specific day every week, 
the said clause to apply to piece or week 
workers, inside or outside shops. It is agreed 
that all the strikers shall be returned to work 
and given their former places 
15. The refraining from work on the fust 
day of May shall not be a violation of this 
contract. ' 
16. Children under sixteen shall not be em-
ployed in the making of garments. 
17. It is further agreed that there shall be 
no stoppage of work or strike or lockout, 
pending the determination of any complaints 
or grievances hereunder throughout the en-
tire period of this contract. 
18. I t is further agreed that six months pri-
or to the expiration of this contract, a con 
ference shall be had between the parties here 
to, for the purpose of considering any neces-
sary changes. 
19. The parties hereto agree to comply with 
all the conditions and obligations assumed 
which shall be binding upon them for a per 
iod of two years from the date hereof. 
It is agreed that all of the provisions hereof 
shall apply to members of Local No, 10, Cm 
ters, save that the Cutters shall have ten ( m i 
legal holidays and that the compensation <i 
Cutters earning between $600 and $12.00 shall 
be increased $1.00, and those earning abow 
$1200 shall receive an increase of $2.00 up !•> 
$24.00, those earning $24.00 shall receive $25.-
00. It is further agreed that no new person 
shall be employed in the cutting department in 
the cutting of garments during the period of 
the contract at less than $9.00 per week. 
I N WITNESS WHEREOF we have hereunto set 
our hands and seals the day and year fir^r 
above written. 
For the COTTON GARMENT MANUFACTURERS 
OF N E W YORK, INC. 
(L.S. ) By A. S. ISERSON, President 
For the UNDERWEAR AND W H I T E GOODS 
WORKERS' U N I O N , LOCAL NO. (M, 
of T H E INTERNATIONAL LADIES' 
GARMENT WORKERS' UNION, 
(L .S . ) By J O H N A. DYCHE, 
Gen. Secy.-Treasurer 
For the CUTTERS' U N I O N , Local No. 10 
J O H N F. PIERCE. 
Congratulations From Cincinnati 
The following letter has been addressed to 
S. Polakoff, First Vice-President of the Inter-
national Union, by the Cloak and Skirt Pres-
sers' Union of Cincinnati, Local 98: 
Dear Sir and Brother: 
Allow me to congratulate the International 
Officers upon the splendid victory won in the 
Waist Makers' Strike in such a brief time. 
Our International Union may be proud of 
its brave and far-sighted generals. With 
such leaders and a no less brave army, vic-
tory was assured. We take our hats off to 
our International Union. 
A. GROBAN. Secretary.— 
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The Victory of the Wrapper and 
Kimono Makers 
C o m p l e t e T e x t of C o l l e c t i v e A g r e e m e n t 
PROTOCOL OF PEACE entered into this eleventh 
day of February, 1913, between T H E INTER-
NATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS' UNION, 
THE WRAPPER, KIMONO & HOUSE DRESS MAK-
ERS' UNION, LOCAL NO. 41, and T H E AMAL-
GAMATED LADIES' GARMENT CUTTERS' UNION, 
LOCAL NO. 10, (all hereinafter called the Un-
ii,n> and T H E NEW YORK ASSOCIATION OF 
HOUSEDRESS & KIMONQ MANUFACTURERS, (here 
inafter called the Association.) 
Both parties to this Protocol are desirous of 
raising conditions in the industry, and obtain-
ing the equalization of standards of labor 
throughout the industry by peaceful and hon-
orable methods. They recognize the value, to 
accomplish this end, of an organization rcpi 
resenting the workers in the industry, and of 
an organization representing the employers. 
They recognize also the value of an under-
standing or agreement between them with 
adequate machinery and institutions to enforce 
and carry out the principles of the understand-
ing. 
I. SANITARY CONDITIONS 
Both parties agree to create a Joint Board of 
Sanitary' Control in all jurisdictional respects 
similar to the Joint Board of Sanitary Control 
now existing in the Cloak and Waist and Dress 
Industries. The members of such Board to be 
hereafter determined. The parties to this Pro-
tocol obligate themselves to establish standards 
of sanitary conditions and to maintain such 
standards to the best pf their ability. 
II. ADJUSTMENT OF GRIEVANCES 
Both parties recognize the neccssily of pro-
viding modern and peaceful rpethods for ad-
justing disputes and grievances. They agree to 
*'rcate a Board of Grievances to consist of six 
n embers, three chosen by the Manufacturers 
and three by the Union, with rules, regulations 
and precedents now governing the Board of 
Grievances in the Cloak Industry, so far as 
they are practicably applicable to the House-
Dress & Kimono Industry-
III. PERMANENT PEACE 
The parties to this Protocol agree, that there 
shall be no strike or lockout concerning any 
matters in controversy or dispute, but such 
matters in controversy shall immediately be re-
ferred to the Board of Grievances for deter 
mi nation, and in the event of t lie failure of the 
Board of Grievances to agree, then to the 
Board of Arbitration. The determination of 
cither of said/ Boards shall be binding upon 
both parties to this Protocol. 
IV. BOARD OF ARBITRATION 
The parlies hereby establish a Board of Ar-
bitration to consist of three members, com-
posed of one nominee for the Manufacturers, 
one nominee for the Union, and one representa-
tive of the public, the latter to be agreed upon 
by both parties to this Protocol, or in the event 
of their disagreement, by the two arbitrators 
selected by them. 
V. WAGES 
The parties agree that on account of the 
complicated conditions in the industry, the 
many types of shops, the wide difference in the 
present earnings of tht employees, it is ad 
visable to postpone the creation of standards 
of wages, until an opportunity of investiga-
tion is afforded both panics to this agreement 
The parties agree that until such time as the 
Wage Scale Board shall iix standards of wages 
all operatives cnmjpyqd by the week who re-
ceived less than $f*.o0 per week, at ihe time 
of the declaration of the present strike, shall 
receive a< Imitative increase of ten per cent. 
( io%) prodded, however, that such increase 
shal in no event be less per week than fifty 
cents per person, nor more than one dollar, 
and that the increased wages shall not exceed 
twelve dollars. That all operatives employed 
by the piece, shall receive a tentative increase 
of ten per cent. ( \o','a) above the pryres prevail-
ing at the time of the declaration of the 
present strike; provided, however, that such 
increase shall in no event be less per week than 
fifty cents per person. In order to insure the 
same tentative increase f o ^ i e c e workers upon 
new styles, there shall be a piece price commit-
tee selected by the employees in each shop, and 
piece prices on new styles shall be settled by 
the employer and the chairman of the piece 
I 
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pric« committee. Should they be unable to 
tgree, the work shall proceed without stop-
page and the determination of the price to be 
paid for the work shall be referred to the 
Wage Scale Board and its decision shall be 
final. When the prices are fixed they shall 
relate back to the time of the beginning of 
the work. That all cutters who received less 
than Eighteen Dollars per week at the time 
of the declaration of the present strike, shall 
receive a tentative increase of ten per cent. 
(10%), provided such increase shall not be 
less per week than One Dollar per person; that 
all cutters who received between Eighteen 
Dollars and Twenty-five Dollars at said time, 
shall receive a tentative increase of Five per 
cent ($%), provided such increased wages 
shall not exceed Twenty-five Dollars. It is 
agreed that up to January 1st, 1914, or until 
determination by the Wage Scale Board shall 
he reached, no assistant cutters-shall be em-
ployed, in addition to the number of assistant 
cutters employed at the time of the declaration 
of the present strike, at a salary of less than 
Twelve Dollars per week. If any employee 
received an increase in wages after December 
1st, IQI2, such increase shall be included in the 
tentative increase hereinbefore specified. Should 
the Wage Scale Board fail to agree upon the 
standards, the tentative increase hereinbefore 
specified shall prevail until the standards are 
finally determined. 
VI. WAGE SCALE BOARD 
The parties hereby establish a Wage Scale 
Board to consist of six members, three to be 
nominated by the Manufacturers and three by 
the Union. Such Board shall standardize the 
prices to he paid for piece and week work 
throughout the industry; it shall preserve data 
and statistics with a view to establishing tut 
nearly practicably as possible, a scientific basis 
for fixing of piece and week work prices 
throughout the industry that will insure a min-
imum wage, and at the same time permit re-
ward for increased efficiency. It shall have 
full power and authority to appoint clerks or 
representatives, and its procedure so far as 
practicable, shall be the same as now fol-
lowed by the Board of Grievances in the 
Cloak Industry. It shall have full power and 
authority to settle all disputes over prices 
and make special exemptions, where special exi-
gencies arise, or a special scale is required. 
Immediately after the signing of this Pro-
tocol the Wage Scale Board shall make a 
complete and exhaustive examination into the 
existing rates paid for labor, the earnings of 
the operative!, and the clawification of gar 
ments in the in/iustry and shall report r 
writing within three months from the fl:i*' 
hereof the result of its labors. It shall i,. 
the duty of said Wage Scale Board to imnir 
diately thereafter act upon such report at: : 
establish a standard of wages for week an ! 
piece workers. 
If the Wage Scale Board cannot agree up..-, 
the standards the matter shall be referred 1 
the Board of Grievances, and if the l^ar ! • 
Grievances cannot agree, the matter shall ! 
referred to the Board of Arbitration 
VII. INDIVIDUAL CONTRACTS l;| 
TWEEN T H E UNION AND E M P L O Y E 
The Union recognizes the moral obli^ati-n 
of every employer in the industry to belong in 
the Manufacturers' Association, and to contri 
bute to the expense of the institutions cr< 
ated by the two parties for the uplift of ;!.. 
industry. It acknowledges the value of 511. h 
an Association in the maintenance of Ma;i<l 
ards throughout the industry. According". 
all employers desiring to settle with the Uni^ 
in the pending strike shall be referred first 1 • 
the Association, and be requested to apply !••[ 
membership. If for any reason the Associating 
rejects their application, the grounds for su«: 
rejection shall be stated to the Board ••! 
Grievances. If any employer in the industn 
shall fail to join the Association, and shall 
enter into an individual contract with t!•<-
Union, such contract shall in no respect br 
more favorable to the employer than the pr>» 
visions of this Protocol The Union agree-
to lay before the Board of Grievances ever} 
original contract entered into between it a-
each and every individual employer, toge'!u*i 
with a true statement of the nature an-! 
amount of any security taken for the fail!1 
ful performance of such contract. 
VIII. EQALIZATION OF STANDARD^ 
Whether or not specifically referred t«< n 
any of the provisions of this Protocol, ;: «• 
parties agree that it is essential that coni|>< 
tition in the industry, so far as labor is con 
cerned, shall be placed upon a plane of equ.d 
ity (making due allowance for difference 1 
skill), and both parties to the full extent oi 
their power shall establish such equality. 
VIX. T H E PREFERENTIAL UNION 
SHOP 
The parties hereby accept the principle* 
and the obligations of the "preferential union 
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shop," as defined and understood in the Cloak 
Industry, and more fully described under that 
heading on pages 215-217 of Bulletin No. 98 
of the United States Bureau of Labor. 
The parties agree that on account of t lie 
peculiar conditions in this industry that the 
following shall prevail: 
A. Within a radius of twenty-five miles of 
the City of New York, standard union con-
ditions shall prevail inside the factories of 
the members of the Association, as well as 
their outside contractors; and if a member 
: 1 this Association shall send work to a shop 
within said radius where standard union con-
ditions do not prevail, then upon request of 
the Union, such member or members of the 
Association shall refrain from sending work 
lo such shop or shops until standard union 
conditions shall prevail. 
B. Outside of the said radius, the members 
of the Association may send work to any shop 
or shops regardless of whether standard un-
ion conditions prevail or not, but if at any 
time, a strike is declared in such locality by 
the union and at least one-half of the em-
ployees of such shop or shops respond to said 
strike, then the members of this Association 
M-tiding work to such shop or shops shall on 
demand from the said union, refrain from 
sending further work to such shop or shops 
until standard union conditions prevail. 
X. LEGAL HOLIDAYS 
Week workers shall receive payments for 
:he following legal holidays and shall not be 
required to work: 
OPERATIVES: Washington's Birthday, La-
bor Day and New Year. 
CUTTERS: New Years Day, Lincoln's 
Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Decoration 
Day, Independence Day, Thanksgiving Day 
and Christmas Day. 
XL HOURS OF LABOR 
The weekly hours of labor shall consist of 
fifty hours in six working days, to wit, nine 
hours on all days except the sixth day, which 
shall consist of five hours only. Work shall 
not commence before 8 A. M. (dinner between 
12 and 1 P. M.) . If at any time the union 
shall agree to a working week consisting of 
wore than fifty hours, then the working hours 
under this Protocol shall be no less than the 
working hours stipulated under such agree-
ment. 
XII. OVERTIME 
Overtime shall be paid to week workers at 
the rate of one and one-half times. No over-
time work shall be performed on Saturday or 
Sunday after 1 P, M. 
XIII. CONTRACTORS 
No agreement made between the Union and 
a contractor shall be more favorable to the 
contractor than the terms of this Protocol. 
Every agreement made between the Union 
and a contractor doing business for a member 
or members of the Association, shall be upon 
the same terms as contained in this Protocol, 
except as to the preferential union shop 
Should any dispute arise between the union 
and a contractor doing work for a member or 
members of the Association, there shall be no 
stoppage of work being performed for such 
member or members of the Association, but 
such matters in dispute, if the same cannot be 
adjusted between the union and the contractor, 
shall be immediately referred to the Board of 
Grievances of the Association, and their de-
termination shall be rendered within five days 
from the date of the filing of such dispute with 
the Association, and such determination shall 
be final. 
All employees of contractors doing work 
only for a member or members of the Asso-
ciation shall be returned to work immediately 
provided such contract* or contractors shall 
sign an agreement similar to the terms of this 
Protocol, excepting the preferential union shop. 
XIV. MISCELLANEOUS 
No reduction shall be made from any em-
ployee's wages fo^i th£ expense of power or 
machines used by TO workers. The refrain-
ing from wQrk.jMT the 1st day of May, 1913, 
shall not ne% violation of this Protocol. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have 
caused this instrument to be signed by their 
duly authorized officers the day and year 
first above written. 
For the NEW YORK ASSOCIATION OF HOUSE-
DRESS & KIMONO MANUFACTURERS. 
By I- GINSBL'RC, President, 
For the INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT 
WORKERS' UNION. 
By JOHN A^ DYCHE, 
General Secretary-Treasurer. 
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Editorial 
White Goods Six weeks on strike, in a 
Workers' trade ninety per cent unor-
Victory ganized before the strike, 
and a settlement granting recognition of 
the Union, ten per cent, increase in wages, 
a fifty-hour week, sanitary shops, board 
of arbitration for industrial disputes! 
This is the victory of the White Goods 
Workers ' Local 62,—a nine days won-
der ! 
It was claimed by the manufacturers 
that the leaders called this strike against 
the will of the workers, so as to get their 
dollars into the treasury for the benefit 
of the "walking Delegates." All who 
gave any credence to this absurd claim 
should have been present when, on Feb. 
n t h , these "leaders" submitted the terms 
of a proposed "settlement" to the strikers 
for their consideration. So great was 
the suffering among many of the most ex-
ploited girls that no "leader" had the 
heart to turn down this "settlement" 
which contained substantial gains, with-
out explaining its features to the army on 
strike and giving them the decision. It 
is net easy to advise others to "stick it 
out" and starve, however much leaders 
might desire to "fight to a finish." There-
fore, the leaders put the "proposed set-
tlement" up to the workers, advising its 
careful consideration because of its many 
good features. The scenes in the vari-
ous halls when the matter was laid before 
the strikers was answer enough to those 
who had made the claim that the workers 
were mere helpless tools of unscrupulous 
officials of the Union. Mothers of halt-
starved children fairly drowned the voice? 
of officers and organizers as they strove 
to speak. Girls of sixteen and seven 
teen developed remarkable powers of ora-
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tory as they sprang to the platform to 
urge their sisters to stand out for full 
Union recognition. The vote which fol-
lowed, declared against the proposed set-
tlement by more than a two-thirds ma-
jority. And the so-called "leaders" were 
rejoiced by the spectacle of a full-fledged 
organization deciding entirely on their 
own responsibility the issues involved. 
This splendid courage was rewarded, a 
few days later, by further concessions in 
the matter of shop chairmen, price com-
mittees and full recognition of the Un-
ion, and the happy strikers celebrated 
the victory at a glorious "celebration" at 
Kessler's Theatre, February 19, and re-
turned to work "in a body" next morn-
ing-
T h e White Goods 
Workers found a pow-
erful friend in a dis-
Mayor of 
Grand Rapids 
Speaks- for WhIU 
Goods' Workers t a n t S t a t C ( , U n n S t h e , r 
splendid fight for a liv-
ing wage. Mayor George E. Ellis, of 
Grand Rapids, had watched their strike 
from afar, and when they were fighting 
in the last ditch, he came to New York as 
a big brother ready to champion their 
cause at a mass-meeting at Berkeley The-
atre, February 21. This meeting was 
turned into a jubilee by the news that 
the strike had been won. And the big 
brother had arrived just in time to share 
in the rejoicing. His splendid address of 
congratulation put the finishing touches 
to the victory, and the girls will always 
remember his general espousal of their 
cause. I t is a rare spectacle to see the 
popular Mayor of a great city travel hun-
dreds of miles to "back up" a strike. It 
would be well for other Mayors to "take 
notice/' 
It was Mayor Ellis, who granted the 
use of Grand Rapids' City Hall for a 
mass-meeting for the striking corset 
workers of Kalamazoo, and who later 
went to Kalamazoo to address a huge 
mass-meeting of strikers, and paid a rous-
ing tribute to Miss Josephine Casey, who 
was then languishing in jail for peaceful 
picketing. 
A few incidents will illustrate the hu-
manity of t^e man. 
In the firtst place, he was first nomin-
ated for mayor from the "bleechers" at a 
baseball game, and he has ridden to po-
litical successes ever since on waves of 
popularity with the "plain people." At 
FLORENCE ZUCKERMAN. the first time on 
strike, developed remarkable powers of 
oratory and spoke with Mayor Ellis on the 
same platform. r 
the time of the great furniture strike in 
his city, a delegation of "the best peo-
ple" waited upon him to ask for the ap-
pointment of special pol ice to prevent 
riots. He responded by immediately ap-
pointing as special police, 200 strikers, 
and so well did they maintain order that 
he was complimented by Prc^. Roosevelt 
in a congratulatory letter.' At another 
time, a great bill-board blew down from 
a department store, killing two persons 
and injuring several more. The Mayor 
at once announced that the biiI-boar<:^ 
must go. 
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The business men in alarm got out an 
injunction, restraining the Mayor from 
removing the signs But the mayor was 
too quick for them. Dodging the in-
junction deputies, he ordered out the en-
tire hook-and-Iadder apparatus of the 
city, and inside of half an hour, the bill-
board was no more. While the business-
men looked on in amazement, they were 
served with injunctions restraining them 
from replacing the signs. 
By such demonstrations of respect for 
human rights and interest in human wel-
fare, this remarkable man has established 
himself firmly in the hearts of the plain 
people of Michigan. And by a sympathy 
which reaches across the boundary line 
of his state, he is winning his way into 
the national heart. The girls of the 
White Goods Trade are now added to 
his list of friends by the warmth of his 
response in their hour of need. 
The Wrapper and Kinio-
Vlctory of the
 n Q M a k e r s - L o c a l 4 , 
\\ rapper and 
Kimono Makers c a m e o u t victorious some 
days before their sisters, 
the White Goods' Workers, and it was in 
no sense a lesser victory than that of 
Local No. 62. The employees of Local 
No. 41 have secured all their demands 
and have resumed work under a peace 
Protocol in all essentials similar to the 
Protocol of the Cloak and Suit Industry. 
The leaders believe that in a measure the 
Wrapper and Kimono agreement is an 
improvement on the original, in that it 
makes due and definite provision for deal-
ing with the contractors and outside 
shops. (See pages 8,9, paragraphs 9,13.) 
The same identical point has also been 
conceded by the Wkite Goods and Muslin 
Underwear employers. As soon as the 
strike in the Dress and Waist Industry 
was crowned with success, the victory of 
Locals 41 and 62 became a foregone con-
clusion and only a question of days. The 
workers have been confident of that 
throughout the agitation preceding the 
strike. They felt sure of it when they 
instructed their delegates to the Toronto 
Convention to insist upon the direct in-
dorsement of the strike by the Conven-
tion. We tender our heartfelt congrat-
ulations to Local No. 41. The victory 
means a strong Union, less drudgery and 
more freedom for thousands of youthful 
employees. 
These are the two forces 
The Physical
 t h a t m o | ( | 
And Moral . „, ' 
Forces society. I he lower the 
stage of civilization, the 
greater is the physical force and the 
higher the society the greater i . the in 
tellectual part. The brute is only mo\e<l 
by one force, that is the physical four, 
hut the more man progresses and .>! 
vances the more the intellectual and moral 
forces mold his destinies. Humanin may 
at one time reach such a stage where nieii 
will act by the forces or moral suasion 
only, but it appears that we are far off 
from this millennium, we still have to u»e 
armies and police force to keep society 
going, the anarachist ideal is yet far away. 
As long as this is the case, unions and 
strikes are an absolute necessity. How-
ever eloquently the work people may sub-
mit their case to their employers, how-
ever logically they may argue, it will not 
be heeded, unless there is the force of 
the Union behind it, the fear of strikes 
and the fear of losing their business. Even 
if you find an employer who L moved by 
moral suasion, he is not always in a po-
sition to do what he would like to do or 
whatever he has become convinced he 
ought to do, when he has to face compe-
tition on all sides. For this reason force 
is necessary; but while admitting that a 
Union can never make any headway un-
less it has the power or the possibility to 
force the employer and make it unprofit-
able for him to carry on his business, un-
til he listens to the grievances of his 
' 
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employees, yet no union can exist or 
thrive if it insists on physical force only. 
Besides the physical force the Union 
must also possess the moral and intellect-
ual force. It must possess the right as 
well as the might. There is no union 
strong enough to rely upon might only. 
Just as a union is absolutely powerless 
if its organization is defective, its num-
bers small, its finances poor, so is a Un-
ion equally powerless if it cannot present 
a good case and cannot back it up by logic 
and argument. The physical and intel-
lectual forces must exist side by side; one 
without the other can achieve nothing in 
the present stage of society. 
An Example 
In Point 
In the course of our ne-
gotiations with the repre-
sentatives of the Dress 
and Waist Manufacturers' Association 
from December 9th until the 15th of 
January, when the strike was declared, 
we would never have made any headway 
and the manufacturers would not hare 
entered into any understanding with the 
Union if we had not been able to con-
vince them that a refusal would mean 
disaster to their business, that it would 
mean a general strike with its inevitable 
financial losses on the part of the em-
ployers. So that with the best of em-
ployers we had to use in a way the "big 
stick," otherwise we would have made no 
headway. At the same time these em-
ployers would have been equally obdu-
rate if we could not present a given case, 
if we coudl not convince them that wliat 
we want is only what is right and what 
the work people are entitled to. In our 
present relations with the employer we 
must have these two forces in mind. We 
must never forget for a moment that the 
force of logic is just as important in our 
negotiations with them as the force of our 
numbers and our financial strength. 
Force and W e fincJ *l necessary to 
Compulsion a point this out to our 
Very Last members at this present 
liesort
 s t a g e b e c a u s e t n e r c j s a 
certain element in our Union which lays 
too much stress upon its coercive 
powers, and who are continually 
talking about compelling the employer 
to do this and compelling the work peo-
ple to do that. There is too great em-
phasis and stress laid upon this siibject. 
Happily we have reached such a stage 
where we have demonstrated to the man-
ufacturers our physical powers and what 
we need now more than anything else is 
the ability to convince the other side of 
the righteousness of our position. The 
same applies to the efforts of unionizing 
the non-union people in the Protocol 
shops. There is too much talk about 
compelling them to join the Union. First 
we must use the force of logic and per-
suasion. We should attempt no com-
pulsion until we have exhausted every 
effort to demonstrate to them the value 
of our organization, the benefits they can 
get therefrom; until y*e have made them 
realize that those who enjoy the profits 
of the organization must also share its 
burdens and duties. 
Bulletin No. 1, issued by 
The Mann-
 t ^ D r e S s a n ( , W a ; 5 t 
S K * Manufacturers' Associa-
tion, came to hand in 
course of last month. We cull therefrom 
the following: 
Regarding the Protocol 
"The fact that the Protocol is as^quitabie a 
trade treaty as skill and patience could devise 
is a tribute to the men who contsructed it and 
who fought its provisions step by step. 
"It must not be forgotten, however, that 
the Protocol is a case of "$[ve and take." In 
order to make it effective, and to get the best 
possible results, members of the Association 
should carefully study its various paragraphs 
and endeavor in every possible way to live up 
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to the spirit and letter of the agreement If 
they do this the Union and the workers can-
have no possible cause for complaint." 
Regarding the Union 
"Every reasonable effort should be made by 
members to induce their employes to join the 
Union. This is only just and fair, not only 
because the Association is morally obligated 
to do this, but also because it is a simple mat-
ter of justice for all the workers to contribute 
their share in the way of dues to the Union 
toward meeting the greatly increased expenses 
involved in carrying out the Protocol condi-
tions in the shops. There need be no coercion 
and there should not be, but if the matter is 
presented prooerly to the workers who have not 
yet affiliated themselves with the Union there 
is no doubt that they can be.induced to join. 
"A strong Union will be a benefit to the 
Manufacturers, and members of the Associa-
tion should make every effort to increase the 
membership in the Union so that its officers 
may have complete control of the workers and 
be enabled to discipline them when necessary. 
With half the shop Union and the other half 
non-Union, it is easy to be seen that this is 
impossible and that friction is bound to result." 
Our International Union may con-
gratulate itself on having wrought not 
only tremendous changes for the better 
in the conditions of the workers, but a 
revolution in the mental attitude of the 
majority of the most influential employ-
ers, pour years ago this attitude was 
not even dreamt of. That it has been so 
largely brought about is due in a large 
measure to the educational campaign and 
good diplomacy of General and Local 
leaders and officers. 
When the plans were Agitation among . 
The Children originally laid for fore-
Drew Makers i n g an improvement 
for the women workers 
in the Shirt Waist, White Goods and 
Wrapper and Kimono Trades, the Misses 
and Children Dress Makers were in-
cluded. For the conditions in this trade 
are not a whit better than those that 
hitherto prevailed in the others. That 
these equally oppressed workers were left 
out was due to the (act that Local No 
50 was not as well organized and pre 
pared for a conflict. But the victoriou 
turn of the tide has breathed new life int 
the dry bones of the Misses and Childre-
Dress Workers. While these lines an-
being penned, these workers are asking 
themselves the very pertinent question 
"Should we continue in industrial slaverv 
while our sisters and brothers of kindred 
trades have experienced a glorious libera 
tion and are enjoying shorter hours, ,i 
higher wage and guaranteed protection <>t 
their interests? And echo answer> 
"Should they indeed?" Verily, they will 
be foolish if they do. 
Accordingly, they are rapidly prepai 
ing and coming into line. It is obvi<mv 
that they must be raised to the same con-
ditions as now prevail in the other LadicV 
Garment trades. They cannot be left in 
their slavery for fear of constituting a 
danger to the workers whose position ha* 
been improved. Will the employers profit 
by the events of the last few weeks and 
come to terms without a strike? This 
depends on whether they are wise enough 
to foresee the inevitable. The probability 
is that by the time this sees the light we 
shall be in the throes of another struggle-




The victorious march 
of our women workers 
in New York City has 
at last opened the eyes 
of their sisters in similar trades in Boston, 
the City of "beans and culture." What 
has just been said regarding the Missis 
and Children Dress Makers of New York 
City applies with equal force to the \ \ ai>t 
Makers and similar workers of Boston, 
numbering probably six or seven thous 
and. Vice-Presidents Sigman and Mit-
chell, who have just returned from that 
City, report a very vigorous movement 
going on there. On February 17th, a 
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crowded and enthusiastic meeting was 
held at Fanuiel Hal!, the largest in Bos-
ton, and hundreds of people were turned 
back for want of accommodation. This 
is a very encouraging sign of the times. 
Let it be said that for the last three years 
the Waist Makers' Union of Boston, Lo-
cal 49, has been struggling against tre-
mendous odds in keeping up a mere sem-
blance of organization. Its few members 
had been talking in whispers about the 
Union and were afraid of their own sha-
dows. The fear of discrimination and 
instant dismissal Jiad constantly preyed 
on their minds. It is therefore gratifying 
to hear that they are at last throwing off 
the mask of secrecy and gradually form-
ing a strong resolution to win their rights 
like their sisters in New York. 
The Cloak and Skirt Makers and the 
Ladies' Tailors, of Boston, are likewise 
in a state of ferment. The feeling among 
these w »rkers is gathering strength day 
by day that protocol conditions must be 
made applicable to them as well, and we 
are glad to learn of efforts at conciliation 
being made and of initial conferences 
having been held with that end in view. 
There are a number of Protocol pioneers 
and supporters in Boston, conspicuous 
among whom are men of such nation-
wide fame as Louis D. Brandeis and E. 
Filene. Prominent men like Meyer 
Bloomfield and Phil. Davis are also 
strongly interested in the' "Protocol' 
movement. If both parties are fortunate 
in securing the disinterested assistance 
and cooperation of any or all of these 
gentlemen, the establishment of Protocol 
conditions in Boston would no doubt be 
accelerated without serious trouble. 
Amid the pother and 
commotion of the late 
strikers, the brave 
Raincoat Makers of 
Local 20 have nearly been forgotten. Lo-




in a series of strikes and has steadily 
increased its membership under the able 
leadership of Vice-President Dubinsky. 
At the time of writing, a great struggle 
is in progress in Brooklyn, involving 2,000 
employees of Kenyon's factory. The 
employees consist of about eight national-
ities, but this does not deter them from 
standing shoulder to shoulder for Union 
and better working conditions. Local 20 
is affiliated with the Joint Board of Ck<ak 
and Skirt Makers, and this powerful 
Board is doing all in its power to bring 
about a victory. 
In another column a list is given 01 
monies donated by our locals towards the 
strikes of the White Goods Workers and 
Wrapper and Kimono Makers, and of 
the heavy cost of relief and strike ex-
penses incurred by the International Un-
ion. To this should be added $i.ooo/>» 
donated by the International Union tc 
help the cause of the brave Raincoat Ma-
kers. 
Labor Bill* 1 > a t t h e w o r l d ( j o e s 
Hearing at m o v c w a s c v i ( l c n c e ( l a t 
Albany, Feb. 10. a L a b o r B i l 1 "hearing" 
at Albany on Feb. 19. 
Time was when Trade Unionists, 
working single. handed to get on the 
statute books Legislation to protect and 
enhance- ijwmflh life, were met at labor 
bill hearings, not by enthusiastic reform-
ers anxious for the passage of such mea-
sures, but only by angry and scornful em-
ployers who lined up in solid ranks to 
oppose all measures which threatened 
their freedom to "carry on their own 
business in their own way." 
But the last labor bill hearing at Al-
bany was in marked contrast to those 
of the "good old days." A special train 
carried the most influential philanthro-
pists, settlement workers, ministers and 
"leading citizens" to the hearing to favor 
such legislation and to assure the labor 
committee of the legislature that public 
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opinion demanded its passage. Among 
those who attended the hearing were rep-
resentatives from the State Federation of 
Labor and from some local unions of al-
most every trade of New York City. Our 
own International was represented by a 
delegate, and the Joint Board of Cloak, 
Suit and Skirt Makers' Unions sent an-
other. 
As a result of this change in public 
opinion, the next legislature will un-
doubtedly pass laws for better Fire Pro-
tection, a law prohibiting the employ-
ment of Children under fourteen in 
"Field, Factory, Workshop" or tenement; 
laws prohibiting manufacture of any 
foodstuffs in tenements and requiring 
that all articles still manufactured it: 
tenements should bear the tenement 
stamp; an amendment to the "Fifty-four 
hour law," reducing the hours of labor 
of women and children in the Canner 
ies, and many other important measure-, 
including a Workmen's Compensation 
Bill. 
The World Docs move. But the Trade 
Union is one of the big motors which 
drags it along and the world still la£* 
very far behind the Union Movement. 
A Splendid Victory Won 
By Philip Cohen 
No more fighting, no more striking ; 
The strikes have had their run. 
No more hurrying, no more scurrying 
A splendid victory is won. 
In rain and sleet, out in the street. 
They met to discuss the situation. 
Union might upheld their right 
And helped without hesitation. 
All were jolly, Max and Mollie 
Joined the pickets awhile. 
To Duty's call, one and all 
Answered with a pleasant smile. 
* * * 
It was a sight, by day and night, 
To see the strikers meet. 
No matter where, they all were there 
In churches, halls and street. 
Now all is o'er, we've reached the shore, 
The strikes have had their run. 
Let's raise our voice and all rejoice, 
A splendid victory is won 
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Donations Received 
For Strikes of the Wrapper and Kimono Makers and White Goods 









For Local 41 Only 
• 
Cloak Makers' Union of Baltimore 
Cloak Makers' Union of San Francisco 
Cloak and Skirt Makers' Union of Montreal . . . . 
Tailors and Dress Makers' Union of Newark . . . . 
Pressers' Union of Boston 
Ladies' Tailors' Union of Baltimore 
Cloak and Skirt Cvitters of Philadelphia 
Cloak and Skirt Makers of Boston 




















Cloak Makers' Union of Philadelphia 
AmalganUed Ladies' Garment Cutters* Union of New York. 
Ladies' Garment Cutters of St. Louis 
Cloak and Suit Cutters' Union of Montreal 
Ladies' Waist and Dress Makers' Union of N. Y 
Ladies' Tailors Union of Boston 
Ladies' Tailors and Dressmakers' Union of N. Y 
Cloak Makers' Union of Chicago 
Ladies' Tailors of Denver 
Waist Makers' Union of Boston 
Cloak and Skirt Cutters of Philadelphia -* 
Cloak and Skirt Makers of Boston. he 
Cloak and Skirt Makers' Union of Toledo 
Brownsville, N. Y. Dress Makers 
Amal. Ladies' Garment Cutters of Boston 
Ladies' Garment Cutters' Union of Toronto ', 
Garment Workers' Union of Buffalo 
Raincoat Makers' Union of Montreal ,'. 
Joint Board of N. Y ....,-: 
Local 
I?-
For Local 62 Only 
Reefer Makers' Union 
Bakers' Union, Local 1. . . . 

































To Local 41 
January 16 $250.00 
20 < 750.00 
" 30 500.00 
31 500.00 
February 1 i.ooo.oo 
6 1 ,ooo 00 











For Strike Relief and Court Expenses 
January 14 $200.00 
February 6 «w 1,000.00 




'7 ; I300O 
l8 700.00 
21 I 7OOOO 
$4,880.00 
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General Executive Board in Session 
. 
A special meeting of the General Executive 
Board was held on February ist to 4th, at 32 
Union Square, New York City. 
Present:—S. Polakoff, M. Sigman, M. Lap-
idus, H. Dubinsky, S. Lefkovits, H. KJeinman, 
B. Witashkin, A. Mitchell, S. Slotchin and D. 
Cohen. 
Absentees:—M. Strassburg and I. S. Feit. 
President Rosenberg in chair. 
Geencral Secretary-Treasurer reported that 
on January 29th the following letter was sub-
mitted to him by the Secretaries of the N. Y. 
Joint Board, M. Perlstein and H. Kleinman, 
for signature. 
"Cloak. Suit & Skirt Manufacturers' Pro-
tective Ass'n." 
Gentlemen: 
Wc are advised that you refused to recog-
nize the Cloak and Skirt Makers' Unions of 
New York, acting through their Joint Board, 
as the party to the Protocol, upon the the-
ory that the Protocol is an Agreement with 
the International Ladies' Garment Workers' 
Union. We have to inform you that this is 
an error. The International Ladies' Gar-
meent Workers' Union, through its officers, 
whose signatures are affixed to the Protocol, 
acted merely as attorney-in-fact for its New 
York Locals, enumerated in the opening par-
agraph of the Protocol. 
(Signed) A. ROSENBERG. 
President Rosenberg stated that in view of 
the constant agitation going on among some 
members of the Joint Board, to the effect that 
the International Officers are in league with the 
Manufacturers' Protective Association, with 
the object of injuring the Cloakmakers' Un-
ions, he is, therefore, ready to sign any docu-
• ment which will release the Joint Board from 
any obligations to the International Union, and 
so take the wind out of the sail of those agi-
tators. 
General Secretary-Treasurer further reports 
that he signed this document, although while 
doing so, he expressed grave doubts as to the 
legality of such action, since the General Strike 
was called by order of the Boston Convention 
and conducted by the General Executive, and 
the Protocol of Peace had been signed by the 
officers of the International Union. The In-
ternational was in his opinion, therefore, a 
party to the Protocol, but he had been as-
sured by Vice-President Kleinman and Sec-
retary Perlstein that the signature to such . 
letter would relieve the situation, which wa-
very critical, and action could not be defcrrc ! 
any longer. This letter had been forwards! 
to Professor Hourwich, the new clerk of tin 
Joint Board. He had afterward learned thai 
at the last meeting of the Board of Grievance-, 
of the Manufacturers' Association and the 
Cloakmakers' Unions, there had been a ruptur-
in the negotiations between the Association and 
the Joint Board. Prof. Hourwich, Clerk for 
the Joint Board, had insisted that the Inter 
national Union had absolutely nothing to do 
with the Protocol and cannot interfere in the 
relations between the Association and tin-
Union, while Counsel for the Manufacturers 
Association, Julius Henry Cohen, claimed that 
the International is a party to the Protocol, 
and therefore refused to deal with the Join; 
Board. He also stated that the Manufac 
turers' Association had called in the Board of 
Arbitration to decide this question, and as far 
as he knows, the Joint Board refused to allow 
the same to be decided by a Board of Arbitra 
tion, and that there is a possibility of a Gen 
eral Strike. General Secretary concluded that 
in view of the crisis, he would like the Gen 
eral Executive Board to take action in tin-. 
matter and decide upon a definite course of 
action. 
After a conference had been held. Prof. 1. A. 
Hourwitch submitted to the General Execu-
tive Board the following resolution he pre 
sented to the Joint Board, to be handed over 
to the Manufacturers' Association as a basi-
of settling the jurisdiction dispute. 
"At a joint session of the General Execu-
tive Board of the International Ladies' Gar-
ment Workers' Union, with the officers 01 
the Joint Board of the Cloak and Skirt 
Makers' Unions of New York, held at the 
office .of the International Ladies' Garmcn! 
Workers' Union, on February 3rd, 1913. *nc 
following resolutions were adopted: 
First.—The direct representatives on the 
part of the Cloak, Suit and Skirt Worker* 
and the Unions of these workers acting 
through their Joint Board, are authorized tu 
transact all business with the Cloak, Suit and 
Skirt Manufacturers' Protective Association. 
under the terms of the Protocol of Sep 
tember and, 1910, and the rules approved :-? 
:w--^-' 
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the Board of Arbitration on March 14th. 
TQTI. 
Second.—Under the constitution of the 
International Ladies' Garment Workers' Un-
ion, no strikes can be called by any local or 
locals without the approval of the Interna-
tional Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, 
against any Manufacturer who is either in-
dividually, or as a member of an associa-
tion, a party to an agreement negotiated with 
the co-operation of the International Offi-
cers : to this extent the observance of such 
agreement by the locals is guaranteed by the 
International Ladies'- Garment Workers' Un-
ion. 
Third—The officers of the International 
Indies' Garment Workers' Union, have ai 
all times the power to participate in con-
ferences for the adjustment of difficulties 
that may arise between the locals and em-
ployers of labor. ' 
A ROSENBERG. JOHN A. DYCHE. 
President. General Sec. 
After a protracted discussion, the mntion 
was carried by seven for, and four against. 
Upon motion agreed that the letter sent by 
President Rosenberg and Secretary Dyche on 
January 29th, which isfound on the first page 
of the minutes be approved. 
Upon .the basis of the settlement of the 
Jurisdiction dispute between the Joint Roard 
and the Manufacturers' Association, it has been 
ngreed at the direction of the Board of Ar-
bitration that the following letter be sent 
by the International Union to the President of 
the Manufacturers' Association: 
New York, February 6th. 1913. 
Mr. M. Silherman. Pre^ufrnt, 
Cloak, Suit and Skirt Manufacturers' Pro-
tective Asociation. 
200 Fifth Ave., New York City. 
Dear Sir: 
We have been requested by you to state 
the nature of our guarantee for the per-
formance of the provisions of the Protocol 
of September 2nd, 1910, and with the ap-
proval of the Joint Board state as follows: 
We guarantee, as provided in our con-
stitution, the due performance by the Joint 
Board of all the provisions of the Protoeol 
With a view to securing prompt action, we 
suggest that copies of anv complaint*, re 
quests, or similar communication'; whi-h voti 
may have occasion to send to the Joint Rnard, 
shall be mailed at the same time (o m. in or-
der that we may duly confer and take ac-
tion whenever and as far as it mav seem to 
us to be necessarv. with the members of the 
Joint Board in relation thereto 
Yours truly. 
INTERNATIONAL T.AntrV G A R M F V T 
WORKERS' UNION 
JOHN A DYCHE. 
General Secretary-Treasurer, 
Approved f»r the Joint Board by T. A. 
Honrwitch. 
Upon motion agreed to ratify the Profneol 
signed by the officers of the International 
Union and the Waist & Dress Manufacturers* 
Association of New York. Upon further mo-
tion agreed that President Rosenberg. R Wit-
ash kin, A. BarorT, J Pierce and John \ Dvche 
shall be members of the Board of Grievances 
between the International Union and the Waist 
and Dress Manufacturers' Association an*! 
that First Vice President Pnlaknff shall act 
as clerk for the Board of Grievances 
Upon motion agreed to reimburse Brother 
Moskowitz for expenses incurred for loss of 
time in traveling from New York to Cleve-
land. 
Upon motion agreed to send a resolution of 
condolence toJ^Jr^Selyem, of Cleveland, in her 
hereaveme^iK> consequent on the loss of her 
husband, Brother Joseph Selyem. and to do-
nate $100,000 to his estate 
President Rosenberg reports that he has 
been served with injunction papers applied 
for by I-ocal No. 17, restraining the Interna-
tional Union from revoking their charter 
Upon motion agreed to request Local NTo. K2 
of Kalamazoo to discontinue the agitation 
against the Kalamazoo Corset Company. 
Respectfully submitted, 
JOHN A DYCHE. 
Gen. Sccv-Trcas 
v ^ 
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OBITUARY 
ABRAHAM STEINBERG 
A Martyr to The Cause 
It is with deep sorrow and regret that we 
announce the death of Abraham Steinberg, 
who was the Financial Secretary of our Local 
64, Button Hole Makers' Union of New York, 
on Sunday, February 23rd, at St. Vincent Hos-
pital. 
Steinberg was the victim of the hatred ot 
that class of petty shop tyrants that parade by 
the name of contractors. As the officer of 
his Local Union, he served the interests of 
the members with his whole heart and soul. 
About a year ago, he, with the cooperation of 
the Local Executive, took vigorous measures 
against the contractors that had been like an 
incubus upon the members' earnings and with 
the assistance of the Board of Directors and 
Joint Board of New York, after the matter 
had been arbitrated upon by Dr. Henry Mos-
kowitz of the Downtown Ethical Culture So-
ciety, nearly succeeded in abolishing them. The 
worst elements in our Union are the former 
contractors. It
 s is they who are responsible 
for that bickering and intrigue from which 
our huge organization sometimes suffers. One. 
Harry Wagner, a tool in the hands of these 
erstwhile contractors, a forger, who has now 
confessed to having perpetrated the murder 
at their instigation, had come to the Union 
office a few months ago while Steinberg was 
performing his duties, watched several hours 
for his opportunity and shot him four times. 
For some time it was thought that Steinberg 
would be saved, but this was not to be. Stein-
berg was in a sense a martyr to the cause. 
Therefore, let us all honor his memory and 
think with concern of the living—his widow 
and children left behind. 
Our Late Brother Selyem of Cleveland 
Honor to His .Memory 
While thinking of and fighting for the h\ 
ing we should not forget the departed om -
Last tiionth we heard with sorrow of ih-
death of Joseph Selyem, who was a mem 
bcr of one of our Locals in Cleveland and i 
good fighter for the cause of Unionism. Ii 
the Cleveland strike of 1911, our late Brother 
Selyem had especially distinguished himseli 
by his signal services. Originally. Joseph 
Selyem was a contractor, but that did not drier 
him from throwing in his lot with his indni 
trially enslaved brothers and sisters, the Cl»ak 
and Skirt Makers of Cleveland, in that RTIM' 
light, and it was a blow he received in the 
course of that struggle from which re 
never completely recovered that had cventn 
ally caused his death. Official reference i-
made to his memory in the Minutes of 'hi* 
G. E. R. in another column, and the following 
resolution of condolence has been forwanle-! 
to his bereaved wife and family; 
"Having heard of the death of our la'** 
brother, Joseph Selyem, who was a true mem 
bcr of our Union and has devoted much li-m* 
to the cause of Unionism, we hereby go <• 
record, lamenting his death and cohdoling w::'-
his widow and family in their bereavemetr. 
and resolve to grant One Hundred Dolla-* 
to his estate as a mark of our appreciation «v 
his services to the cause." 
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Some Stirring Events 
MONTREAL. CANADA 
Raincoat Makers Celebrate First 
Anniversary 
On February 1st a Banquet was given at 
the Commercial Dining Rooms by the Rain 
(-oat Makers' Union, Local No. 102, to ccle-
hrate the first anniversary of the Union. There 
were present about ioo members and quests 
representing other locals. 
The members of I-ocal No. 102 are quite 
proud of their organization and not without 
reason; for during the time of its existence 
the conditions of the cementcrs have improved 
immensely. The flooding of the trade by an 
unlimited number of apprentices, as in other 
centers where raincoats arc made, has been 
nipped in the bud, the standard of workman-
ship has beefi maintained and the mechanic 
can always be sure of being kept in full em-
ployment. We here, have profited by (he 
mistakes made both in England and in the 
United States by ambitious but thoughtless 
workers permitting the flooding of the labor 
market with half-baked mechanics and the 
goods market by shoddy. This had the effect 
nf displacing the skilled mechanic and of mis-
leading the consuming public into the bargain. 
In this City, however, thanks to the efforts 
of our International Union and its organizers 
sent here from New York, the Raincoat Trade 
is fully organized. Brother Fromcr of New 
Vork who was then in this City acting as 
International Organizer was the first to ad-
dress a meeting of Raincoat Makers and had 
laid the foundation for a Union in the trade. 
V\ e had started with 30 members and evecy 
new arrival was induced to join the Union 
l>efore starting to work. Now we have a 
membership of 140, including operators wjho 
are week workers. Since joining the Union 
the latter have had their wages increased 26% 
In 40%. 
* One employer thought he would smash the 
Union by importing employees from England 
on contracts, naturally at smaller wage*; but 
we succeeded in/ frustrating his efforts by 
getting these workers on our side. Soon after, 
a dispute as to prices occurred The employer 
thought that—a good opportunity of disenmin 
ating against the Union men, but even the 
new comers refused to do his bidding and 
sided with us until he granted our demands 
Thus the cementcrs of Montreal have ac 
eomplishcd what could not be accomplished 
jn other centers withoui years of exertion 
This good progress made and the fact of our 
having a well-managed Local is just cause for 
celebration and rejoicing 
LOUIS COHEN, Secretary. 
CINCINNATI* OHIO 
An Example To Other Locals 
In a subsequent letter from the above Local. 
Vice-President Polakoff is informed of his 
own suggestion having beejn literally carried 
out. This suggestion is sufficiently important 
to set an example to other locals. While there 
on a recent visit, Hrother PolakofT advised 
the Local to- ^tfi t t1 a strike fund, and that 
every member TWOUM contribute $5.00 in grad 
ual payments to form a strong nucleous there 
for. This has now been carried out. Every 
member earning above $6.00 a week has con-
sented to a tax of $>oo, $2.00 payable in the 
Spring season and $3.00 in the Fall season. 
Those earning below $600 a week w>Jl con-
tribute $300. This decision was unanimously 
arrived at, at a meeting attended by some 400 
members. The Local officers arc now also 
contemplating the creation of a sick and death 
endowment i\uv\. 
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D"ii m ny^a'p PR *nu pn pc a r o ^ r E ^ 
, .n32 |yj"t -'•: 
»V ^^vyao^nR TT £$n J y i o =^; 
DIRDPR-.D;RP ^n;^OR2 8 pc "iyr;yv c4; 
-a"OC y^vRTfica^p "iyi PR OB^ciyE jya"' 
HTD v i orjn lyjatfii .lycRtivrs j ' r y : 
-nyn lya^t nnan ya'ttji n pc 5 PR fjrvy; 
.tyiRrya DTocy-R ^,— 
TJIC^lrtp ]1B cy^J» q DV 
iyp:yi:« l" i yiny 
PR lypay- p*n pR jyu^Rr: TO njjnnyr 
-;1D TO iya-iRT ,yaHyay^ H IRB jyce^yp 
oi3 R jya^ T iv iyoya-iyD o'a jyayvo-y" 
lyovy? .nyina cyay^i^o^-yD R IRE tn^v 
jyo r^.a lytjiK iv oiynya i^o jya^n OR:R-
t|yaiwois^yj T^R ny^yo nov TN j jnyrya 
oy3"« pR nyaoyo R tynya T^ R oy^yo ^c-' 
nyiiR^a R I^ R D?RP^ I3u5iv5p yyrr.R \-z 
•yai^o^iye lyniM .OT i^psr TE •yestyr 
-"vyao^R oiy-:RTyn Tt oijr: njnra "v: 
,i3»5iv5p pR P"*IOD lyovy^ cyi p» o:ya 
p« -iya$ ,IROPRID;RP R jyrya PK DV^V-
ya^r IR iycR^yaaR Tt iy o^n P"">oc cy-
?I"53W PR lycoyn^ pR nynna royercyr 
-iRya iy ORH "lyDBoyp yiiRna y"iy^;« D^ C 
iy ORH IR p"ioo oyi PD jynu "IRE OM : 
-ya o^Royn ORH ny DRV, BR^P R HB iyo%?y: 
-lyanRD y^a PERT T ^ - V PK P* C - N : 
iyoiaya3if e«n n » » : .m .3ye*n ny-
-n op^yaw PR lR^v^RTyTiyno ynayaf-RC 
tnyia'P PR *na pv iv V-Sv* 
o*»ynya TO jynRn ijnyMiya oma t:^,, 
nor — Tjrma nytaiR pc OIMD cyi PE 
lyaoyo iy*no R jy^ya PR nya^yn ,cy,c,v-
'"an* nyi oaynya DRH PR IR^;V nyraiR ps 
-O^D TO '.tyviRn !yv:R3 \"i o^ o iRt iye 
-iy-r:*p PR nao^ R pn o*o PIROC jyi^ PORs 
iRf'R-: onyn^n R « I lypayr v^ jyc^^V- P* 
".y'DRBo^ D lytjw PB |ya"v tf - i s 
*WV£~*><U 
» ; lypnyn BjycnB3 D>T^ lyn 42 
DyD:mv"u 11$ ""iB^a oyi HE aiyzcyo pv 
H iiK Npav 5]wifB'"rura:»K "lyi ;y i r rv 
-»iPD¥Og Diyn^DpyEUBE oyr; p« DD*MI 
-$B t3jyinyiB"D"ii nytD^iy Dap p«c ,|yc 
•na ny nvya O'PD pinJp pn >$r wp t f 
.oyoayv. 
v^ wna DD""io B [ yp^ IX Qro i f^n 
ma ,IBD ovoWi ,uisfti'}p PB ny^yo .DID 
Tin n« iivaiyDiPVa P B o v f r o «IDV i y i 
.nwi jne i y i PD i r f i p 100 fyaya *vr« 
iy D* I ,D~iy5p-iy anyaaytip DJprunfi 
-p po onyB"S lyts 'p j^nrK lyatppya D$n 
fio ^ / ^ " a n y o ^ B n anayefcrny ,17 ^BP 
/ W W D ly^r lyanyapyiiB -yno cyn ij/royDtryz tv jyoitfB'ya 
82 >«p# po lyaasSnya IY jyoitf B>ya -iyo:iB i ini f iy j T'K -y^yv* ^yptfiunB-Dayi 
•,TBDB5>BP fyaya y^vBD^B H ly^yocixaif -,,3"iyD3,« n po D-.yo^y n po i ymcy ; 
.$P DyDI^P -13BO Djm pK DD"V. H PB ft'aV f>B3$P 
K^DD331D3« P« ,P~W 1»3 PB (ye^B^DBDB OiyWDpyE 
.cprmo .pyo .ayem ,B»H .N .B>n B
 rpppgD'V .3 .anyaayrip DayviyiB ct r 
f VT2 ys'tony -iyn> l y j j n j r w ,ce:"fcoap 
on iyp'<r tt lympcnii V K B?H oy p^yr. 
Tin o»»* ly^yt i p pit \yiw /n*<p tu*«vn 
'VP T»fc iy1?*' T O H : ,iynyu spury; T:IK is 
a»o lycnm
 (;»sn: iyn aaifrev H ;yany: ;;•; 
ijn tyayii —i«v- oa«$trn P« oyscyo n 
jjamr 
/'jKCCJUIEr* 
oayoiBa DH"S ^yjy^' jnyoj 'K 
,^"-1 .B iniwn ,NP3V onypvyv 
.fi?tyiD /ipyo .;yt^n 
pc rut*: Bi'»trn -KC iyc"ny; er 
anyaa^off cn-DB 
.typayiJH pu jnny 
•ynya H p/a": oy .lycveway r n o oayo 
".ysBD-pi^p -iyi I*K Dnyop«iD3yp v:yi 
"BO*3B yoDa^ny^ n lynn^o vwii ,w*w 
_ , ,K j3iD5Kinye p« onyo'Es n ;y;yi y ^ 
B tyaipoyj oyn ,"»y:;Bv, lyoMiyj B ,"ty: 
'ii J:B> lyoBJ^o i'ny2:^Di;' *HR CBH 
in l PD DniB DV'K 1M DPMI Cy 
*3IK |ynya -iy PB ,D"iiyp f*K Jyno 
"^oy pc Dvyny3iyD3iK PB DDMpyaiyo 
"90 yau^M p« ,cyo^2 -i$ptoo:t$p yi 
38jo [yv:B; B C.TB ny DJJH pmv iyDB: 
DrVK D^n PB D*Dtf"I^Jl' VDBD PM D\iyj2^ 
oyn "um^viiyi 8 PB |y5np 4 D3{j,'y33,nB 
W3«5 B -pyiiv Dyi IBE Danpys u^n iy 
oyn a-iynj^ ^D^ TB ,D:"Dya iyo o$n o^v 
*3»nfi y;"? y^K pK lynyDBiDMix DIIJE 1*1 
•'K ctji iK ,D"»ynya lyvnyoB' D^D |yayn yn 
*ya VH aiyaa"©^ .tynyj Diycya o^: D.TB 
•"BT nya^^n -on B^D nyrD-iBc B MI iy^BE 
*ya " i ^ iysBc iyiy^nya lyoocy'D D*D 
•ya p« "ly^ryr. ^lyaa^DB' omaK :K ,D;BP 
Diyp^D >ryr i^uo^a \ i pc lycyrpyc iyn 
iyn ,3BD3it iva^yoyya ;*B 04 p«psjr i^av 
-ED^." D:yc:Mi q;yt?'pB n*nzyc iyo23 
> ' .^BD 
oyn PB T^aw-wtyv.ya PB ;iya;,%D^ 
"5yn ,|y:Bn%y3'?;^>p ycB>p yjy1 PB DBH 
*PBID:^P — iyoya ayi y^D3^ K jyny: yo 
-iy oyn i^';!1 pn pa nyo^Byn DPB . D ^ D 
p i e'tD [yoy.yoa'K 'ciyarryD H oaynya 
iny* B Tiy IB .HOBO nya^DanoMK "iyv;Ba 
lrmpytpy p'i D*D lyoBPv iy DBH P^-.IV 
D'^DPBIDJ^P n iy:yj aji^yoir 'B iysi;y3 
"tj-iB Din D-.yD^y: y^^ D -inyi \vz^n yiyyv 
.WW oiypMD 5»t$n;$Dip n pg oyn; 
-n ny Tisifa pB ajipTiio1© nyn D^D PB 
-ya Dyc3 D.TK VH " n y i p % n pu Diyopyi 
-B3 DJH v w ivvuyp^nv yrtyn n iy3;i> 
41 nypnjjv. wyc-is; D |-T^>S ijr 
?9PWU op |t« rijmvyjBcya Biyn ojr MI 
, r t n H BM*? tlM ,1910 ^JQBjnMJD iyc2 | « 
ojn p i |ye"nyi eu untfiuu lV-,n ys?yn 
.1911 ,nyn tye2 nyi lyvinainii n« T I « F 
•nywm n pa iyt?iccc:Kp njn »n5 (2 
"?P ,1^31' onypv$ii MJWWJ cyn«»7 tysgvn: 
1? lyanom* EM C?KPK? ny-;K ?BP*P !"P W: 
?y;(ja,,,;"iyE:;,H iyi p i cM2Mriy n |ng pmca 
-aye K TIK DBII nyiiwapyauBO « i:yn»n iy;y; 
cayonjiK ]K cKn lyiK ,;ytr"KicKCK ijn pa iy; 
pa ttipviwti n B*O |jn*nyj ecvoyj VH cgr 
s"r. MTK «|MK .ciyc>C(5 fyjKvuny&jiM n 
aiytntf cyn**7 ?y5«ttnMiya:'n n BVB:IP*J 
,wjmn;w KTK pa uusirov n HJMP Diypimn 
frW"n)Ra2'H n pa cnyc»a» »n (3 
czy-i DKI lya'K lyaKH J^MI* cnypii^ii BiyoiKJ 
-cay i* DIK ;ys:yyE:Kp p« lycnyJis^na;* 
|froipn«a iy:yp yr?yn ,iv:"p;nM:r |jn»o> 
.D>nrn »tya pit CTKPK? iy»Mis 
.c;yTryiB ,nya;yTip .8 
.c-iy-ic .pyc . m ,e»H .« |KBTl 
"i$E nVTH trUW ft'Dipon WJ«J 8 ^tfJ 
•lyayjtn 4 p« T E K I 7 PE jyoi;yH$ J8?tf 
•;ytip .ry-JB Dipt wna "y~ T8 jyoytoya 
oyn op^yj |ya$n ^ n lyDy-.pyo p« nya 
Dmni >$r ^jwrun uraMK MI /IKIJK* iyc29 
.lyo^nya ou 
•jir^nD'am ps wsJ-iya oyi *IMR 
lyuya^D ivp^ iv lyoi^cya w\\ vi8sp 
ntt&pyfiugb H pe B:yvty"is DW eiv,";2 
: [ycywoipK D"ur. 
.1913 ,T*naya |jm6 un ,pi«' PJ„ 
cvipc PK cio ,PIK?P ,B:yiuyiB ,itf&iy3^ H .o„ 
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 riya"»K»D$DH u>epye<pB cnynrapyauHD 
.v;yiiy ye5 
; Tiyn lynetyii 
,;:ny?p-iy i« BJ;»7iya ISIK pa CKH "in»K 
oyn pa lyepjia »1 TK ijn»e:iniu n>c MTR MI 
ly^yn ,1910 pyaoyBByo tyc2 pfi ^«P«JB»IE 
njn pe :::o'ntris nyn tsic .oinyan* iy^n 
:Dyuy^v> *^o unyVpny nwa w«vn 
iyt:iH {'it iy;nry; ni ^jn'eilTW I'D, 
-y; eyn Ti^a uiyvn lyi C(<T ^yciccc^p 
.typvegna pa iy=p:« »n jyemau ;nyn 
,ai^ T3Un ysi^ apaia ly-tyz'tiya i» nsn 
pa cy»E^ p C^ T ^'CM: PK cy TK ,n»c lypajn 
"ijQij ; ^pifoynA |ic tx D'I^'JV i n [jrnm 
I^D^nyi .pyo n« IKDJ'^P BjyrtytB c— 
ny»3lH I"t D^i ,ony3*nyfi CTK ;y;(j-
yoD:-.y inyi K jy.yDD»>nyc oyr, oz-~v 
"iyc iyi;y? ;yr^? D»; V.K" IVC DVI* y:«-
•ya "lyDyfir b$r, x-ryiD-.pyr iy-i .;y--^ 
oy-i pa aj'D'o iyoxy? D"3 Dip ,\mr.vz 
iy«i>i;Kn-iyo n iyr>? oyoayiva i ^ " i s ^ : 
-c:^u'n oyi |i« [y& K^'DVOK "»y- iirir^ vv 
B'DMnin xqpfi .jy-^v.ys iyo^-cyjntj —^«: 
"V^uiyoj'M '*J D ^ ,Dy'n:yo'y3 D * ^ CIJ.-
D'D wno IV D^: "IJJJ D17^D3« Dtjn l«#*;v :y; 
jy^>ej>nK tDij ^i| -Jt#D pt<
 f^ pvt3v*ifl cy-
•"K^D^DK nyi IWMIV jyaji>nj8myD n pM 
-yi
 tinvp .n m*>wn .itj^r -ty: p,« ;y-
,jy(y"WD^DDK DiyilBTDpyeUBD H pE ",y^: 
'^ B5'"jiyiDj,K n D*I
 foyDBMnya nya^ 2$-
ps#p^atfiE po nx | ^ ;v cyi oy^oiyc ry; 
jy?i;8n w C3«tD;y ^1 iy eyn DIIKI PK 
"iy TJMK Dt#n ny .-nsip o ; ^ ^ n cy: D*^ 
a
»M«DVD« Dny-n^ DpyDUBO n D ^
 fDiyrr 
iy^nouiK pc wwo 8 fycnyj Di$n \v? 
p,K ,y3«-ic yrnj-; n jyn^B'tajy ix T I ^ S 
Dj'ifB'n "iyi DSJH ,aiynyj Difn ~y *v D"-
ty^inou-iK iyi t« ,D^ny3 D*J T"M^: 
V^iJtfe .fyi^B'Djy y:KiE n ^ ? " - s ^ : 
•^Knyjycn 8 PE tD;yni#; jyo^nya cy ^tj" 
-yjDMH onsn oijn lyoynpyD nyi .p"~ar 
iv 1-18^ 3 iPDipyrpy J«nyjyK'Tn oy-r oiyiijE 
.1«T iyi p« ajiJyDB' yDD'o^ya « jytr-y; 
ynjy:^E n I^E oay^ iroMmn ^ ' H E 
pm8i iivva o;^^t-i nyn DVM Qijnr&wm 
-"K*DSD8 Diy-.^DpyEusc H iv FyjJs .^y" 
•omen oyi ty?Dyn TB o't8- 8 D>K ;yr 
: Di'BD'i |yB'p," 
-yiyirn oyi PE « I » M y;t»cy-?K itf *)M«ff 
•M? ^3«e*":iyci»K n pE TI»K2 r.»a;py?py ^K-
Biyc^aj! n p« nj»:i' cnypiKn a:yeiR: -;,~ 
ci'ipc pK pi»?p n TIE n«B3 BJ'^VTI sy" pa 
oyn iyo^«ny;m ,pi8> v: PE IK«;V ciy?"" 
n lyjin ,CEK jyw?i PK ,1913 pimaya ly=3 
: ty^H^y- iyouy;:« BJyri?«Tyi ;•::;•;-« 
fpiK?p n pe lycyic-yE yKpyi't »i (1 
-^ ycTKcya jy:»n C:K»:I> iyr»a Bi»*.pc PK ^' = 
]^;Kri"iyE is T"KK2 u i | | v n iy»t ""!'" - " -
ennpc p« BIC
 7piK?p ijn B^ a jyaaparyj r » 
CM'? ,iytt»"«*C8CK ivcpycKiB DnynB^pytuKS 
nyp"Wi Bjj?tnw D*T^ ijn 40 
IP3J*T i'i*e v5« i*p i*o lyce^vp ,tysy5« 
-jyoKnx i u V* |y?*i T O iyn pw .B'vriB 
pK .tpy H T» w t oy T*K ,iyDE$ iy"ryi 
• : rnc inys tjniw D5$H iyp:yi DIS I.TK 
n |w ,5K3$P"JiytM*K iyn IY D;^:V: T ? 
-yoy: ^MK flrtrfipi t rn ny^r HE oiyD^Eij 
TT [yoJijii n» ly^n T O D$U |y:soKnyfi 
nyc lya^ir ' iD 5y*B iy:;ttf-;yE yiyt:is w 
•5ipi Dy TS
 rlW»! Dy PK |8"T PN .iyo5«.i 
ps y?"nDiitfi$E y?S H TinrturiyE |»o 
18B v«5s JW8D |w ,iyoMv.v jyaya oyr^K 
D*w5irpi3 pa yjifDivn ly'ncw i n 
m\tpT\* iyt3W PK DD8TTDjy2V5 lyi PN D*V 
,on: BD'Jinna 0*0 
in fy^vE oiyo^E* .B>n n T» ,01*181 WP 
o*: iyj8ii "? TK ,"t jysya ri*nr ?y'C MTK 
-5*2 .tpy H pic ...nvcc:yyE *p? jyrr w 
-IJ:PK iv "inyr: p« myo rf'B DMK T> oxr 
.^K^EB'^ nPDrK ^ j y v 
.trn yiyir.K iy2$r! ,::ij"c pv: i s : 
yiyi:i8 tyaitys ii/octj DEiN-ry; oiyo^Es 
T8
 PtyrD38i«j t r : "t 5yn T « . IP: :*D^ 
"HP p'P o>Mf ybB'^ .y n lyiyrr D*: .jyftw "t 
[yf-yii ,NT 3MK ,iy3$ ....tmp oy:y< |IE P-D 
IU ,tye'i5ti:g jw Pip cyi tyEto $*: IT: 
.tyiy pycttty lynsi^ p» an5nyj wr? 
;iy;jyn:N lyi MI •spSirna MTK lyjaya oyn 
E»B8DVBD*D pno Dtp lySyii *M n : an* 
T« P3 pn ,yrTit$: » p« ?«?« e*: p« 
*n«3 .oiyijyya -pt ttf$r oy^ K rt« .lyrr 
C E $ rN-.yryrn pK iitnayc ;yt:4 zy- ra jyoi cyi pB jyo^r.yi^w 
•** - C ' P - I * - - - * C^ , , 'W *_-(<« ., I | y - " f * - • , » 
".:iy2jyt{j"('.N (tynitriyeiin) 
BD«JI ,u"iy^p^y nimirnp o;y-iny.£ 
"Dj^spn cvi PE Diyzcy^: y^:j<c MI MT» 
•^K H Dt$"i D*5ia>a o*c or.K tynya i"i»^a 
MEOJ^P K pw |y;"t D"iyD*E^  ?y;uB"*:iyt3 
jyKf»|t*DVDM DiyilB'DpyEMSD ,B1 D'C y'VNI 
"NE oifn ^ K lya'nBnsnffoiin D"iya -.y T*K 
cyi (y^ncya oyv, oyr ojyciP^i >< 
'v lw;iD3^ciyfi y^« p.E - ^ $ 2 w ^ c n 
•IW^v ^y^L'^^nyurN iyi 
'V i jn^tjno nyoytpyo >Kiywri 
•«i fyrn lyantsnyDsiw DVH iy D ^ DVDII^ 
wm\ t)5j?B«r,vy3 D»n ny Jnijna* ,c ;y:^ 
*yi 5«^ ,::i^:win p»i PE D^pa^xry: s" 
tyfinyjoMiK PK 1910 PE P^-IDD Jmy^ t s r 
-«actp Din PB Snyoya cyn *m« iy"»v.y; 
:*E imviwa oin^y: vx PK |y^:yr;«P "iy; 
"•yi w r^ms lroipyrpy ^Kiyjye'n cy-
*ya jyr^K'ynyD^K T^K J^p^D^fi'Diyiy^E 
s*i5 .Diyo'Btf f 'y^f^nyerK H PE i r w i 
.5 ,iKDr? .^  ,r^ Pb->«E .»^ : -jytyv.:» 
.1 pK PL-DN^ D .C ^PDJ'Sn ." ,011*88? 
.jn»p 
.D .* pn aiyaoMioc .0 : i:ytyiuM 
.lyi^yvm^c nyajyttr1 wyinyifi .oy^c 
-yi iyin?iyio lyoApyo f-tcyiyrr 
lypi** •': PBJTU!pjnpyD H DIT ,»yt3-8B 
,I8tD:*^p . " i ^ | ("o^iyfi .o .2 erytpn 
DIV "iy*i3 lyuys^c o a ^ i y i crr-w lyn^n 
: iy3"ienyo;i8 
S%MI ,iripn vc in s»i? : ;rc?y=:yr/? 
tpi^ » i«: ii« up:;* ciyp^c s-'ipc im ,r.^-
•"«<; cv,",,7 -^H""-'";*«** ";•" c'e t::yc*-;H 
es^tpti oy- e»e e«: p.n :(?»;-.' eiyp\«n c:ye 
,;i*rgc DK?P*I?CC!IH l"K ly^ Mi "*?: .""KM: 
-i^ii wyo^js cyn*^ ^ysvvsnyes'H <i c<j* 
•yjnyeim ;y:*r Biyc»e^  cycyr. JM»:II ciyp 
-«: "rryo e^yi3(jny: ^KH
 rSHp^ »K".2 oy- lysoff 
pbSvp8^  iypi8' i*a pwM TC evpMmi IP MI 
39 nypisn B^vonwa tFv*b njn 
'•TO D J^ ivv:«3 p* PK i^oi$iiDJKnyE o*: 
.iy"iysD;v iv 
~5»VT |"p T31K "3 |JJ«I |V3rD'C yj'ITK 
1"*a ,ptfnn DSJHW o5iy nyi .0^ o^myD 
Dip .nfB>-Hiyr$n K piya o5$ii Dip ni 
y3*?anyny3 TK ,iv-iyn oaKiay* o$n nyaK 
m o DICE iya$n in«i r<3K3 « ha D-iyacyc 
l"P lyanpmv w: jy^t *n ,|jrvp*onp iv 
M"1 pw tirvpnanp D&11 n PK i 1 0 fyviKiir 
iv $T
 fDnpDin lyiyu iv jyo^cya jyEiKi 
Dip ."jyay? pn ixnif iyay5 P*D„ : iy3$r 
•yfio K jyitfiiya T31K "a PK I P T P W I P 
5tfT IPD "in ofoyD oy .DBKcayom y^yv 
-ly-nt* nijoptp : |y5io*8 ivsya man nyn 
...iVDPBipB 
yaJyii ,onyaoyD TK *q>T onyojnyfi oy 
DD"3 i'o*o iwamwain vzm nt« fyrn 
*n jyu ,pnooiKiiya pn 0"p:w"R PE 
CHKD yryn ot* lysro^o y3*3"K "3 (jnyn 
•y3:tj cony-i pmayJD'a "? pirn ,p*onp 
-py oJnyiny ixcpyD KTK |yu p« ,opyop 
nnyo ,nyaM >n ijnyii ,Diyaoyo ipoipyr 
BD«3 iyryn D ^ opytmraaiF ,"iyr:yn nyis 
.'nya"VTVB"T pc 
Dtp TK .tpanpya 5I$D$ o»n c>n .13 
:yr*Kny: iiryii ry33*D*tnKCPyD y^ K D$II 
1*5ayoaiK Dy aaKo / w a n tya^yT Din PR 
*M iy:yp iv D W E K toa¥P"3iyo3'M *IKE 
-an r:w pn in iyp Dtp .tvawa 5$OK 
PK JBIK Dica iya» ,D3$tfpyD iv yaiaa 3^ 0 
*ytpy y"iyt3iK iv ysiss i w n I«P tw Dip 
nysnyno K VM oy ,fy33*0V2 I I K I J : POIP 
-ya yaw v^«a onyu .tpy nytaw TK ,OPKE 
-yu «? PK Diyo*es $K3tje>"3*iyo3*K pfi ban 
i»3 oyoa jyo^vv PB "iy3"K ,»t5» ,?yi 
-nvii tj< ,DP»E K T*K oy .DDi5s3>,'t<y2 c ; 
^ K P ^ pE Diytrc« 5K3^c"nyD3^ H n:y^ 
D*KP*0 JPl»wt D^D 3V i n TV2-3 36 pK 9 
D*3 nyas D^T T^ K ,D^V iva»n *n 113 jyv 
•5yn .Diyc^Eij 5mp3xwn H D^O ?NE ^yi 
.DII^T .5»p^5 iyT3iK pD mya^y^ | y rn ya 
nnyt ^n Dijn yivDipyrpy *iy?3iK nsjnnyi^ 
•a^Dps^B p« ::i3"nt$ p» Diycyanye 5y*c 
PK OTDyutpe ysn ^nyt «t iya»n
 fo«p 
-'EU J m w m i n w y3^a twaw^o xny"? 
K |yaijn ya^yit ,|yamB "a 5*m .Diyo 
. r n n PE *n ?y3yp
 f33iD^iya J m w w n 
"3xn »n .nyBwy p*p jya»np » o DIJW4»I 
."p'Dnpw — 5»ya'K i w n : s ^ iyr i^pyi :'« 
n an«
 pp«onp TK , f w m y^ K VT D:K-
HMK PK anapDvjM DnrtsEy;;^ n : t : -y 
PK ym*Y, nnyt PK ,IEIK pa'toy-iv f« 
D^i .;wKT'3tt:n9 "y^y1 iyvi3 5JPD D ; ; r : 
nya« T:IW »a .y-iyn:K "a Diyiyj rf-K :*K 
nyeoaiy ^yr^K ijn^nya p ^ n p '- -N 
•ly^nKv. w ^y^EK'^ a DIV
 rjyoip oy ,^y;^ 
-*:K3"iij yeni'M y^ K "a yii^a K pw T^K cy 
D"31K i y n IKE P3KT D^K TK .lyrH'VN" 
\Vo ...D"i K (yanvaaw myc^Etj H ;yr— 
^ C K
 fjy33ian5wy3 ,n5ny^K "T iy;y3 Dr^-
-nnyo H nyaK ; y'noK ;K yj"K ea^Vs 
.|yan?Dy3 D^3 ^yano^ya D^: W T VLT 
"ntjP„ iyrn »n TK ,5yoyv K *n D3y"^ jy? 
tyin>E ,Dy3t^ a yiy»T iy3sDy^3KrtyE ,"DB'-
Dy D"iyD^ "18T .11 .T .K DIIJDKDP'-1 'V V 
yafrtn jyStft a3>D^ o y-^ 3y D^a c ^ ,D*: 
jyj^r D"V^ ) . w i i *i*i« ixnyv D>nyr-»y 
iy;yp iv n a ,o5iy ijn ^n Djyi^v.ya c i r ^ 
/D"t K jya^n nyo^n niyD lyoo^y; c " : 
iv pic pyiis IKT H T^ K iyaK t3i« " : 
DaK*iay33,nK T^ K P W I P "iyuiK p« .e ,Mi 
"a .D"p3^3ynye IK DtniD3Kv.K jjnjvy: 
iyt3l^ 11D3K H I'lK PK P'Dnp H DiyV Trs 
•"iye nrajni "iia ,iy3KiE jyayn D"in^y: o*: 
^y3"p — i n D3n:y 33^ D*o "ijn p« ; ;y;s-
ynayo^iD^ «nv D*D ~ nv^Eiv r*: 
H ty"3ya iv ma K i n tyinc ya5jni ,DHTV 
P'Bnp iyr3iK .33*0*0 ?yDcay3 c^a ryrvvr 
nn^ K .o»np3«ip vt^3ip3 K jyiKvy: *^ 
K m ,D«II ysntK lyrEy: taw "a o:y-
jvatfT DMKI«B i"K "? jy^yii ,K*33nycy^ 
33^ 0*0 iyDDay3 OM3 iycipiijB ojni cy r*r 
lyp'onp yoennys n Dtfii ; iKtrpyc ps 
•n»D PK no5c
 f5yo«* — i W T t y o ' n "N 
»n fy^nyvijn moa PK ; iy3«r \jfiw err 
pEiyi p ic D*m nv nyo^iiv nm TK ,T*K 
ly^CK' .nyED3y IK D*O 3"DIKE ryrM PN 
;yc ; ypDKc n ivD"nnvomn IWD D V 
PK i n o$n ny TK jyaiByaonK cysy c**r 
oyii ,13 — Din*Ey3EsiK oay^t" SKI* 
.TKcpyo tyv:K3 ?'-IKE iyf>nyv^yi ay nrc 
.ny o"nc c»n TK ,ty3«T ?yc oyv T'p-ft"' 
IKE a^nayfin? ly^KEysa i^T T^ K p*5w iy c,,,,* 
DS; e n m ny D3'3"iyE ,D:ytrr»K-cv: — 
TK jya^T DK?»3 Rto ojni I'ojrn^o ...yy-:N 
T*K Dlfll DypiTK PK
 fiy3y31CD K T'K "V 
nypnsii SDjyonBJ o n ^ lyn 38 
• • i n O'D n i a " ^ tf Diffi n f t y w rypjfre 
? oiopftp 
lU'Bya CtfV. VDBD B is ,1M Diiyttmyc 
I^BK p* / m o r i y |ya*DD"j K;K I'M -•• 
n PK uuinura 8 I* »DIP DV ^ DVDBE oy 
-8i D*3 r>« w n mim ,trpp:Ba~$ D I W 
yoniya 8 ,HDK ,(| jnjn pit ti*Mw ?KP,~ 
ytyn J3io,tDB' yan'aitrav B p« n PK D"K 
PK ^ye^na* o*a ais:? ny-s IVP U I D ' W 
; I taa^a ,"m«D PK aierar i y i iw -r, 
;yc 3MK — pmyj MI Diyiv?;iyE yes*: 
,D"V p« aatfytDB? j " p i v i y i B*a oonya 
.p"iDEr?ftrujwn B o$ny: iyatjn T O 
•oya i y i pn tyaieya j« i i n o$n yotfc *i 
iy2$n V D p« JJWDB' l yv i ' a i t rop iyta 
cyi jyaijn T D .DtfiayaonK lyaDya DB CV 
v n o jyvaw cy i PK lyaumya P^ IDD 
iya$ lyaijn T D .ovpjBaii j ^^ayo^aia 
; IK TK ,]ya8D IX [youya D*; aatfyop j»p 
'DDiwiya pn ypBD iy?!?t oiyaoyc yiyi 
pv?a o*i pK D^J'itf^v y^PB'vns yr;M 
p« ,iytti»"X yiymK opr.v: .nyftuprDV"! 
c*r. jyrcyj jpjjm inyt »t p« »yn in*K 
-ya pK [yiySpBMK Diyacyo yiyraw r$: 
"1S1PE pn iv tt^panay^DMa n " i |yp>r. 
PK /U8> jyx;w lis lyaBcpit^p n D*B |y i 
D'o iya^n ,-iy3B£Pi^P , V D c$n ma^c H 
"yziBc $:$c>p pK nystp ,DD"M on"5 n 
I"p i$a D i m PK oy . iyo" i i MTK p« 
; n v w oayiD yoBD iyuiK Dtfu lyiaiKM 
? ?Ka$e>"nyDj*K i y i pe T D jya$.i D$ I I 
,S
,IB DIM D"mi "a P^ IDD B PK D$M PVD 
Diyo^eij ^Kiy jycn yiyiaiK IB ^ D D M I 
yiyniK PK ,iyrDDy^ya D^oiyi i n ly^yi 
—?iyi:ypitD tyaya ny^ociv j y ^ i D^KJP^ 
•y: DijnyaonR |y:KiD y^s ytyn m^y i i 
OI^DPDH j l y u w v yiyuiK PK imvi i 
•^D'o-coayia pt< -jKcpyo n "a lyi^v.y; 
yo3W»5yorK pe aw»5 H iyo :w ,tyj 
nniya omyj |yo»ts?nyi n i yo^n ,iy^'jy^ 
t-M: Dtji Diyn i y i " 5 .yiyn:K r :s; 
« Srpa IIJB K pya nu ^nKi \w .i^noya 
T^a v t oyii iys I IK ar^o-iKK'pyo K 
WC^ B nt jnyt »jni in»ic .jya^vnya^K p i y i 
^m *IMK PK jya«t DJ^B-WD H jypno n« 
tfiKia yraani IB^K yrDaya^ytDJ'wm iya 
.t)5ina8myD DUJ I pyi i 
l » w m i w pe aawnaonK i n »^D 
-MK : V : K I D y c n w B iVPvou' T : ^tji n i« i 
BIB pc lyanyr.yaa^ T I ojypya u«- 1 ^KP«? 
'D^PJIK PK D"P3'}Dpa'eaiK 'v, ^ B ; ya^iye* 
oa^^B ,"iyi"u* PK i n lyin'c PK r:v^V3 
aaB^yj lyaijri o#r. nuo yiyi ;K IBIBE l y r n 
•^c^nyDrK i y i iy;y: \^\ ^«: 1 TKPIJ? IB 
;yv:B3 PK D»; >PBO " t [yj^r "IK'EK PK ,>B; 
? p i y i i n ? ^ ' 
I*K j ya^ i r tyi'Dvy1 \"£ I^ E pyv.v i y i 
.ya^yr. syasniH ya^a^K I M K |yrniKiv;v 
IBE ^'PtDi^iioaBiyE j y r n
 ra;U"D pus i ^ ; 
. I^BD^.X jytyn 
pic D{jn jyv^c^; y ; " i PK B"H i y i n a 
c?^y iyr;iK ;B ^ya^iD^-.ya^K >t$o ya'a^K 
iVV, ,PK pBpnBI MTK ^ |M Dai" Oiyi Dlfll 
-Binyoai^p i y 011m ,,y?-r^tfn oiv DOIP oy 
fiyD , ,v. nya ^^K ziyai^vpBjn owz , IPD 
[y iy i D"a O'EK T'K D i^y iyr:iK IK ,;8ji V « 
i n ocny: jyvatfa p« .^«pnn o*; inw 
jyoayoDH^^BB H up a;n^aj"K yryn 
unw iycipya i y ; i y i y?BPH8i yon;ya cijr. 
:K ,DMIK ^T jyony; poiy i .|yaattc«nyD 
oyi .;;B?"yE JV^BP^BI B D^.I opiy i y i 
"^^5»: Dtjii :K ,^ip I'D, jyo^r. iyaK nt;K 
iyo*K oriy i y i t^ K ,t?3:K^ya;K lytaayoon 
^vt D'J cy DDt$pH£rpK — anya^iD inyr 
i y - " i [yj;M^u^-.naiD B oy PK oyjy* pK 
|"P 0^; [y i ^B^ ' i PK ^y5>p^"K D'crnaK 
I^D ,KaiiN ,?$r ! iviy-i iya« ..ion n^oa 
o?iy oyi i y o^n mi; PK iyn lya^v^K nyv. 
lya^ni »a ? ; y i y i 5»pn8i onyny; 
DPBE oyi DaBioya I»K :K
 ( i » M y i 
H "3 ^n |ya$n oiyacyc yiyniK DJJI 
yiPDipyipy H J*m ,DynyDaiaya c:i#c'pyc 
TjnaHJn^p I ' IBE "i^y: 5>y*B >UK IVZVW o«n 
inBcnjnm p*p oy i p« I*K nyr ,p*noD 
DP;IB tD^yiawn yoBo n : f^ i ;$T ^ H .O*: 
...OPWI n m 
yiyi;iK Dy i y ^ t iy;Br. pc ,iy^y^K W 
" i jyo DBH . . . ? ? B P H « I MTK pn jyDBC 
nyraiK pa ?pn oy j y ^ r « i oaiy^ya iy i 
iyo |yp c-wopy5 yiyraw pe PK yoy^s 
, m lyo^v, y^B PK ; jyiyn t3>a J^pntJi 
- * I B I m nyoya ?yp«a»B M « 5 J yoBc n TB 
ny njn D^O T T Da'DEycya PK DIOPJBP 
i y i O^D MI iny^ >y*B ,5y»B y:K"»B iyoB* 
m ,ijnxna^K I^D Dim iy t i JJD .lyo'Miv 
37 nspn&ii ttaycns: Dn«5 njn 
•j'>p mynya tMfn ,yamE yjDVP'ftn "inyi 8 
o*n ny .iJuti tyaftm pn D ^ DD"ii PM \V: 
J>^ t jatiyDP yno'Mpa 8 iponya ra mie 
•;IK iPD^n DIP oyn ,17 5 R P ^ iv-yj pn *w 
\"p Jm iy wiv\\ i8E |$'av 8 |yvwiy& 
-aw i ip ny Dyii ,17 >np*5 VB pn ny 5$; 
,u .|i$B>P3*&'na,n |ya^oyn eyi iyx*DtnyB 
onjn j w n jn"3 *inn vaya i n "iy Drum 
•y:ff n rc evfrAn .tr: i$a oa$t pn ^D K 
-co vy'ivv J"injn taasc p« "raying 
n , TK iy o:tj: ,fr'AP"3 my
 #nrn .DP^D 
I'ann DDnsya Dlteya nn*n D$n inaoyviatp 
•yrina pfi eanya "iy^8D„ 8 p& nana 
pn eanya o'5»ysFD»D najnnim , >yiro*o 
t'a*a VWJVQ opyr imyiiyj tyayayaaq 
8 jwyii
 f>yn*onji nytyn .{npjyv;:yp 
TJTK t n ,n"*iD nyiain onmya o^r yains 
IPftfiPB Vt iy;yp v » D»II m vnara 8 
.Waa D^yn{jD,ny-"CD-yrr^E„ H »pin 
i r i pm ,iya"5a iynyj tra onm D*$H 
- p n o nyiyn pn i n D5*U "cDnym$B„ 
?Dtr,cya tr : "u$; yams 
DD^^P n T8 ,oa"yya *t5« iya$n -PD 
V^n HE B'^E iya"i Diyp^D nysn n pc 
yny«i D$N "WB-iyi yp8ta t8 pn ,vn pa 
CE8aya i n "i jyatjn B^BB jyrn CO"5P 
.$ro«D"|ivpavvnj*ic pa'tayn oyn i8c 
"5ytB nno D^ a n-no p*p tya^n v o 
oyn lyEBeypya iy^yn pw oypjwinDD ya 
KTN CP;IB [yatfl |yz«T "iix n *tr; ••: -v 
ya^py iyvDyn*8 i^c iy?n^ DI>V CIV 
in w*n -.yow'
 ("ODiym^e„ c,v nyoiyv 
on^ K D'c ojjn Difii y;«-£ 8 pK ;"~s jj;-
PK ny nys^yn D*O p« »u no-^- p^ p -,y: 
>^BD p^p i8E PK D(#- .a:spya u*: wtx 
-:«n cy .yaKicnytJ^uiK yj^oya^ ;s c : 
-^yn^ «r« fjMjm CD^J |EI« cit^a tji TT ory* 
-Kneonj'K
 ronJinyesn n: y:«iE y»"cy-: 
y;^i 8 T1^ cep .P,D,^B*,,0"i8S ~.yit$ err 
opitj^p yj:«? pB yaicnB-BKB' 8
 fy:inB"T"*c 
-VHD pB ya^ TE 8 ; DPI^P yvi'.P ;:N 
ny3*n^ynvDny n D$U JH^P^D'T.L":-: 
""iyB n pa nyin^B H I'.K "ODiyin^Ew ps 
ti'BH iyo*ni |ycDD8^piyv1yi yc^n^ yo;,:"K 
nyT D?IJV. o^r, .Dt#" oay iyc Dtjr. e ^ u-: 
•ya in \m^w T O iyv, ,D3^:y: "co-yr^ijc,, 
,i>CD?
 f|yn ?cy:T^ yiya^ K yj»i PN I::-**: 
cyi lyayv, ny-i 8 oaytya DH^K |yD-i>" -••; 
-iy ou nyiij 81 iyEi8T y35»yn ny^: oit^r 
-i8 n jyayn ivi^ ,*uina ^ytoa^ p« ivr-r 
D'a "iy"itj «' ^n8T ny y^yii Dmyor^ D-syv 
iv BDy-i Diji D8nya o^v, iy .lySyDW** 
nvB nywiH tyBiDC D^: jy^r T D T« ,:y:«* 
yisriw^yvyifD y:,sT p« r^: yan^ysc'D i;y 
,Dy:r; 
•ny • "Donyir^E,, 8 T;^ N "i8E o;y^ »8 
|y39yn pn
 fiwiay& ;yc9 oyn pc Jyni^c 
I'D^C no 8 anjm p« OJ'O^B iy3"i»* -y-
pK iyD i^pnyB oyssy t^8 iy .nyaa*E ?yaip: 
cjnrDipjnpsj 5sps5 ST i p p 
pn D^nyn bvii DT^nnnvnj^n DIV IV D ^ 
nyn PE uin^^aiya^ 18 D^8 mme yiyt:i8 
•n^ijE i n iiraijn i^o D«JV, ;IE
 fD^nyunrao 
T^ K "noni ion„ nynna .D^n&ya C J IIJJ a^ E 
pw D$n -iy TK ,op;y: pn 3*D18B D*oijn 
,oy DO>P m : n^na* yaisn n D*»yBDayiyfi 
y:i:a 5»r 5>KP^^ nyoia p« nya^ttprs 8 T8 
f nay$v ntn pn Jnaij^^anyoa^n lyn is 
yamE n tn
 PDU IDIK Dwa p:yn "»ya^  v n 
oy .aany^piy pn »'D o-iyBoanyB p ^ T^ K 
— : -^op8Tyi nynoiyr 
iyjy*my r« "x .: ,t?n iyou jyovy^ PN 
pn i f'Kptj^  pa .rpy "iy-; nya>n p^;-y:'N ;N 
,"ncm.";Dn„
 fnya*nAP nyi .nyop8".83 "KVK 
" ^ • r E iyi [is DiyoD^ayn pmJ^no VN 
aa^ D c^ D^a Dtjn ny D^I aaianif jin c**: 
rain iy D^8D nyntj a»tD"V3"?a ,\vytv: 
owp yocyia n iya*n T O TK D8iP"iycE^K 
•'•Etj ynn>n \)H taave^'anyorn "iy" l»v-
Da^nv pn
 ryfiinnijB tain caso ny .onyc 
-lypnyv. eiycns: w^ "ljn 36 
lyu "iya*
 #yp«o new ! Dnyacyc ynyi pc 
tp^B i i ?KP$? D1; jyii . J ^ P W Din p« p« 
C7jiv. n iJfD"ij"« o?*$ny: "t iv-tjr. an«r, 
cijacyc iyu?sn -,y-itf iyDny;;^-K pK 
,?fc'07 .piKi -MK SO'J "t iv iyiy.-y- y;>yv, 
,-iK>$~ i;ypiD $ ,-i?yj cyp P3K2 p« &§r, 
,\y'\\yw iv D-iyny: pany- n«?^i oou PK 
TK ^ n s ? « o^y- K iyn$r. ;yn -,y cyv. 
. IK^-I 500 y;M: iy'pycs> 3H;y-)-y?c'.K 
pn lie 02?yn K uy, ym ~iy oiy^iyL 
c$i D"P3^p-,Mi iyi pK PK Dtp ?i>y: 
.17 :>KPtp pa "ivy* iy-i MI ya>y; 
•yi Tin TK jiv^nK* ciyp^c iycn '~ 
•^K^ pe LX-MIV;::^ iy.yv. rt<pt#r "iy^t oyr, 
•nyocn K MI ^nyo D1; PK csp .oy-,2 
r«pi#? K .y:yvK -ysp-.BJ s pc "IOTJI -y^ 
•^0 pc nimy-.o s o^s ,Diy-^y2 900 |IB 
JMB iyo^Mi iyiy? y-.yir.K) IK7$-I i:yp;u 
•psr.y; PK nifcnyio ->yv, pc ^c s ^UK MI 
,I^VKP;K3-}$ yp-.KD^ » p * 1$; PK ,|VD 
1* PKptp D$n p,,w!DD PT r^p Dy~ ~§zy2 
ay^is .c-.yzcyc DiyiJin 4—3 cr.« osny; 
_,;t<:i^ lyn^uy: "^".o H PK P ^ I B D oy~ 
"in t>—5 iy:iKVtyj os$n ?«pej^  -yi |uc DVT 
PK nif: Dip PK .invo Diyasys ony-i 
riyp'X coi^ayn yry^Et* ?" : IBB rjyn 
~"D nycn yoiM^w.tjjiK IKIKE jyj^T cy ?« 
--«( jyoyn *M ;y?$t $o ; p>pm p« Diyp 
D-.KO"-;yE^ nycn n "iyr^p,, PK IUT'UK; 
"yos^D B iyns$n »i .D-iynoyo yiy^t D5B 
.iviyi o^yi an 
,t^ K jyv^ya " i c$n D;youiB iyk ;s :s 
MI icHy;ycy; nyoyn D-.yv. PNP^P ny^t :y 
--.ye D i^y^cyc y-.y^n t« p« D^ptp yiyi;t< 
"t ?DIJI C;I#T lyn .Dyi^n"^ yDMn ii?;y -^
n*,i« IK " t iy:^v T^ny^ K D5>K IIK ! I"^K 
,Wyn . I K ^ I "uypio 20 PD nicry-D iy^i 
K .cyT ly^yn jyiyn iv ?y<E IKIKE T-K cy 
my: PK "-lycnnyn nytyn pfi ^^no vein; 
V2)$s \y2$r\ o:$M2 MI PK ly^-.tnyrPK 
o^iyi DT.3 T* iyssc iv y^o « iyL"2y: 
c : iy^^ n^e .i"Sp yiyi:K \V2$6 ^t c{$v. 
•vr, p-i^ ^ v: PK D7«p«7 yo^.n^ n T« IV 
cy J"ii ,17 5KPI^ MI -iW\y:vw "lyr.y im 
W .K^ TK ny^K iyci:y;;K .HCK D^: T^ K 
"-lyn^ K -iKEiyi pit? "t iy:yo ? T^ K VCPD^M 
lyayo ? yDDyvift^pnomcn n iyoy^u 
inynya yo^yu oiyacya iyo^n iKmyi " : 
•j"« yrDMj yiy-!;« y?K PK BK^ I^ K CD^UIK 
">yc iyr.yj PK oi^Byn nyn .[yo^ri^yv 
KMVK I^ K "DD^B y^;„ iy- p« D3*>D;yEy 
-»^„ nyt) ^^3jy pK ^K^i^'i |yp-i pK PK 
,iv:i2Wi I^D "nypi^n Ojyois: oyn 
D?yoi:'y;;ycBPV iviiy; PK iy PK ,1912 
-yaEMiK PK ncK "iyi TK ,IEIK BTB I^MK 
.-.yDKv, I'EMK >ycMi M; iyciKvi;' 
-y. DPy^D*c ny-r.i is iyc^rp I»DW 
"iynn »i ;y^n^ / 'ruDn D*; PK DI$B 
v r D : n D%J iy PK DTJKH IIOK .D",(yp,,'3 
-& ,p; .iy;ifi iv ouitj: "i iy^tjn ^T .KI 
,3't33n fc^: PK Di^Byn iyi 2MK inyr VD 
yiw, ^yeye* bo c^iTyi otj,-; pyco^ 
D^n pK 17 7 K P ^ px t2-v*j-,o;i$p jyiyr. 
-y*iB }"ir> K ^yo^^iK 2,330 iyzicy- oi^~ 
-.yEyj' y^ K y;yn ]^ K .D-VDKP ;:K c-yc 
y;:KC PK ,D-iyE^ pK cpii^ ^p crK^y: D .^yr. 
/-.yo^'inK M .nyr;yr. y : : ^ p« PK -\nyc 
iyo^mK Dpiyi^ p y;;8^ [yo^-iyes yi^yv. 
•yi [yDiy-; p» :$u iy•^ y, D ' ^ I K ypn n-rs 
.1 j D-iKO^nys^ pii^ ^p n iv [y-.ynyj ny^n 
"
, ; I D -yEyc yiyn PK ^MK iyo^2"iK oy 
D;y~i E^ 7y iynynyj IVE^KI ysryii ,0"iyr 
.9 ^Kp^r iv 
-yi c r y r o ^ P E ^ ^ ^ ' ycnyDr.K n 
2330 "wr - .K ?n«v H pc : MTK PK DI^B 
•y^ ya^yii .lyD^^iK nyor.-.K iyny: 
434 pc >n$v PK ,1 >KPt#? iv D1: ;y;;Kr 
189G lya^K 0 3 ^ ^ ' 
iv iy»^ VE,D;B-itD 17 ^KPIJ^ *nsn 
-yeij pi(^p ,DnyaoyD 632 — 1 ^>KP^^ 
,bv.yc"»:'D Diy^oyo 522- 9 J> iv p.K 
984 5an ID 
912 ny^K D2»^2 
-ycc;s-iD :yE~Kt D^KP^ iy"i;8 pc 
19 17 ^KP8^» iv iy"iy)i tDm 
931 ,17 .P*5 PK ony^yc j«f IM ^yDt' 
D^yyo": tK "lypMiyu pa "iyc^^p pc 
-;IK lycMij K t^ K ,:,DD,"I D^ T^ K Di^ey-i 
iy^K ,"\yc^„ D-iyp^o iysn n .ny^nyD 
-^liyn D^: iy:yp ^ M ^ M I ,0*3 lypMiy^ "t 
D^D "ii#3 v ' " i iyvi:y3 iKB-un PK .jyr 
PIMK tK ,iy"ic Mt .iyD;yDi3"iK yny":;K 
DD^ yn K lyny^nye ^tjn »M |irJj»i |Bi« KTK 
36 iypn$n cjyDnBi DH"* njn 
H oyn aVD px ;yo .o5"nDWW DO inny 
• a m * DI$B PM v^"W pM jyooiPfi wtna 
H .otfe>y3 W I ' I B V t* pntpwi lysyjya 
yv*a onynwDMK oyn Dtfii VD^CVP u r n m 
JJU* ID in»M p« t#"rwDi* \viw PM o m v 
/PBm jyuyj PIC wfo'Ttpw n 
- o^a "un po Di^vjra nm T8 
,oroj;»B'w trurn *np pnpjyiuyp i w * o 
-;« 18 iwynp >t#r " >«P*> US ,DD»n Dip 
-gj'o i y i JIB D-i$eyn nyi /WDISB'D nyi 
-ftm ,DivncyD y^ M rtc ,Dvon>y3 Dijn o w n 
.D5KP*> invuK iv jynyn D"inyBD;xnD 
•IVDU9a:if fyisr.yj PM iyovy> nyi 
po^pyjouM sr5>8 Dyn prtfWiMVP njn 
V I M nptfno n lyo^nya iv ^yn fy^yo'D 8 
-)jn$ -inyn ptftfi o m v y i " 3 TM ,IBIK IS 
Di^ n Dyn , T I DJNI .pn imynBiv "lyjoyn 
-$5 -iyas ?iy j"D pn nya'Snny pn ocypyj 
- J I M D O >i$oj"p v ' D^n nyaJyii , n >BP 
Dtp T W Dvn jtt^Bwa nyoaiM BHnyinyo 
•ya cy i i n i m pM v* "3 m t f m r a ^*D 
PR .JW^BIXDMK tD^ J \VWmUtfP JIB Dtftf 
,#MB l y i yp«o PM nt» 
? a^oan e o i n y s j n D ' D ^ D ' D . I D P K 
o y ^ n oyi po D3>JB n pniya PN oy 
-3 in o^K'ya lyeoyiuyp oyn I I M I P .rprpy 
" j«nn DO Dyn T I « # 3 nyi nyn«j .pnrnfiiv 
i $ : n« 3 'D3MI*B r :w .oioy5"K PM ttf-yi 
- r*B« Ti«s*a nyi oyn |yj«pDipon yjJ8^ 
KmarDtf^vi 8 lyoBo is yo'D^P « I K > 
ps 17 Jspyj PB "u/eyt? n PM Hiainytww 
-no iyun H D«n ^ ^DJW"K ujn PK D*n 
iy:tjDD^3 nyi ^tjj Diyitjcyj lyaijn Diyp 
yo^cijp lyn pc WU**M MI MIM .[ycjynj^p 
'KPJItnif VJ*D3M1 D'D «P3 (FltflWa |B*»I 
jy?»BW y3M3e\iM w n PK ,D"3IM-DJ»^V 
nmna, T I M lyat* ."^y^to'D isrma, V I M 
D3^D pn Dnn^Byasin DO D^H "^y^ts'D 
D'D PK B'H t^tJTD
 f0»M3B? .W3y5"M PK 
•JITVSTirB D'J ,iyp,t>D,E3fc!t30 K [IB DytJD'D 8 
^y^D'D t^ K
 #D«*0 p'M VIK l^MVl \"1 JH 
O'O viyw oijn ,£Kty » BWK' pB iyj:w3yi 
,BMB> PB D¥- I'D'C VIM [1M iyD"3nK y^8 
D^n ,DTI8P nyaoyo mr«T tD^opy^P B$n 
iv ,iycyj y i y n lynyn^iys ^o»DyoD»D 
rnroitya m y " i ,iy«»5y3 «i JKP^^ [ysJyn 
,p^ >^ Dijn ,ojtfciyt p«p M'. .DBI? yv;«; *-
•*o yj'Soy p'D'Jw ly^y^c [ysMnyj;^ I : 
>8P*> iyn . iwjyiuvp cyr ">t$M2 wax: 
inyr s Dp^yaiytJWJtfc eyn iPDipyipy 
PM .D>8P*5 y>« iv piyna lyBC^ DPBor.K 
•j#^ 4 n r« ,o:^ryi |ynya r « Fiynn cy^ 
•KDiyo jy5m nvva 0J,Wfn cy- pc D?«P 
IS« p'to'^B iy^r TK PM ly^jyiu^p oyi |y« 
VJ I W M» w
 rUM5i*B [y^yj nj8?on iyy 
Difn nvya .ipy WY\ "»y^  f« MM OJ^C "?; 
•J"K p'p PM D?KP^> vv~\ oxny: ;y;n J^ N -•; 
-MB"'j*iyiu'M H i8 ,B"jynvmvjij 18—y"y-
4 H D'D y'VMTBDJ^P 8 DJKCyj DtfH >«: 
y^8 ya'Ufi H D« ; 17 .pt#^  iy;yj r>t<p^^ 
n VIM D38Dy^  17 >8Ptf^  D^n 0^13^3 
"iyn r>« fO^ MPV^  4 H PM onyD'B* .jy^r-
•iD'Do^p "lyi iv D;yDi:yo« [8 ct#n IKE 
ooyn 8 o^8p$> yiyoyn; H j^ jyay j ,\vw 
trupt ny^r D*I5 iyo8jy>yi inyo jyp^c iv 
8 IV pnyiiyj jy3y:y;ny3'K PM
 #oiy3oyD 
.Q-wioyo y>8 pa JjiD'D^a* cn;yiycy-
r^M lyciD'tDD^p nyi pa DPJIB nypi 
-onpy oyn iy .D3y>yj3if pK D5»M iynyj 
^ ^ • u i y o j ' M n iyn ,o"v nyi pa DTB 
'oyo "oypio io Jan I D tfnnryj o*n I ^ J V 
y^a ,jyB'VjnE y^^Kip^oyn , w .oiy3 
nyo"3iM "»yi PB pn^iMn o^n
 fD»'pro3yi 
, iyoiyn y:ny^ yiyiJ8 y^ M p« uuynys 
prayn w i a oy^y1 PM v t [VJ'cyj yayjni 
inytuu PM wui i n urn TM ,onyii#flyj 
- ^ H tyJyi
 fnynna MI DMIJ MTM >*D D3K 
on5 ly^jyiu^p |'B»IM lyo^iDnya p»i D>8P 
[IM Diysoyo yjnupM vw*i jio 5n#v n 
iyn iy3i# . I I 3^DIP |yo?8 cyn V IM t r ; 
-oyo n "3 iya"53 iv ir 5»P*5 pa Jj8?iy3 
O1: »i iv D3jn *B ^ y i nyn y3>yn ,Dny: 
•nyo *»M yoo8y3 5MP 5^> n B#n ,oiynyj 
y 'o^B MTK i nvn " i tM ,jyi»wc n Bjnjy?3 
•jynyr Djypyi DO ^KT 
•BMM v^a v ^ ' o w win w n a w i 
nypi^^ io y^y^:8 H pc ryoiSa n DP^PV^ 
DO naie DIE? p*p n >8P8^ w*n PM O$$V& 
5MP*> r8 jynyrya -tf83 o*n [yo .pfnoya 
eiBDMP DyT |jnn>B IV DJ"Dy3 DO D$n 17 
H ysSjMl
 vp fD^Vfi H .[DIM |y'l1333 8 H'lM 
D j y w j u iy3^pi iyD83y^Vi oiyp^o iya ,_ 
I"P 'MiiM » i oyn ,|ywyiU¥P can *IMM 
l y p w i D^ycn^a O"»T^ nyr 34 
n 17-7- c - ty-"? y=*yw / " » * - w f¥»n cp 
,17iric»t:c3($p yjn&yrttf 
17 *«ptf c*i ,»vj3ye$pjri jm*e«p n 
".;rc"n is eu Tyc^eva — .-7= 20 l-c rm* 
-73 tvim tyoipyaasa 17 tepitf PK 
-KirjD |yj"t oy .tva 5KC p*p "IKE ? D I 5 » 
I 5«M Dtjn 17 $KP#> PK aya 20 5$o 7 nys 
Djn w T ' jrc*>w< JIB o'otfn'ya DO 
'vovsv iyD»a$D 5 arm .v.Ktp Dj 'ypn 
s ep<cya D*E* 5ya$B"onyo34'K v i D$n 
175KPV5 anainyiSBBMK ,*»yna lyusnop 
lyewDDaijp nyn PB rytya Dtp iyoipwa$a 
cy nya$ jyirajniayp Pfi mSwa oyn PK 
otjn 17 58p*5 .ruiy pm 5ip p« piya PK 
DO ypKo Q*n pK |W5J(D IV Dsnya nyin DO 
-ya »vn $SPI# i y i D$H Dyf>« .tw^eya 
v:"3p yDMiya K Irfnipr iv tyrya PK ,t$n» 
"iyi PB ivaDtjp H fypyi iv w , s ypio 
- r r ^ p ya^ava^K yunaK p« "DD$B y*o„ 
Tt Djtfliyj DO 1E1K 01C2 ly^i? .rvtD^p 
OK H MI ,-n«$a D j ' ypn oyn t$ nro'Jwi* 
.D5«PV5 iyp"D putfp ynyn 
ny"? PB aannay n DEyiayarK D$I I 
TK ,Dy'nayD'ya n 5BP$$ DSJH
 fnyDn«e>o 
TK PK T * - D nynaKas rasa PK T H D ly"? 
ttfyoKnya D$n lyeoyiiatp lyaifDDija iyn 
DamyDaiK Maya anaynijn DO ,B>oy5"K PK 
73K"1D n nyitf -\V£W ' " PR D"nK H 
anm iya«n ^KP»? PB yacKyn n .55M 
taay^ yaat* |yiyn 5tjr ^KT H TK .Diy^Eya 
-yayKn i m .ijrvjjnuwp jyDoaya DW pa 
PK aa^ o^ D o^a T I K I P wtaipyrpy 5*n 
~:IK iv VO'D^P »: nyoa^BB Dt^ n nju5iv5p 
•a^ w n m *irn iva^ ,nysy^ n v a i n m 
yD^yD^yaa^ jnn^« y5» pM 5y:tj^"a"iyD 
•'aKai^ D^D lyoianyc p-i^ tat^  fynya jya^t 
•ir5p J'tD'D v53»tDBMn ,D"2-)K-catrVfct? 
t^ aypya o^ a yo^Dtjp H D$n ^p^noD l y t a ^ 
t^ x yaKns H p« tD^niK nn*K iyvyTD-.»B 
•imwmifp lyo i i DIV r^ n lira^a^tfD 
D^ytays ^Da^nyis |*M jK^yv.a«p 
.yayiD n 
_ya t^5>8 Di#n [ y w w u w $oain$D ixn 
J'nn i j n i j iyn« ,ya*nD n lytavo OE^K-
s^waav yaanD 17 .5 H oifn ft* a^catj pe 
-»> yny-tay n D^D ^ T rv^im i*c ; D^; D I » « ' 
•"O p i ^p H -p^iDD |'3^a iraya^as c?«p 
17n .o^asnya MIK DO D-^E jy:«j-i c-iyp 
jwy^B
 PBMvnPDn K lymryaa^-n lyst^n 'v 
Diyp^o "iyan H IV lyp^r lyo^a^ic n " i 
iy^tjn Diyp^o nycn n m* IVZH .?«*:•* 
• I K n °T tyaijn .BK^ 'PI^^P K ;y^ays3tj*« 
1K11 ,t7 ?KPIf5 PE D'EE^  pw D3Ni:ya lyo*^ 
Tt oyv. |ys r« .aanyamye d r - E i " r , , « 
!;3(ja iy^^anyc D5BP^5 vy-:* H c t 
. .PM IOC 
Bipn p«nDD I'a^a T«
 fiy*i3imi p'p 
•yraw H IV lyi'^yccay-ta UEis-ry; 17 .r^K 
•yiB : myaoye layno jvaiwrp M D^PV? y i 
PK i«n iyay .ynyias PK D W T B .DI»C 
pB Din H PK i Jy ra^^W'K H ;yi^aya 
nwip I ' IKB D^T
 rnjn;wni p'p ?utf~rya«w 
iycn n p& noaan H PK P^^DD pc >KO 
l i K f t p layriD 12 nya^K fyv.ya DW'1? 
">n [yitjv.ya T^K 17 5$p& TK ^ynjiNr. p%-
pK .D3»a lyn^K ,oatft iyo m ,p - *w \\x 
TK ^nyoD'pi i y n n^ D*iyp"D nyen n |jm 
aaiaay")D a^K "iyaya^K iy"T D*O lyn^rt »n 
DP:IB D^T PK ptwor ya*t::yo K OMayaanw 
|»ii .iny"? mayo ipyna» y^>K MI ,HCK MIK 
#p*nDD Pi$5p ny^nayn ^yo^na ny- 00 
" i j PK [yay^ya ovn iy ^^: 17 ^KP!>^ ta^n 
I'D^B lycBoyp iv csnya PK onoo "» i"D 
.lmiani in^p ps D^BJ "K " i y P I S 0 v„ 
•ajna iv nonyii v/k cy .0 .cia DPKQ 
PK p5B,VDn„')«h pfi 5*y,BS5'"3 K w'Wi 
in^K JIJ^ 4 » 17 5»p$5 JIB "DEKt^'^oya 
iyn twVD^vya PK yvytya H tya i^jBOMK 
-tjiyn ynaya^B n .|^av ^ya^c^ryorK 
DJH PIMK tyoiayaau iyry; PK D^I* j t rv t f 
-"3 lyoia K PK
 r\v&Wi:w ^v:^^Dt^2 
: ^y'E^* 
-2K P K „ :oyot^ nji*^uTjn no40 nw 
"F7C cr7-"V B'3 cyr: 17 typtp C(?T ,S:KI2?: 
-»cc3^ p ^7^ P« 12 ^yp»Bin pc n3 pn 3 »j»t 
,nip(<3 oa» i^rn 071 iv 2'a wau^ya pn ,172*1= 
C7 " t 1JQ»"lp 
n pc |jNMjnu$p 7=;n5s H TK jyDV^vp 
17 *>vp^ DJU e^iMnya HJ'av .' .11 .: ." . W H 
•1*3 fie nvya eaujwn 071 B»O 1M I P ' ^ C H « 
33 nyp-Hjn wytnua twb njn 
tytnyapm* lynyn ty 17 toptf l « W W a 
"vn lyayayaDmii »M by nycipcc ny>»a tf PK 
TPin pit pi«Vp Buyum, : iy»*a 1'B»D , tn 
Dnyaeyn jnjn:» n '* P« ,Ml*!ap Di*n'nyH$ 
,D"HJSinyEi5 yjnp |y jni p:?«ll ,17 'TKplO PB 
-"no p p « i p« Dtaptf n p« tny«»nn lytyt 
*ya BU iptriH5jre^pyi cyE'e^p n .lints H £ 
".iyfi»n 
•*na p*p tfiptn D$n eoyDipB TJRH 
jmnyaD'nit DO n 5»p$5 pa DDytpB IVD 
iya$n onyssyo y ro t0 p« ya'oanEMK y?« 
pu otfcya nxn w ,D5iraya lPDpa'ooa'N 
•ya nwa PK I$DD$:I pH |yewm:yp cy-r 
\"p D"pa^p*m nxn PK jyayn «i .Dayi 
PM mayo n .oyoiKiny DO Dtftpya nana* 
ly^PMioay |ymnyaat$ T I W W tyDcyDtpE 
linifwa PK Mtpv$ nyn iyvi /lynava osny 
*TIR nyaoyn ~>yiy inyo j 'Daytrpi t p i w c 
T O Mi
 (Diyp"D pi$5p n pB aaoyayi nyn 
>ya$B»o"iyDa*K n |jni .tynyr -tfsa jy5yn 
IjrwPDwain v>a n:woB'D,w lynya D5t$n 
nyn D ^ T I .prromavp pa otftrya ny-
,"»ya$ .jvoipya y-tay l« w D ^ C S H iioao 
I^K3 JyayconyDra n D$n ,0Diimya MI 
DVT PR TT nrmipwar^iK twromavp I'aya 
yaKna H pit ,1010 pe p»noo P I ^ P iro'na 
"jranye lyvaw p« iyo«a$o ya^oy *nn PK 
.tsnipwa |yo 
•n H iya« lynsn D$H .5 ,ou DPKB 
,P""IDD p ^ p cy i PK wnaya onyp^o nyc 
Dsy^ryaD^c pn«nya |y:»n " i ivafrii PK 
' P ^ I O D j y t m H ?"V. jy^Mi i y " t jyaya 
? ivaaimwya l m m " t o^n yD^cyp 
oyn lyoipivaya D»nya jyjM p« »T lvn^n 
"iyn p« |yonyaivj"iK jycayMji^p pa Di^ya 
p» D P I ^ P DDjyaa^K tM?2 P"-IDD pa D«V 
»M ! DO ^KD p'p n«a ? o n w n y e * i y s ^ 
D W ?ni^  lyouyaa^nn ,Dnnyp"iyE ,jyn$n 
•^n "? .B^^ynn tyiy^ pa ire**3^n y^K^c 
•p«»5p rDny^O'B ,D-iyDrtfc jyeoyapnie jyr 
i y T y » > .DnytDtEp nws? IIK Divta^nyfeif 
•^yoyo "iyn p« |yowiya priwa D^IJDBI PH 
D^ny:yoy3 DJJH ip^BW "p« y»%o^P owe 
orpR iyay^a Dnyaoyo urn .D c^t? ny-; 
DDyn DO t^ K oy Dijn ,jy3«o DKtpiycsM« 
"oyia V\VI:H pa lyo^anK iyDny:iv; ,n« 
oy : tmyHwy "V cay^c ,n"itD pc ovw 
n c?n 17 bwtf M I MTK p.K / ' n j 1 ; ^ ^:$B"»; 
yz»7cu:(*c PB Dycp»c e cin>Byj:»iK e^s yc»«^ 
DBDycc CUT y;^wyrpi5 n Bvstr:^ ,c-:-Kp-EKr 
" tnyuiM MI ':TK p.K j ^y3(jw>>;i]rc;*H -^" xrt 
TI(<»J- .ipy .:;•=•!' n =*n rv^ 1 - r ; " i ;>•::»: 
imp vteiMan c|jn 'JBPV'? nyi c^t i y : « ^ c ^ n 
; i« ipr i f i tsuyp np ps py?y; ; ; t n ;vv»; 
=i'n:yEC:c ?(?T 17 Tppu1? c^r: -ZH'T-Z 
c;?r:-(?; cy>^'*? 7pr|jy:iy=:*H r ;-c ; - - • 
. ]H':v c*7pi«v 
Tic 17 'jwpio CH";
 (enn:70^p3r y-'^*<" n 
-ya t u — .1011 ,IK'.:MI MI iyrj?BS' = ' ; ,:M»;V 
"B*VDH PK D ' ^ n c DPMiya D *^l 2MK 
HM« vn*B oy^a 8 |P3ir jyo BIIKI jet— ,p5 
.nyonyv, ya^vs -
rD"X i y i p« ijniya oy^K PN C ^ ; p; 
"Dayna,, D^ynya Dt^ n tepy9 cyn pw jyv 
D«a iy-iy-ia» oyi ny j"« ivn j yvs r . yp PK 
•ya i y r n yoc^yz y^x nyor p» D'rioya DO 
•m PK aPD'D p^ K DO .-en nyoaiN jyv 
jynyii DO ^ ; or:1 n T^ lys'Knya C^K1: 
*>iB>ya PK ivntrya "DDyna„ D^D b^ay;;« 
-D« : „ ,iya^T yj;«D tyjyn ,Um\vm„ .|ya;i5'-
•"K'oyjT^a unynya PK ny-iy^ m c y 
txny^ya D"^D 5»P$5 nyi i ^ i PK D;VI":" 
'~vn (yaMnyaaif Diya o^n oy p« ,Diyo"fy: 
p« D " H " I D PE aaiD^oc y^ycy; s \v» 
"!p?B^C-
p* lysine jye typ nitryc ya^yrs 
jye^aye IKB ix^nyxnyn "iyn^ ,yoyns ",.y 
DSD DO aanraiya o\v VP iy3y;n ya^yv 
n nya$ iaw iy?"W oyr . i " i b iyww 
? iyDP5?£ 
r^ K lye'ayioyp lyayoDyn oyn t|M« 
-yoo) ly^vi^ryn K [jnynya wmayanyE 
pa aany^ BMK H Diy-njcya Dtjn oyv ,(43 
D'9NPV^ c y i m
 fnana J'BMK ,17 5 « P ^ 
"ama yarty^unya H PK t ro"a i« cnya^r: 
^ i^D^nyB^ D^K , v n o piy^p pa oycs 
tiMi«n .DiyDKP PK Dnyco^c .Diycyts 
jya^e'yanyE yD*D$p"M*pYi5ytyi n ss r 
roayonayDK rjnaya^s 
-i»;»-sy» i p IK ,ttiH:yn^pjn ye»e^p n„ 
•ir - I ^ D cyn *IMK D?nvvv::^« <M fya*.-
-: jyn >"n ; JJ«ii¥ iyo:i» lypryr.jtfp 
iviyiuu DO nya*i wewjrSjn snv"t lyD^yr 
••: TK
 fDf"1lM t^yvvrK nym .pHtfym 
"in ivy* *IBD8P s V I K oany: -n lyni^n 
c ; >KP$5 nyr o#" WfDJjr ~N£ jnmE 
-:yn;tp cyn "ujeya am cyi D^n^vyjitj 
epMWa ?D5BP$!> v^v~:x vrx m MTN ,tytr 
' " ID pK pfe^VD*"! D'^pttf Djn IN ,DO Dtp 
*f»iB D$P 8 PK $y jW"nyH'M l y i -v c^n 
? jynya nouni DO "iyn 
-«sn jyv.ya PK D I P ?K .4 nyei: DPKE 
TTD:*K is W PB iypir.y-7 jyiyv. jyp .^K-: 
-yj'Spsm "y" |W .DayrvrK lyojKcyi 
jyDwy5sn ya*3"u PK ,$VEN'J' : | B D W D 
-yya n oa*naya jyiipi ivuipyrpy nyi pc 
i in pa jynymatp D'c* Jmyjypn p« 
eyi =IMK itMn K ly^scya PK oy jyn ,D**V 
TT a*P ,it<op^3 nyonpyD ftrtHgrE 
*y: PK B"v yoMiya K -NE W ^"vyao^nw 
,DVS "ND onynye %- pE "tfy; lyn^v-ya |yoi: 
,%,p iy'^rya Dsy^pya DO PK oy yaftni IKE 
is jysipoya Dtp ycio H .DBDyoc'cm 
•i "IKE DD^n Dtjn ,iK^sp Diyinn pc i i y 
PK "^ya H .ys'SKp iys Diynoyc i jypiD 
**a D '^NP^ cyi PK jyaipDyamK jyiwa 
pa p^» jvnt^ n y^ftni .yoDsya H PK nya 
lyaqn ,tyaji3ayi n ?nTy;a$: tp>v IX D^y 
im PK Dy .ttouniya 5VB"^V i~tf pe-ijn 
p« U I B ' B P yjyaMnya ]"P "iny? jyuw DO 
•>- .5yj$t?"nyBJ'K i j n V B 5»p$5 syn 
'isaniK iJiBf yv:«3 H DDitys "!yn3^: o^r: 
n^K i j n ny^« ,iyDynpyD cy*r *)^K iy;y? 
-•: 2MK ,txn^iiy3 t^noy: r^ K DIJI TK ,t'N 
c o DjyoDa*:ytt ^^C^DCTV iy5iB * jn D ^ 
.ivtmpytpy nyi ps D*33M5ny p« [yOMi oy-r 
-8^D«a nyn tiMK jyoipyr^D T^N yswie H 
naya^D H WDM$ oy MI jvwynsvp iy : 
: 39 .Dia i^yi^vtjn 
:«*VPJTB ,12 ^ pp^ tslK CHT B2inisy33K T'K„ 
:SJBI^ I?B-I»ICC:^P Sy:v»":iyB;»K »t pp ,0 
•" ••: 3 .r;'K >T nt csc^c B V I -•:„ 
r,,H rr'c»n -C^H |jnyn csuyj ty?(jt HJ»;T 
- *H V I H ts^ cy-i tic yci(jtc yiyi^ij jny1 ; CI»T 
-•??«* K J i»^iyiy«iK ;nr ^ T ;:i^r,Ks;"K 
"n?T. ^ T pis K ts'o rytyj |ytn eryi- c$n 
"r=rn H ps ipDV^vyJcnH nn»< ci'iayiow 
ci#n «|W iyn r*r p« . r c ; ^ p H WWV 
-\:y: &: o n y p'p |yc ^ - ,tapmy3 D*; 
.lyo^niynya^ic yocsy- ya^iyi? n iyc 
oyi pc DiipBin byi [%H .- .cu DP^C 
lyj^eD^a civ int<^3 arj jB'n iyp-i^ v : 
:oynjya^e v c [yrDy; ;yr;yv;«r 
t r ; ly^T IT ^ p ^ pc jyotoy^y-i n TK 
.iy^:yr:^p lyatjDD^a trv lyrw^yaiv fyiyn 
,pi3j iyv".ip ** Dijn DIP>^IS c^ i MI ma 
.y^wmw H ly^n^ iy i ijn vo jy^yr 
•"3iyt)3*K iyn lie c^t$ ^ K-y-'yi"?-; i j n 
"IKE 17 ^ BpKVnu^tfn » Djycy: o^n f-y:»r 
"*K
 rDDjy™|§« pK D^^filD ,DBOyDD DV*l 
DBy5t?ya I M ayr: 3in iy": .-.«Jip wo nys 
•ynj nritfiyj ^»o y^K r « p» B»K yj;«5 » 
-'C' p^ K PK fyD^nya D«n D*B^ "iyn .nyc 
TT iy3«^ W5D«ya ^KP«^ H iyav
 rD5>»a rvp 
.iy^:yn-^P civ T"r a^syDMi DO o^Kcys 
fypjyi^itP civ tyiyv. ty^D^DD^pnyi DM5 
K --:vr*x ME imvayAn n lyr^^yaiv o^; 
^p^f* .naynyo^-Dia eo PK D$I I ^ P K ^ 
"v«no ,"i;y<TyD -^Di3 lyvya e*3 VT5» r « i " 
lyrya ?«n PK nwtints "»y»^ p« D»r oyi 
.Ki'fiK^ : lyosayJjn ^ . I K ^ I P 700 DOK 
Mjyao'D ]vz$n / p c i ^ p r s p« roMWJD'a 
yoiD yrn PK I M D^D -wtfip D^yn:in K prr 
31 nrnrwii isaytnw D * T ^ nyr 
.85 58P** iv jnwnya^ K D*J Br5m »'* t8 
,17 5«p^ IIB iya8o nyp^yon "IVT ,JH*P 
-"K'oyjra H ?8 ,ony-iya;"K "l o*n 
Ijn:ye8 n n w r v v n cyi no owy»n 
YiWM 'Dnyoyne n ?K PK nysyc n ma 
tin .w*M#3*rOT i^vjjra imyii rv5yn iyc , 
8 mnvi o*n
 f w« onyoBnyfi ,jn*p 
-oyo y^8 *T1K DtiB3"M "I V P 1 8 o w„ 
DH'K .ppjv Diyp^onyen nyn pe onya 
....tva an» .|W5»D D n o y a tyo D*n 
. m w H wewv yana*K D«T pic ton;? 
IWiya tn*c nya* PK D^pa'oainya n 
17 5>8P*5» pat 85 5w& IIB e"r nyn »IMM 
-*5 iv Diyoiro n nnnyBoayiD onoyj o*n 
Diynyj w>: TD rya$n DPn ny p* -85 5KP 
nyc Tt iy5*i Diyoyie IMII ,5KD P*M pa 
WM iva*n nonn lite n 5MP*5 *i*a rypjyn 
•IMW Diyoyne n D*D ajyiranyB "iy"t 
-MM cyn 3M* 8 ,PK 17 5«p*5 : inyo 1*3 
PM 5KP*5 nyn .ra8a lya^aya jybPiva 
-a* !Jn*uya b*a PM iya*-.ayi ivugaya n^ 
•mroiMP Din ris o^ Miya 
.^pcpyonin
 f|yt*niyu .1 nyoia DPSE 
1*3 BJ*T "Dtnyin$D„ "iyi PK ,tny$pi9 ,17 
nyo'K lyrn oiyp^D-nyen H TK .pore p*t 
•asK iyn iv 5K'*5 JIK DTJ^B^VDH pmyj 
iv D*II o*j DICE iy DO«II
 f$j?W":nyB 
>mo 5*o o*n DEW jyftm TO ,n*a .tnyi 
>8P*5 PM nyoDBya ny»j K PK ny .pn 
D'**P*5 oyn D*D &38pya O'J PM JIM 17 
.Dirwnyo OPJIB PK BPKE nyn .yn*oo\n 
o*u nyoeny nyi D*; PK 5KD nya^ ovK iyi 
y^ KiDjyv H jya5*BDM« D>J ?MI 17 5up*5 
•'C* 5M3*VjnyD3»K H UNI .|*'VKT^KJ1* 
•:* PM 17 5MP*5 Bijn*ByaBMM iw*n onyo 
•«5 pa ly^py^y y^; 8 lyafcto iv ,i9io a:«s 
•*n ytDosya ya^*D*n H 5^H ,ytDD»ya 5HP 
— o*Btr (iK.^W iv |M'jv H oaKoyj jya 
! PU ? ED25*DyaDMK D*T 5»8P*^  \'H D^ H 
oy iyn
 #iyn38J iyo8J*o v^ov pa D*J 
PM mv 8 D38cy: 5KP*5 DJH PM V* °^n 
•ireipyrpy y5K^ *5 inso n iya"? ^ya^a H 
-"WD3*M iyn iv jyBM? iv lyoipy: oiyaoyo 
"8i» (y5*t **? d'oni tyoyaya ri« JyryB'^ j 
• I P M I ?35 5 « p i j 5 i y o y T £ 
-*^ p M D i y t ^ j ' E ^n | y
 c 
I81BD t » M Dy | y l 1 ,17 ^ V r 
1 y t? * ; ' c i i K i y v ' ; f « 
-p 1 * 5 P i y D 1 P Ml ?S) ^ p ^ 
,17 5 KP tj 5 I ' 8 D 1 K tD * ' -. y » « 
• y e * 8 I 8 T 8 D P K oy ; y * • 
? 1 .0 13 i > 8 P ^ D U f B 1 " 
-ny;ivrn8 n 5»p*5 |IB D^oyEM i y n 
,01^10 yiyn38 lis oiyaoya jyo58.i r« ;;-; 
-3* JIB j*:«a |yt"iiP'HM |yanny»* v ' e r 
*MP*5 -y- |yn ,D"V nyn pn i«: .;;s: 
-ya H iya$n nyoonpy pn [ya i^nya:* ^ «-
»! .iya«c y^8 ps onyaoytD lyrv^y; y^^ 
D"iyoyiB H i*: w: jyouyaa^ HK ;^t ;y:s-
•tfa H ,DiyD08P H I^BK "II#; ,e"wrE p« 
-33>BE^  H "iKatjT p« Diyp^o $*r:yct: 
lynya jya^i D"iyt38P H MI *irs .op*"sr 
trj i^a n5nna5 »t o»o ^r iyc o^n ,c-*; 
Diy^8P H |ya*n iya* T^jy .t::y:vr; 
17 ?NP*5 PN |jn«t9DyDipB P"i8Dc \Vmv: 
.lyayaa* DiytD8P H onoya eu-
";yn PM yi8"iD H iyj8Dcya T^K niK 
,;ji^nyviy nyr.'iK )* jya'in "ino |jni ,D"v 
.1910 PM 
PK n 5KP*? D'D PIEOKP lytaeny nyi 
D*n D"v ly-y1 iv .Dnyoyie H iy;yr. jyiiya 
yai8p lya'a mn^ M HMM osnya n ^ p ^ 
TM ,o"iyn$s:ya D*n 35 5»p*5 .Diyoyie 2nn 
.DiyoyiB H ixnnyBOJjno 5*T n j»p*j 
iya"i DnyoytB n pa "unrvs: H ,yp»o nc« 
I*J nya*
 fyn*yno PM [yDD^M .^oorrtt 
,yp*DpK*iB PM .OJ^JV lyjMpnyoM n -«n 
oyar^ a KT8 TT OJM5
 #D"n nyn PK T» "2 
'cnyoyiB H VH
 rjyBno*DD3*p i n trtf .D :^ 
in»K oa^D
 Fu .yoaynya 8 jyiiya n:yo 
rlP3 TO fo5*nya zx$n 17 JMP*J T8 f"HPBM 
fMTM 3MM ?DiyDynB H [yayaa* ,0'J I ^ 
H iya*n D5*DMI 1MM ! niye 8 nn*K a^ r-
lyoya PM lyncya cnyoo^n Diyp"D""iyc^  
MM n v M j y a y a o^pa^oajnw pc 
! o*tfta
 #C'D^DD„ : D " p J ' D : y i y • 
nn^ K ! 58P*5* nytaiK [ysyiaiv O5MI in^ K 
lo^aiM yaa8^ynn*> nyraiM lyoauiyc t^ r 
,yDia 8 oyia-siMtr D'fiB BWM13* D5MI in'K 
lya^n D?*D8T TW ''!ylVKt,aKa^* ypistae1 
,»vooWDipB P^JM ("ii ,"iiv) Diyoy-E'-
nyp-iBii taiyanBa D">T^ - iy i 30 
7; lyrcya dv 3KH .3 lytrpyo 
pa DJIT3P 5 O T 0 ynyinyo i y i * " iw 
-y-$ OI$DC i"K p« .1 .v. .3 ,5> .K nyi 
-03'**n 8 m ^ a " i urno ,r»>5 
-ijnif ,^D:IKP Dpnoon "un$ "ns^a 
.yn"n 
S^ T TUMP o r t fpn n»i .4 .pyo 
lyeipyftn >n*v ya"5a 8 pa jynycsspya 
-ya iyj"t jDJjm ,D;$'3V >^«p^ >^ y>« IID 
*5yn ix /nno p/oniya K pK orcDcye' 
-ya \"i J*? i w p H D n w n ny^; jyr 
^laytaBnyaoDaJy? PK ay) .Bxay-ia 
•ya jyj"? yaJyn ,Dy^c;yu y^ >s n Dip 
pc wvKpnaKa lyn pK DJ'Bfiyp 
D U E M ,D D 1 D ,D P 1 IJ S> p 
aayarnyB I W M . D D V I P D p « 
<rnt3 p*K MI 
-»;iyDr« nyn pa iyt^t^DD;$p n 
H' p« DwitrtoDJtp y^ >8 m BP:IB ^yjifv 
Dip jrattraiuiy IK pe iinrup yotny 
•iv tyn "IKE yvyiya yo'iiyj eJyaB'yaDDyD 
pn ami I , % I D n jyu , D " * i y i IKE ,oaaip 
n : iytnyn ihjnas D*B .Di'patmif ma 
jyiewDDjyp tyn PE yvytya i y c p ^ o n ^ n 
-ym n ; DTHJIP D3'vpn jyayu yyyrya n 
p p m yo'attfymya H ly-i^iay-i is yv 
>KP$> p*K PK iy"iyi:s nyn PK IKE p'K 
twypya cpa pn jynip
 riyiynjw oyn PK 
yjMtu D$VI ,iKanyn ,unyii Din^yaain 
nyiij ,OTDonpy D*: jyajp lyDEBcnysnyp 
; vbyowM cays a$p^a jyuya B*a pra"? 
.DTPJKJ-UJ jynya tra PK r n o H >«n 
I"K pK lyo^nyj stp I :SDCIV iy?n iya$ 
•pMiaySM -TT lynyoyaiya p« pny-i:y 
vntrpnpp pa iyaKE ynyuK H i n iyatp 
•"lyBij n .o>a n inn iy^yoc ryannyaa* 
p.K DTyp"DTDlMpD n ,DiyDyiE H ,D"1$D 
•Jin PK ly^nyv pu'inyuy iyasp o w j ' f i 
-Pubon -\in:vv\zi H PK i*n pK nyoiyn 
"is is
 fD3KiDya:N pw jHjyonya JST PK 
•n nnyo D^JM :DyoM? ,4 iKt^pyo ,11 ^yp^o 
« iyny« lyayayaom* JJJT nyDisB'tD p ^ 
iM« PK T n o pe rD;y-\a lya^yii -uyrrK 
i«i — * . |<w 5KPIJ5 ly i jy i^onpy ojn 
"' P M I : yasnD H lyn^ny: PK 
v « p t 0 P K D i v o y T B •»n i y o 
-yp:«v PK Mooynjw ya^nyj'K p n jy^sc 
-itjD yrov'K ynn^K pe y2;Ka |yn ; jy^n 
'iTK iyat^n , ( ^ ° ^ /'Pcra^pK1) nynyoc 
-<JK)1V iyn PK oy^K jyn ; ; y t ^ y c D«ny: 
yin^K PE lyonyn n OMJ
 fjynyj t%K m*w\ 
— "p'a j'pa D^^ciyc„ .onyncyc y;y:^K 
PD D5»«PI$^ ynjnjK n iya«jn D^VDm W 
-Doyc K
 rymnp 8 t5«nya I 'no 'p i^p i j n 
pK .IT 5«p^ tyjya j n i m p yojnnjya 
>np*5 pa lynytHnijc H |yaj^ n D ^ D B I ^ J 
v"|P3y^ *»^ K PK DI^ ID ej^ Kw DDEDypyi 17 
PK w |y:y: ."D^proajnya, pe jy^tj; PK 
.o^pro^yiy; 
r n ^ T ; " pa 2inj« nyn 
*ya PK PTJV. D"iyp"onyan n iyn 
•j'K nyi pa ^K'PI$> K O K lynwvi oy i r ia 
n«ya ^ : jyo ovn ,I(JU;'> p« ^yajj^^r.yta 
•yn lyr.ya T^ K n^no-pi^p H .onyen o^a 
— Diyp"D*p^>p D^ 8 |1K DTPJKHIf 3*3 
iKya lya^n — Diy^a^E PK cn^^nyE^ 
D^KCKT o$~ ov .T'-io-iyen "iy"r pK D"2 
"pnonicn PE yaK-.E p^p pM c;ypy^ D*; 
PK Di^D^nys^ PK Diyoy-E n fytrnw (yc 
.nBDnj*trpi$5p "y i p« nyt^^atK y^y• ;^8 
"yaa^K n IWMIS riynaya w u r T n o i y i 
-8iw K inyi lynya PK iyt)"ai i t yoiyna»ii 
•ya jya»M iy8fayc y?ya"n K tn5a PK iya 
Djy*aP"i"iD y^« PK nym o^a |y;fctDc 
-ya is" iyo o$n an«i .T^,,C DD^K i y i HMK 
-ya:ij i n iya^n lyo^aiR iyii ,D^: DPJKI 
D*a cya^p to$n [yo PK jyn^i n ;;>• lyD^y 
-ya "iy IKE jya^yn iv ,n^Kc p^p Daynsya 
.Diyn 
,Diyn^ ynyiaK pK I M K . O ^ K PK MTB 
.lyin^K:"^ " y o ^ a i ^ H pf oann pro jjni 
; p^ai1 i"K iv jyaKp.y^« [ynynya a:8B:{j I'K 
D'VU iv D ^ ^ 8 P ^ 5 ny-i m y: MTK nyav 
DTHID yainy^nya n pa jycyiyoa^K H PK 
Diyv. ,oy iviintjD iyn;yD^ciK ynyiss -ant* 
•3i?ya iyiy* iv lytny^D nyunya « lyayaya 
-«i iv ,sr5» ,c^n ^KP^^> lyny1 -IKB jynyn 
"i5ja PK i^nS pn PE Diyaoyo n "lya^K iya 
•tpoa^p "iy"!tj Diyacyc pip jyonyaa^K D1: 
jyn^D , i " iD iyia»;« pa nyBye' n un»5 
I^ K ,Ti«jja tar$B>n K i n n ^^DEKsya^Dya 
.D^P^5> y^K iyoy-iDiya iya^n ay jyaJyn 
-a^ K iin pa 4 PK 3 iKt?pyD*l2 >yp»D"i« 
: oy»M> ppwDDJip ^yaifB'^ anyo 
29 "lypnyr. Mycins awb njn 
(TI»HJ2 nwpyrpy toiyayvn pa aannjrtpny jfryii'ig) 
BU ^8t njDDyo pp DVII jyfcpBfl yiBa^msffyar.K p.« y^yocr; tyceg; « 
ly^nymyn .jyr>/ , i 
•D»ji(uv"i»ntD |ypip one oyi *PIR iy:yp 
jHsnecj^jv-pna wo jvatjn yr^yr,
 fjyo 
oyn iya^n y3>yii ^yo"3iK .tyaaia^vwK 
aj iaywa'wanK nn pe OD^J jyroan 
ya j^m jyoD^v^yo rtyvisn i y " i p« w e 
jppfom yi.TK y^ B D'D oeBBOytya ny^ 
*un ? » M jy^yo yi^ny PK .lyjjtayc 
"ya B«ay>"B sis PK i n |ya$n n : TK ,DPSE 
;IK BDMTWP tnyn ENfii JyD'o 8 nsc DBK3 
"ynys-iyta^a-iK lyxasa nyn pc SEEcypy;: 
-p«D ,tDayiV3Ji« |y j" i " i TK DPMIJK ,a:ia 
ly^'i pit jy?«p .' D5$t "AVW^P VD„ 
PK Bn$syn D'fwtro nyina TS„ ,iyo$: 
y^ B m ,onyi "ITPK MI ,iyc">p " i ".pfco 
.oaynya |W"i ?"5B " t ma ,02yiyj;i8 jya"? 
nyna Ma m [ysijfl ypMiya ya^yn ny^^ 
PK "D
 #|yjj'&'& vny"i "a "D ^nyey^yj 
?D3ynyj noK p« jya"? "? IK ycyns nyn 
mpmn p»p ta^ a jya$n yaJyu \ymw* n»E 
0*3 jy:vM pK -pnD'Pit^p nm D>D ma , ,r 
ny$ lyo^nayay^yaaK ynya*K n o*o txspy:: 
jyp iHPJV 1PTJ1K pC iKL'ID'DDitJp i y D*D 
PK n:yo i y n ?K lypnurw n*iKJy3MK pp 
,iya**e tyayp |ycaye yantp H .yoay-iya s 
on |PD3«JIPD PK ivavnw >MI naBoy r« 
m "inyo t^a PK Dip nyaK ,5KPB5» :yv;s; 
" W a nyry^ t« p« ,"wv: ly^nytDD^n « 
l i j jp v> Djni jyanmya'K pifcto:;' r^ x 
ny iy3mjfD"ti iyr:iK pn |yT"itDM"»« 
.a»5nyv 
-yj nyn oa»?
 r in i^ 3 -tfsn |»w PK oy 
D-yp"Diytsn n pe "nnpyvon„ lyrn^vn 
^ ,1910 ,^"IBK p« .[yannya:^ ^u own 
D«n J ^ : P ^y^c^ iyDj 'K "lyuiw -.yT^N 
M DJJII ,!ij^v yoma H lyiyi^ iv Danyj ^ t 
-^onyun n iyn ,D^O«T i^a ; DVK T^ K 
200 Dnn Son ^D t3«nya oyn l^av onyp 
"yiD "iyn p« " IK^T 600 on« IIK Diyaoyo 
"ix D"a lyo^snya Difn I ^ J V H jyn ; n w i 
'p:«1p H PK Dip — J f p n j I D S ' : 
•>Np(j'> lytiiK nyji'yn JIE ,|^S^ K;cn~ ;cs-
PK ,iy::i^j«n yny^i y>« p« .oyn^r n 
iyoi^sy-i y,y^; p«
 #|yantovnys >-;"-
jvzi#n " t DJJV. Dy^ K p« yDyia -.;•- -v 
i^ t< .yp ^yocn M: inyc D»: z*r* 
V^yy^
 fD".y3cyn iyor^n IV ::K^ys -;••-• 
p« ,D>KP*J ynyiJK IV D3jr. SE ?y |y;;«ryz 
lyrDDyEyn iv |yxi:ya ,HT yaJyn j i n r - : •-
-KD^B iyB>^ DpeDJiK lyvnv j i m p« ,-;• 
tDa^cn ny^ pn DS'KPIJ^ yena H iyaya ;s-» 
ix nyna y i y n PK www ]yvsv> TX*Z 
ay"i |yiy- o-tyuv y-iy-.:s p& D^«P$J- -
ou Dijn JIKB'ID'DD^P "iyi ix cayc-ryes 
-y-io^yc pn ix osyi K D^KPJJ^ y-ycy.; -
•eye 5>nt$v ny^T D^^ DaKcaym^p V*K ;>-
pc iya:^-ia«n y^nyoo^n s- J^ K ,C-V: 
-ijo p« jKB'ayna^p D"a iyDiNry-: y-;"" 
ycnyDD^n yiy^t \yy\ ,D;yuvy7 pM ,ttv:ir 
nyi iv pa rrs D3^naiyn jya^r. (y^wy: 
,\yw y^ K H iva^v D$V» — D-^P ^ ' "S- : 
?ypnyDDT. tr; :MK 
ny^n [y^ ytDspn^ D jyTsna i u i n i^^yr 
ly^yn pc b>w oyi — on» [ytDxyb "^; 
"iyi iyjyj I^VPJVVHJ^K l« lyenyacnis 
y^a K "itja t%K D^T -W'JV >Kai^ B'"nyo:,K 
Dt^ DIJII ,;;iayv,y3"iyD"3"(K i j n PK y"i»^ 
ojnann |jn«D ,iyny^piy c - r~v-;^ " " 
IK .ypnyec^n pc oyi"> >KP^^ i jn "K" 
o i ^ n s itja |5n " t jyaijn ! |«jB*p:^nrK 
p^ p Dip. ,iy^D^D yiyi:K y^8 lysyro'w 
*afiremifp nya^oyn iyn MI ^yo^ iyi;B 
3MK ! fyay^aya o^ a «i n«D t^ K iKtrp^B^n 
iv VT lyiayn oaypya ^ T »t lya^n ,;-LS-; 
MI
 ftK3^^ nij iK^^nyiye iKpnycw iy" 
C^D itjnoya Dtjn 10 ^KP?^ DiycoKP -i*~ 
yp»D T^ K -qicDD "lyn p« ^ i w inw^ yr:"X 
ot^ n 5«n .lyi^iiya oa^Janye IEIK S:K TIK 
Diyp^o nycn n oifii o , w i i n oyD'^ya 
MI ? IVVPJWTO'K ny"! D^D lyoiaya iy2»n 
-lypntjVi t : r ;cn«: on"*? " iy i 2s 
•yi s prow — n m mia* yp« M m y w i * 
•ipVBD lynya fc fiBCDDEyrya s ,*i*Dpin 
"2 .iniD'iy^pK i« |1M £!$p_~>-- « ,c:tr 
•pyc ynytwjfl yta"f> yrn$i ,-; jy*: EETI ?;:« 
-iyc iy o$n Kp'-.ycN pK ts B;$T jys .-yr 
•ya yaya"K ya"i «c oy^vps y->«E tarsnaBn 
-E".K pntJtSK' omK *n« j y rn yrtfyv. ,iyc*: 
;y.yn iv T ^ BE^nya tvzi^n " t .oamaya 
•DIE « *n si^yaoMK v : y ; T * D ^ CV p.« 
yta*a
 r r t jan t r : PK oy : M N .c r - iyo 
t« ,mio ny^tf a$n ^ « .myo p*o oamyc 
it \yv,y: 0^11 iy jyn 5"ti ; nsK PK Dtp 
PH iy:icya tao y i I V B*«P* ^ayta lya^r ; 
? e c ^ K p n r c « ^ " J H T P K 
* n * tf'EK — inyo t r r * taenm o$r. 
p« ocoyntp lytasnnya cy~ ^yr^r^Bt 
;s iiyiiy: y i Dtr K'VIE jyc D^H ^ C D S ^ B I ' 
cs .ly&D'tapnrD n ta^ o BVPDSBS'D ~> 
'ITK .oy^KDjyo y>ya n Da* no \yc ta^n M: 
T D D1: ,ya:^ H [y&tpa 1$: "iya* jys |yp 
iipa jyp T « "yoync **v:rsr> nyc>8 i« -
•nyo D.TK D^D avn p« T^yr j te jyf>Mw;«i 
VK pfinjn' npyo n .Dinyp-iyo >&c yiy* 
. ,t?:yta nvtepnin r;s3 s PK frY&zw 
y»H*n ^D s m
 f c r f r 'Y f c a^ anr*: s D ^ 
;:v s nyaij ny D$H .|yDKiyo^ p« lyoytffi 
ys^m ,n«n C*VK K tara ,rru « &ya*Mi 
oipi ."yptaycntaE$D„ ytacr.y inyt s PK 
ny-i TOJ pw y:ya^N IB ay^v o^; ;ys owo 
T ? T W J ^MUJKT PK ?5ya"v, yr-c K IV 
I ^ ^ o-^p^np PK -y^cDy- rv.-(s« T * K 
•y^yi "ly^K-iyn^r i y :w i y i o^ r r - ^ r j -
*EI$D„ n ;y rn
 rKonoo DD^V. IH^K MI .; ;n 
ion p« V1WQ DltTB TJ1M "3 "CMC'Tim 
•o^ tDB' lyma p« v i » 3 ' ^ P ^ K T « -fen 
|yD3>5»BB-Dajny^yi ISE OW nyaij .oayn 
,ytymyj ,yoiy-,y;EMt< ynTK iy« D?*r. 
Dy^»8 ? |ymDnyD3K ojypya [yniD yopn-i8E 
.1MB8P p« D^CSDMK D:«n ?j lM"3l f i rM 
y^opme iw«i Drny^oayi y^D^^B n 
"'5 H .jy5D^ij^vpK yopmH p« lyoD^ansaB 
: DD^n D^T ; lyDD^ypnro tvj«t lyoniyo 
-?T lyj«i " i tyii I>»B« ,MTN »^T Den jyr: 
8 -ixmyn wna ^ y ^ y^'yaira K„ .D1: 
! D5yn yj':it;"2 
j'D'a ^n c;-ipvi ii jDiyocyro ;« ^-: tDr^:: 
y J m y a ^ K P ^ m s / 'ny-y^ PK DVJ ^ * H W 
y;M i l y s " - ^ Djy^c iy yzryr, IKE
 #:r.D^v 
•p^siKB yiroKTnyD:9P^KpnK"i yrY^p 
;i« "">[j-yn ^ H B ' C I X ^ya^ cny: PM iyo 
:K 33i3"o -y-T ^"2 TT o*«; c^y i y : 
/ - ' D O ^ P , " " C *t iyi^v.y: T*K jMOiytscyK'd 
.t» rT^^: y r*" P« 1 f- J'K -y ry^ 
,3;{$--J:C^IS c:yD«: ,-:-iijr s p.E | ^T 8 
pw u*; iyzyr z$-> ^ : tsryociye "lyafyv 
|yt33K"oy3 *v cwrsya o1; c"^ |"P ' « ; e«jr 
x y oiyrsyj Qifn ,;yr',K y;vEt$ O'Q D?yi: '-: 
• I K "iyi c * r*Dt$BD'c PK iw cy^pyp ya^ 
rp^K'WO iv T'^' f'K D*jv. .s;uyny3 ' i t - : 
T'K T« "^yn^ ,yi«iE"iyt3"a-iK - jn p« HB 
y^N .iy;;y^:^ ;N ,VO,"E 8 * t j : PK iy r« 
p« iyyi'K yonjn-ns t rc iv jya^n iyajyE:« 
"lyisj . jy;"! ' ' I atjr o*; ^^p-^ i lynyosnyE 
D^r, D"n3 DH'K tDjyiE .i,,T |VD"IK1 " t Dl#i: 
•HJ*D fCECra'UCK ^•'OD^K^'tJD - I'K ~V 
pn« oJyn iJ'T r » tai^i iyn» voca^vp 
P>E ypsta r.cN p« p» .c'ODHrp-ay^ 
•tfaann oysy o*r iy ? |yoMi ny 5$t j y : w 
s nynij .P^IOC K i yu j AannKEiy j» D2»O 
?DiyDD»0 y^ '^D^VD^P ^ D ^ir.yEiijp 
inyt? ^ ta'c "DIKP 'U^a*, yiK1^ « ? (cyc^a) 
yrov^K y^M PE lyarty^DMM cn*K jyp D^JB 
-;t*;^ o^o (ptiBO^'nye on*« PK lytayrtf 
iU'^^taci' iyftv.oDy; po .npB'o DIIJD "lyn 
.anpyn DV^: oyn D ^ lytao^vp^a^o H 
.lyoipya 5MWI " t TI»J 
,-y;KP'"iy?38 is ^K-iPijcy-i^K'v^a-B 
o>*v |ys J " r ,-.;8?3:y pw DJ*IKII nya^yn 
p« iyr%.Nv, iv ony;yaKJi« D3«oya cn*K *KD 
HMK iyv;«D iyiMny::^ T W &$n ^P' ly^B 
*^K iyc^; pn .nainn nyir'tso^wpHrD nyi 
i n ^ rvasv.v pw ya^tay ^ ^ c ^ v . n^^a 
axyrta |y«ya yD»j;ya nyanip nyt t*K pmv 
•sr'h : ^ i .jyt"TP yB^tao^K^rjo ya*n n pw 
*ry iftt rv :« onyiaiKiiya pistac yp^D *p? 
pmv ;ry; jyanna* n«a ^ T ,ycjj:ya nynyo 
.eay-ieyaa^j v : y ; orPW lyjyv. TT aijn pic 
*y»BnyB Dn1^ jyayn D^nyviyi i^o tatjn |yo 
p w D«n DE#II myn s T^ K iy inWD jmn 
27 lypujii tojvo"i«J ^ T 1 ^ "W"1 
W 13pD «BTB S 
E .n .« pfl 
I»p n«p ijpoo^vpnro ' i P« o^cya D1; 
jy j " i iyDt$jya yjjp y iyni* po yaJ8D 
nyn PD pnfDD'n ty i c o D;KPV2 DU DUBJI 
-ya ^ i " i vtthtw ,*P a1!* >«n ;uuynya 
•PBD ycDD'jKPHj^o y r i y i n i« ,DOIKH 
•yj yiy^r •oay^yaa* pn o5»8 PN p'c 
D'B ,oy3 TIP1! pK "iy>"PT "iynr ,iy""ic 
EMIK |WJU"D jny^r jyJni "» yatyH 
-ya
 fDrenv«w nyon"u nyt *HK UUJMW 
.yjyntfJnyD K PK ^KT iy"T TK DT*^I 
8 iya*n pm* Diytiimnm froivfi 8 
lya^yt oyn D3«oyj iy»Don«J8 5n$v v:^p 
jyp*a iy::5yr nyi jypiiya p« nyti'Byj 
w a i a y t a w r o i y B m y5>« V I N DD^; 
**ayjDMK " I jyn^n 5>$D oyny .|yDyu:$p 
•BED'S? y^« pK pjjvonj l yvw w r jyc 
v w iianyoiyii D'DD$Q |8n*p pe ny^um 
I ^ j i H ' n o pK lytJD^N'vijD yro^yB n 
^28 pyiis »i jy:^T 5$o Djny* pn ; lynrPE 
-ny ,pa ,D$BC pM yi:8K> B>D .CKI urn 
1890 p« DyiJJlp "UPJ^n^ Djn VW ,T* 
-y* n po oaijnyB jyvjw p« " t jyo o$n 
»i lysicc BJPK .jyDjnaaw y58:$*8:iyD 
• m a pc ,ypD«o nyi muuc nyo"n T * 
po |yo^j PK »t iynyi j m i n . D P I V W 
H pK yo'Btp n nyag ; P^D iyBE«>pBnye 
"1W8 yj'5mpD« n j y m yny^i lyi^oyo 
" i vztyft ens ,iyn$eyo n — y c o c o 
.Dyoaonye p^» v* iyntjn 
."•rttpyn ^ n „ n pn jKoiyiflDy^B 
•ye»5 nyoDnnys K PK iKonyDoycD 
2) |yDp»pmw yJspnm aamaya p« wi 
IVBD^DMM |yp iyo Difii lyrKiD yrD"n 
' ^ H , n .JDIK jyivDRinyo:*? I'BMK 
ya^ayo vwm^wwo n PK "nJcorn 
y^ K HMK y^E pK ^yaync &v D^ii JJID^X 
DDIP *n
 rop*n .lynn^D iyo"3iK yr^o^wB 
0(11 ? "nSijnyn ^ ' H M H IX wonyomy^o 
? " i pnnwr inyr nyii VP n o « r K n8D 
"UPHj^ D — ? onyj rmo « IBE otjr. 
njn TK ,jy:"D in'K oyn I^EK pn .cr-
-ya B5»DD^Kpnro nc«a VP$V Diyn c?:y 
yi>i»"n yj^o PIMK ^ " K ^ K nyamyc ,;;•;«• 
"iy"l IP T'>* ny3 V« D*N - i " - T« I^W^K; 
;D"IK^ ^o 8 ; oyxKDjyD y^2 |y:"i jyr-yv 
p>p oyj^p t3t^2 ot$\\ ^yojMi DJ8pyz y 
.D1; IMH DD^y^c p'p p.K cc; 
:;8> o*; tji o^n »*Di8BnyO"anK s ' 
ranyfijvp lyo^iny 13 -wn iyttf8"y^s 
.]$">)& ,DnD83 nDy2D8i> pH (|yvjyr;vpj 
890 f^'^o P'M iyoyitDiyc |yiiya iyrn r;-
2 , D : ^ J P 135 pa DiysoyD 3U pK -i:ypit: 
•«aniriymB iyn ,O*D"D^D y^'Dc^N^v^r 
~8^B$$P D^yii K7nna:ifD n ,nj8a^yE "vc 
• ^ TU pK D^D:IKP -pntD ^ ^D^DVD yips 
608 ^in ^o ^oy^ymuMivnyo^aiit y?8P 
ny'Dwo VP e*j njj: ,-^ M DSH .jyoN;y>y-
j j i : y ; y ; 
ts^n iPDipytpy nyn po D-i$eyi i y -
lyny1 p« oy"u*pe iyi3y:»iDeny )8 w^xya 
•jna tD'j T ^ 0 8 J T^ K "Dnys n .Danrr: 
D8»:8^ v? tony: M . lyj i j^ i^r.yn an;y; 
DVII ,yooy3 DIJT D:yDKiri8B P« owe PK 
00 |yp n .iyi:yt2^DiK n iytj:i« \yp v 
*t D«II "iKDiyi
 rnyj^xi^nyn a»n;yjyia pv 
.iytD:ycy^y yasny^tnyfi yj ' iw pa onyotyy: 
•K^18B pK "lyiy^ao'D yi.TK pB 13 iy;^ 
[yoD^K^v^D yjyaipe^yaoMK iyj"t o:ys 
onyoB' n r« y^ D:K-i83 8 PK \"5$ D^- PK 
.pmv D»J nya1? Dnya pK D I ^ p*n n^ K o%; 
•ijp*D"n n ortynew B*J iyai# D?yD^ ci$" 
ya>yn
 r|y3»pJiKii ycoo^KPHPc vy-vz 
D^D n>ina PP*BD'TIK2K H lyavna iv^-
»IM» D8nya ip vo m w iKBiyi D8 
:D38t iyc MI QMWIWIP) r^yiy^i^P c r 
BUnP Tya* o»n oy .^yaipo 11* *&&*» 
-lypn^Ti tjye-i83 o*v*b ".jn 2*i 
-D«a VDDa^ viDC n o^ D ("ij/DE^  y^y^r) Iff? 
rvKI t " P y^8 " ^ 2 $ PK D i p .O'fcKD W*e 
-ynnc lyayn D*; |jrtjm "lya^itp H TK ,tr; 
pay oy*i 1V DIK TT iirnyp T C nya** 
l^3v nyny* pK DtanyaiyE D$II .saypo PE 
"Dtps D^ K ,ttf"D .WDIpDn pK D"V ^D K 
riD tyopiOKa cyi i * lyayp lye^a-m yo 
.— oaypD y;D^N"i3ty2 ,yt3D*pe yiyt3iK 
;yD"n loin cyn *ii inyo D$II nie>E3 yatru 
Ityayp D*; "t ^ r TIC "lycia |«p .0*3 "T 
n jya"? DSVPD tn$D K IKD Dtfii nyat* 
K vc$5 ? o:yPD ypmnytt^ n — D^na 
.iyop»n»3 ny**? TIK i^no p^a' 
tyo ayo oaypo nya^nt? H PD D»3"« 
.nnain njn 'is r»55p y^ K mo w w u n 
yrn pK D^B |"t TiK D$II ce: K PK orn 
•"iiv ,ytraypD t"t )*tt3gp PK jyrix y^'^:: 
?*K iy IN .jyo'ii DDIKT IIVK .nee*: pro"T 
ycn»n PK nnan pa -lyaKD lyyaK; K 
K D^ D ^ycayo K : BI$II p'K D'D — rn&*OK 
-'ym'atp p'mav K PK ^'DUB D^DI? JIKT-
.oyp 
tngo K D*O iya"K PK aypD nyo^uv K 
atfi TK warn W K jrvKtsisin w i m i p i ' 
~y ?K ,|ya$T 5*11338! Jin?* enynya ^ K 
•»3 Dtp Tt ?yjvt> tyewa *u M 3H3 K PK 
IPDK iy PK 5ns K : PK HSK ijn ! tin 
•»n D-IK5*P yawo? n lyat* ; (yiiya f^ cK 
.131*13319 yoKD PK tssy-'cyaaipK OTK ?ya 
5so K PK X^ID^H p« "HN^O lyD'VU K *»5n 
imipm PK PK nSria PM ps ly^ Kcyj^ K^K 
?D^IJIV ,B y^ K lya^ K tK^-os^n i r 
s cysy oaypD n Pc iy3"K PK D3"? 
D*O $y6?3yo K ; ?5v5 K3^ni ,-i«oyetne po 
DH^K »"EtT tvo TK DV11
 rD"H3y3:K3iyE K 
^ K .lyaxn » onys oy TK ,-iy OSKT ,D*3E PK 
VPH ?y3"T D«1 ! DT*5»311B'T W^TH ,T^K 
^"i^CKc-ys D»v, "ny^PE yv-iKr.r .nyoya 
."iitsmye^ WWTK* : ryc«3 t 'o^ '•* 
•;IK | 'w lyo^mn lytr^.K ijryie 
1«j: lyp '^DD oy -iy;r.;r-yr - : '^;-* nyo 
•^ jyrMD 60 iyi$ i:ypiD 50 pc vv IK "lyau 
iv ^r i^y: H'^ E 3*0*13 T%K oy PK nyD^aiK 
-PWP n PB n^ t<«3 D3^^'r iyn .ryvac 
•y32i^  pfiDiaD'n: TT o^r c^^v oiyp^T 
t3iyn "iH'3 PK-IK^~ i;ypiD 22 u*o jyen 
n*iK "urey '^piv^p n PK o^ysKiya -ytrvK 
•" ,i"3 .fDiK ly^DsoyDO'D PK jyts^ir K 
t:-1; ^v-,":? n jy>yn i»0"3i* yDVP3K3-ig 
UD'TCIK cyrsn yiy^T TT ;y^T Iiy^ KB iyr^ 
"»n PK (ysrt iy?io "iy"i":BT n .fynyiE o1; 
! ?#'3v ypiKD^ K ;y3 
•yD^*|VJ^Br I'K DaypD v r n m y c r 
ypcosn H 'v iy3{jT iv nyrir :^ K Dy 
•D"TO in fyj:~Ki Waa ijn^:t;p PK nyi^Si" 
D*: Dun ,«i'nri jy:"n 1$; -IPEK ijn^ ,iye 
TT ^ ^ y : lyn^i yoo^e yiy"t PK -.«; 
yoKD n PK inn I V ^ W V ' B P PK oaypc 
H ,t3D3ip pK "iit2K--ycV' pc jypnp yoory^ 
-oy n otjv .cyvPK^y" ycn'K *^  ps nnic 
H) "yoyie ytrn'K,, nyi pc iviyoia ya,e* 
TK n»D ory^E^:y lya^n (33ID^V w n t r 
"DMK |ya,,^a a^ a^ K iy5yn tfyv. yDJ^ iDcsny 
.]vv:vv vy^r>v tip jna? oy-: TIK tsvnpya 
"M1V tf'BK ISJ>:V"y^y3 D«n D1P'531B DJJT 
PK vv'nt! %'nei?a ^yoaya^yopK^Mn iytr 
yamo TW TT ?y3,eya ly^yo yv^mi^a 
K lyiyv. \v> n^t^j yamy^ K TK PK ^ mot^ a 
•11D0 -.y-r DSJI ,DPKD nyT DT i^iya
 romyo^ 
,D^KT i«3 t3i>v^D^ ^ya^yn
 r5ya*38Dpyo 
•""IB' DHV3 .now yoEMpnyB K T^K iy oipi 
-*i5s) "ny^^-ic -=10 K TK D*;en /. 'T3 K rya 
.nimo yoDis PE ypKO ODIP (Twy5a "".yn 
ojn IPT PK T ^ ' D K : *P lya^n T O 
"ya D 3^ rf'K 1^ 3 T'K nyaSyn rp^noo^iya'ne' 
r^ K 1^ 3 jy:"T DyD«3"D3Me"v n .o^yoyc 
•»n "T TK ,r5» *^2 iy"1t8f "! .D18BW33"K 
DP;IB j»»3P n iy:ypiy:K iv t3*3 oayn K ?ya 
-y5 yiyn ty:yr:iKP iv ebir.K ?vri?n «t m 
TIWO r* P^n^P iBWirwi •TT nix cj<n nj^ii ipabDj;: p n e 
MDBJIplS 
25 nypnsn fcjycns; D*T^ "iyi 
,|Xhnfc VB yyiya iyan;ictr 54 civ Dayc 
DTn& ya^jrv yo^rya pK iyD^niK ya^y" 
,rKt"5y:yiK^ nyo"3-\K ;yaya iv m y : 8 |w 
.t3"n*w iyi "3 oa^ycya ly^yn "i \w 
oy PK! D"U$E T ' w w a ttfyn H ,8* 
DE^DB' DIJV. aauyuya w a p T n o n PK 
jynya pnjyDP n ttfyn DD:8T ,iyb:iK "VPH 
j ^ y w i y e ; ^ 
(ID t8 oytiycya Dnjm njoartrKn PE 
•yr, ny-i$ -inyc oaipap v n o |y?yu ;$ ta;*\~ 
cyi iy*o;iK a:ia^ $E*iyE HE Biya'tya pM -.yr; 
oma a$p pw .yyiva OD^O^OIK rvsnyc 
ycic K Dtrtstryaas D"v IV D"X PE tr.yr 
-ya DDIPB 'DJK D*P unrPDivain CIK -tfya 
^o«n tBtaoyiaasp pe o;yDjn:yo« is . w 
TK lycuyaaij urwwa MK M-.MBTI r ; PE 
PK Dipi "18^8" njyPlD 300 n pE ^"HD pV 
^ r vytya yantp o*n [yirt'Eivain DS'Dtrya 
PK oy yaf>yn jyi'Csyx^B iv mnaya iinyv 
18 .iy:8%vKP:K3"i$ "yD"2"iK ya^nv^E 
•Dyu;$p lyiasas PE Dayo'iayoK nya*?any 
Diysmyo ICIK iys^yt cyi *IMK D$H IJT: 
.tyavyKraitaiif mvamyewp Diymm -
.cye$myT ,w ytnBBtyyja^N 
-ya t:*; p?« i^: PK P""OD ~ y v ; c "iy-
;yrn oycsa "iyn"ac yoM-a n p,w c^yoye 
jipav H iy^v, p« o'nppy'yaa^K r^8 TO: 
D"IK oyotja y n lynyr MI .fyayp-.yaK o*: 
nyo ny%n tro aau^o "lya^oayfiy iyi i8t 
D H ^ J n ps oynifa H |yn ,m:tHpy y:yD*r 
•iyaK p« oJyoyoya jyatfn o v n o cawaitfJ 
nyi t rc irfnavn pE O'Eyaya cy- ty;yp 
•ya iv DV'K (ynyDBnye "t v^vv ,wiv 
PK D^T ,DD8Ci 8 D 8^ D:yucr;yn |yua«ic 
"iyn pe iyp"i8DC* Da^^"E "iij; ^ysx rc D*; 
"OT MI pK DMK »t jny: MI ?D38O "lyc^D^s 
Ijni ".yoyEK' D^X 8 ta*o jynyrDMW ,%t jy? 
D^^ n«iD nyn Px jyr^o DMK pn oy« cy 
-:yv y-iyi;8 p« ly^ ioyr .ys^ ;y:«r ^M 
ynyjyf'P n PD ^D 8 ry28" P ^ ? i n ^ 
DJyoyoya tyatjn p» o^ n*E"iyn yp»e nyoi?: 
iya*nv PE DW»O "iy"i ptk -w*3v nyn o ^ 
c i^P8io:8P D : V ^ 8 : D^a n [ya^n 
400 PE Til' 18 p« iyB>"tO0$D8 
a^ VEiE pw ,D?yDyDya Dyoij^ yiy;y^p 
;yp CIJ- .ei*c -•: tsayv.ya cryr. ^ 
'unayE iyolO cy" DI^I: pEim |yry: ;y-
•:»2?» p« T^-D'^c ' i - r r "V"< pK ;y: C!j-
"'E jycpyiriE o-ynyac^.K ;sjc iyx;«; zy-
.yvv:y;--yc--:-N 
y;;vc iV" .B"u 8 "t$":8 ;yvya r-t< zv 
y:,%8 "w"Z"8y; |ya^~ ;*c:c,;^,;v •:•—-
1%E -j-ya-ryrv: ^ jyc^c:"W2 iv ;*^N 
;yc ;yv ; ^ cy-: .yvvryrrvj- -yc*":-t< 
_:« .IpynciK tycpr i re n BE-K-V; L^S-
yc»ucKTc;y ';»35i» p8 IEITD vt DIJCP 
- y c-i-N iy«i ;^ K »M iy t^ft cijn jyrar: 
- c ^ r ,y:"i ifE^cy; >M tya$n ,;yrr:^": 
nan^ 8 ".• ;y-:ycr |yay?c ya^r- rDycij: yr 
iv-y* \V:V?K IM lyH'cr iv o w a ,iyD8"s«^ 
4
z N jy^iyaix ^t i'E &$V, ctjv C T « - E 
•I p« DEKC^yr yc^o^Ecy" ly^t PE svr 
."sygy:" 
nc aanynoMK wxvt "iy" ^a nyaij 
lV2«n yvyiyrr'-r nyo^mn "IKE lyopy'^s 
?ycyscw 8 . lytr-yryrK nnxv ^ -•* 
[yBtp&:i£'E r:nc 8 Dir^Eya DIJ" ";'*"-
iy:"t ya?yii /^ny^K tyiraira y^8*y=^ :*K 
•:IK iv pyr.v oyi D^C ^ s a ^ pn iy—«cv: 
inpy^iPB rytya n » "yo^^K lyvcu-vu 
po "yt^etjp "1^ 3**?^  n riniraMiyE *v **8 
"l?E Dlp^aiE C^ T tK llCD^f'D'B'tiy^ ">" 
ty^ya m i p W M cy .yvyry: yaf»y:K ^*r~ 
v.tj iw^ny-ya D^OD iyn PE nyoxnta-yE 
Oyoa D3^3V 58P^ V228C pE PK ' 8 - " " 
^yt:i8 ,C,,E8 .p"i8* ^3 PK n*no *y"y :*E 
*D3*VBTI "»yi PK 18^^ ^yaijK'^rytarK 
Oiyp^O D1MPD PK P18^ P H PE T^W-
.lyoynD-iyE oynya IMK iy28r !8 , : " 
-D^ny^ H tK ,pM ojm DBo?irjn i y 
ny»*D ynyojra lyonyaa^ iyan oyr nire t ,£i 
; nynK pa lyvy: lya^n oy *n yvyrya r r 
bf>8 "IH81 14 lytaaw njnrp TK ryrya 8 T*« 
.nyepyfi r*p PK ryo^anK lvn^o c*: ;yf8> 
oy« DJJV. vyrva K ; n^yc -.ynu BKC P'P P* 
oi^vnaKE iinyii 5ijt nmistfov tK tyo*a*y£ 
HMK 5v ,KS jyii PK .iyr"rroayey:yc "K 
TK ,D3ya"vya:8 T^C^H |«T aiKv,:ycy 8^ N 
&yn oy .DDKoy; ooaycyayo PK o*>yu cv 
-nsyoK 18 lyc^yaa^ l w n ^MK ^ r ^ i " 8 v 
iyp"i$v caycig; D H ^ i y - 34 
-jn px ivc$n n'D .?yv$o -v f-yrjjc :*E 
;J;£PBE yiinaK jy^v; w DE3ip:x -yE;y\s;; 
;ray5 rytnMUxns cyi ivayn iinye** px 
ry-:K P* ryD^yrcEecxP v~vr.\x PE 
rv.:v 
jyiyv. uuMnyj:* ~y o»n ;y |«" PE .BSX 
cyi PE DMX ~y~ px . ' y ry ; p.x lycy: 
PX oi^Bjn "jy*J PK p-'icDTyiy: jyc,*.~; 
px Di^ tDK* JIB ';E H PE ytrc^p B iyr.py; 
•yeo iy>ycKriVjtj DiyissyjBMK D<VX iya$n 
-;$ pM e;r*Ey; "i iy D$- ; t r ^ c r ^ s rye* 
ypBO px 0"?DOt$s ryj'ysc 2UU D?yDL"y; 
•?«nya "t lyajjn Di3 MTB .D"iypM".DC <" p.s 
is px orvx Dip &W*m IB ,;;*;-"$ ;yo 
.DTDjyc^BDtfp nmy; - y - i 
~?^' 8 jy^XEyjaipx PK r$D Diy";x:B 
*:yo "lis D$n px "isoD"D;ycDi8syn B |IB 
D«n ; DJ^ycyj yiyciK px ay'jir/iyi jy-j-
y:^p„ :>nycy3 js iyapyaDTW ~i«#%y^ ; iyi 
c: jyoEi? ijn px -.nyb iv~$c nyey-ci:":? 
-tpanm TT iya$n D"?DDBS?J» n ".iy::y~ 
D$I lytypiscnrx is lycuyao^nw px |yp 
.iyiiVEnn o*: toyeya cyi "i$sa n^yc ~y-
*" iin^K ."t IKE lyrrp Wwm iyav PX ~y 
xn ti$r\y: ID"S )ya$n oiys^E jys'paiftrnrK 
iyenyaomw iy Dtp ,-uyn y;"i px |ysip 
PM D"iyo ?^ y-iyn D'o iyD"aiK"Dn$otr '-
">8n s pa D^x px pK DBIBEB jys:8J T n 
iyiaa nyDyna-ip'c y>x |yj»i ynr.DC ya 
•$n a^-cDEycya n ljinnyn .iirciiyjaj^x 
a$n ,;yr$ jyrix px 5no tra V?\W \K 
TB
 fony&"B iy^p:$cnrx D:;sny- "i [ys 
•iV y^nE^K tD'j pmx lyoyis H iy.sjo "t 
an^wa r « D^y -^'yD ts ny-rKv. ; - P 
V^ayJo'a .jy^yo yooipB H "a ny^isss 
;yv;»a I'nya^ K [y^tj: \nn s iy cjy^p 
~y c$v, lunyi rynyt iyo Typ o^i -:$? 
V'yirx p« y i r n c Vs: VZ^PV: ^M D^" 
rf'tn ,|y^n«n '-i «a nu »^; . |y:rt«j 
•yc>TK n iM ;yf—rD D;«^V ^ p* v ^ 
Dijn PK
 rl^*v»; p« y:«-Er ny*M D^.J ntj 
ynyoya "sc sr.ayiiya "- I ^ T C « ; onyosr 
;yt3"^yvr*K vrr*« t*^a ;y;"t c»-
' -«"py; m$r. -\VQ"2-X Q-M c-r.v, >-, 
' I^ECKP "^,,,; ~;y*i-;yv( ir*~E fyroayo 8 \v: 
' .y L-;--^L-:- -^*v: .;y;r;r-yr y.vcyz TE 
•;'N T : 0^" ,|yr,j",D ^"i^yi uyia pe svv 
' iy .c:yi:,,i* p.c p%,"cc T 1 ' PK c c r i 1 -
ps ?.TEy3 cy- D*D pitj* r : ;•« jysvya PK 
; P,E!:KP T M iycryn iv nyima ly^vorv f« 
\V02l cy" ^ro'ccfcic 5? n^K D":yy; D{#" p,K 
aro^o ~y- rmwrw ^p~y2 p« iw^ayB 
:
 iyiy"E v» lyEnya \v\m ^-T tDnyctriyE ,T*« 
QP;IB urcipyj PK I«TJ£ ~V~ !•« ,jyM cyn 
-jy ."net:' nyr;iK PI*;N ^*; |ynyiB *v o^v i*K 
*i anjye'rn finy-i y;^E« iyor«ny: t^r 
-r*p nz^ D ytn on^ N jryv, "? .p'>; n«?i,ND 
IV t3".");yD?y: K PK Dy,;.;yDynyB 0*; t^^ c 
oi$B6P "lyo^na 8^& "tj'y?: B M*. ;ynyi 
'
;
 B lyv^cnycr.K w/J"e D-.ynjirt « Dnn^c 
K
 1KB HVr. S*B2~*5lOU B PN Dtp .P'^ DD 
•ryv. ,c^y itj^yo iyn?y? -.yi PM c*r> 
'
T
 PE Diyp^ic uyci^p *i oa*ony orjn nyr 
:
 - r : p« aro'DDBts B fyo^ Bn IV IIBDS^BP 
x
 N ei^ K D-y.y; p^K "iy cyn nynDB: .^r$n 
- D n^ ;iB BE-.; ltgsg^tfP Vi< : r t : y jyonnj 
2
 M .^ yn^n PB t»a sc"P p c y t ^ n Dan^y: 
'
r
 .fyoyp^ B "*E ^,%BTI p« [yrya IBT I ^ J T'K 
x ' t !,st iypsv.ya iy>yv ly^ PKB ya^tsy 
;E *iy [y'^vy: PX iy .nytDpsisa jy^cxs 
 -rx y^ ovr cyi ay^ix fljfya D^B o^nyn 
c PB px \w:m yoo^iB n D^D ^n Di'cyiyc 
r iy?y*EB? ^a'T^^a H ."iy^ EBE inyr "? "2 
r cyi 1KB o i ' r c w lyoB^y cw on^x ;y;«" 
DN38D DJT ]1S P1TD8S PTBm. 
23 nyp"«jn DjyDn«j D*T^ i jn 
mm n o*r. PIKDV OTymya jyjjr? nap 
iv^yj iy>Bio:yv yjyny*myE H pc |ytr.$£ 
D$- pni Avv rpm p« pruruoyn n c ; 
PC D1>BJ"K |1K ODBD n IB ,Di"VyjDM1« 
1« DDKi^yj D«n u u n u n i$ ' ;v-pnD Tin 
PE yiB? iyn p« unyoyaiyB yunmyuut 
•lyayS* i y n PR PR nyo^anR n 
•j"R yDjuoyiywR ^MK DU on^ey-i njn 
- ymyn n pa jycanya n fie |yD"n?y? 
,oyD3ny3 ,?CDP / vnp jmf i ."iyuy? v:y" 
?nt#x n PR pnnK' ps^oy yvw? n IBE IK 
ly^Bjiici ' lKB PR iyj:iD"rTyD"3n« H pc 
H IB .oyoanya lyt fy? .vDpmw P ISDP 
•^Bioayv IV PK Djif>jv yin*R PE r;y~;vo 
y>ynDDn;'K p« ytoJifygj pR v* Jin'i 
iy*c otjn u i«
 fDyo3ny2 UK?ifn . u v u v 
u y w u n a n (1 : D J ^ w m n o JVDI^D 
n (2 ,DBnBDyipyD DIX D3JB>y3 w>y« 
. tUy 'WPnD pB ilJ^VBiyiyD yt^DDOIB^B 
ye>^ip«P n (4 PK W'Ji' ya^oonp n (3 
mvu ytwny n .npymwiruF - w » v 
.D-iyacyo >nijs i n * tD>yB{#-nyE oyoa oyn 
•yno w iyD"3iK o*nfc n Difin Dynv^iD 
.pan) «ny yoxy^ n I B B J'D 
npB lyooy-u cy i ot#n Difii ,p-iBc;yi 
tB ffMronya ,nyo"3iR yD-ppjWHj w y * 
.jyamytwiR iy jyoi j^ya oyn n j n y f i w B 
~:y II/5»I#T D : ^ J V n TB J*D*U PR oy a n * 
.ym^D-DJ^VBPJBritf yrov^R ny^T p m 
-jmya i f j v - v n o n TB ,oyo3ny3 pnynp 
Vt l y ^ m y PR iyay^ > |yannyiaif o$n aju 
D$n D*U ,1909 PR PIBDBP iyo*ru oyn |1B 
iy21J TT DJjn ;D38Wyj3iJ P1RDC W K 
DB"DyjJ'nR yVBB'JB y^'DD^BPn^D H 
»>ya H p« ,oyxipB Djn onyD^ya PR 
nip •pnynim P-IBD:? PBijn iy:" t o^n^n 
o^n ynoona^R nn^K TR
 #DyMny3 [yayn 
1865 PB nan TB ; D^yp^Djy P I B D ^ *pi 
40 I M Dnyoyunya ajnyp^yoys H otjn i{j 
nyc DERtriyo^aiR H ^ U Difn .ojyv^ns 
-hpi ^nooy PR .Djyvi#-iB 505 D"iyoynj 
^ E DSBcy; nyo"3n« ycnu^vnif n \vo 
m ^ t a u i nyn o^ iyn ,DyijipB "inyc 
PD lyDpRuyaomR I^ R DIJII ,D»nnynna 
-RD^R IB—y^VBDUB ny^DD'DBiyEyD i j n 
yj jny^nyB n pB a^^noa^ H I B E y^v 
. D i ' n y j 
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T3n T|C i y i 
1911 I B ^ iy-;y? yp« PK Diy: 
11,435,498 iyny: ;\s 
9,905,189 - 1910 -«fl 
1,530,309 DJMiy; 
-ynpyo DIX D;;B?yr \vz^r. 
6,900,995 1911 VB DB^.BO 
iy-iDjyviif^v y?$ pc Djyv«^.5 5U m 
ly^r fjrjjni iyD-.^Byi Dp^y: : " iw ;yn#-
jwn»n n PE nojan H .y;B? lyry 'v :^ :^ 
TV IB ivv.ya PR 1911 IBE D:ys "^.B u 
yeB:p pynR PR panyn rw&tp w5'2 4u 
iyvJB: nyi no DE>yn R ,MO%-\ I ^ ^ D 2" 
12% PR Dt^Ey:y2 yajny^tnyE ^IMR , - r ; : -
12% n pE .lyoDJjP'P^nDD »IMR mmr': 
i^ R DD"DD iyD"JV i'R PJH1B PR i^'~'-
iR?tj" *UJP1D 700 |(»>*D 4 i:Rrc'DM- PK 
. ^ i n;ypiD 800 |»^*o 1 PR 13R^  W ' I'N 
-$-I n D»r. ,iRE"iyi T^ K Dtp . I ;R : ; ;V ;'« 
-ice yooryn H taa^my lystfn *sy"i;y^ v:*' 
lya^n JIR ui^pmosy yJynoonrR PE ITS 
,nyD"3"iR Snijif yoojn; ' 
":B?^'D>n PR nyov2"»R yoiM^B^^ ,_ 
3,061,002 urrin 
3,010,346 i:&::v I'R 
2,282,361 — — DD"DD nyD"3V V» 
8,353,709 Wirt n i'R 5an ID 
3,081,789 iyuy^ yninjH v^ R !*» 
- • t 
nypnjjn tMyenBJ Dn«* njn 22 
ijn ay^iv iy"i$vy3 D"in:yeDiD PK iyn«3 
.Ty5tnt33y* 20 |ynyj ttf&ii DD^T
 fnen^ 
p* D y^ncyD >^n$v n iy:yn [ y w v H 
r«tfa .DJKDSnyorK ccayn jyj'M -i:ttf lyny^  
r*y:cyD H pc S"i$v ,-i PK -ixnsyS 7 pw 
vi &«n "yi:y^ yiyus y^s p« .fy^ KEy; 
-yj3iK D3lp3VTnD po Diyaeyo n^t$v n 
: TV:"* "lynatf 7 n .onyoy^yE iy"-
i:ypiD 46 ;y^Ey; w^yz 
•wypio 5 — — viy is ,:y-yivj' 
i:ypic 1 B3*naiflnyn - fep3D$a 
Tiyp'.D 2 — — — — ly^yon 
ijypio 15 — — p w 
i:yT,%.D 74 — -r — — iy^»D*K 
*y;y^ PiyE nysMip iy" PE lyasr.iK n 
pK .o^DyiyDrK inyt VIK |y;*M a;n 
D<iy ^ B , c -iyD^2i« n |ya*n jyiyii* 
-*K*y:y3 s |xn$?"iyE ypmS^na pmv 
-yrrK ly^ KE o:Kpy: *u PK ; P^IDD 
^y;y;iNv.yrtr: s ^: Diyasyc ^c $ CMIK 
C'IBX cyn iyD:iN PK "ij»5rD .p*noD 
DSTD n:«J yvJBa Dip PK oass y^Dtffioyi 
ysrompipra ^ PE ^ip iinyi^ cy-i D-itp 
$tf« ;yrt?n wip:i*TntD ,-i ; |y:rrtt 
e*3 ^ 3 n:ypiD~5 pe ootf^yB K D'c 
IIK jy^yon
 r|VteB'K .tya^cryaatf Day5tr 
e;yDvy5 y$K lya^n KjnMtpnyrrK'jDBa 
-y" TK PK ; lyajpcaynp oyi t w ; y ; r ^ -
myv, Dtpi
 p(DPDynD*B ny&^KE) DPrr.$c 
'V • ;»DB'O^ PK ,D"VD3ynp pK lyTtaya 
PK ,33Wiya-Dt3"mnB my* lyvvEiyE 
tup lyfcD'K .0*3 cy^j p*p "«; ?;IK IKE 
•MD 74 H pE D^ K .jyo^ya |yDD"o DK 
- n pK fyJsfiya 9yD"iw in$ |yj"t -;y: 
n pn ,%,pnyt3 D*C nonJo nyjyrn'iyc 
Dinnim T:IK oyii . ^ e n o pa mnaio 
Vi pK p« jy*tfya p» DDi^ nyE "iy: T\K 
CL": T O |y:yp Giro "»yi IBS JW , r ^ w 
n t*« w ,v^yo .iy-iy5piy D^: D^I IEMC 
• 'iro ^ynstatt' » IIJD DOIP iyn;y? yp:«T 
.?yeiB lye'^ DD^BP 
70D»*1D t|M -i^ o lyjyo ly^^ I^Eiy: 
'** -nycnnyE lyiyMnyajw lyn o^e 
:-.yn3y^ jnjyaJi^t 12 H p« 5ni»x 
"njn PK D^yotcy^ycBnv oiyr ^ ^ 2 
PE lyoynpyo i n , i y ^ r-^ p^ px o i ^ t 
-you lyovy^ T^K nyaSyn ,i;»a-.yc Din 
enyn IIK ^irya *i*m Kp .^ycK PN ;y"y; 
"*o M: ,13»5 lyry* pK 0P'L"y:iy-;«;»r 
D^ V .I»"EC y:ya"N in'H pn ^ynyca-iyc 
VT tJtjDK'a^ K «r^« i^o iyrn ^»o iysr*y 
;:i3yv.ya itj^VTno nyn [>K jycymyE IV 
K -.^E Dtjn pK lynyr iv pK nyi:y^ yt,s PE 
y^ N D'3 .;y:%,T - w : n K yj'Diij-: H y;«^ 
•yc Ttro [y^:myc ^ y c i f ;yrn njriy^ 
NP,",tES"^ ,T
 (n;ic5yyr": .ry^^tDD^K pe 
;%DM: i8E lyiicya 1:0 ^ : x p n y w r ? p« 
f»i»p ctjn lyaynDDyi pa . lyo^nv^ VT 
-cyiwp ^ viyzyy: "t pc yD;Ko D^O jyjy? 
oy^; yoo'Dtryn "t pe tooipy^ PK r:yi:«D 
.D^ 'V w D^V PE 
ravca wna y^"i D^nojy ,t:;»ry: pw m 
*^*o ly^vp *iyi"5 .oy^nyD^am yj^ oaMi 
iyryj c : ,VN^S p« ^y^wo ay*Mv rysv*t< 
*yj jyaijn i^o "tyaij ,*M PE 5MHED W I^BK 
PK D:yi3uscynup n y : ^ : ^ nyt^K D^yor 
03np iy .DBnBoynpyo I'D'O aanranyc 
iy Ml MTK pK DPIHH y^*13 y3M«T H V1K 
-y m /-lyoxncnyjn^n nyt3^ K„ TK PK 
r y - ' yny^ D x o«- pK ,iyo;iK V' O=""IK* 
PE ny oyii ,:^;yiiya lyo^^nK ixn pw 
"0*5 "syo *iynaM pn pinysvs D^V IV »"V 
-^yo^a-K ^ P * D K ' yorKDynyoj'K ya^oy 
.*iy"r;y3 y-iy^ 3K PE VV": 
Dtp w*i vv?w~i n (V3yp i^o *K nyns 
:y;yvoDrr3^E v o
 ( ,iyr^ ,;y^y3 D*: ^«O 
am «IMK p'Jaiya^K hj» TV-V3 IV r^KDtro^ K 
•Koy^pyc iy-^BWw:iyo3*K C':^E trufBV 
-iy PK iya?» ,1911 nriK* DIP ^ KE DK^ 
,«iyna jyis^n cm D""2 :^o"va"53 jy:y t^r 
-XE .tyo«i ?>20 o^Krrory Diijfijn ijn 
r*i5a iyD5KnD;y iy c»n 1910 :^K^ ny-
D':S.E D"»Bjn t'trc tyoKtiv ,;yo"t 188 
p*5» DIP .rsyiycsHP tv5«:^v»riyttrK 
-r^nD H *K ,r*Miya K IM I^B PK tK PK 
Vt unnyonye ryoEyrys yny^t PK D3^3P 
! xxv ?a .%l^ K, K o»v 
DV*K iy3"T Dy TK ,D3"V DpifBxn nXTt 
19 5bniD OKnKtsinpyo nana IvwnyE 
-^3 .jytDEKcnyBiyp ^ 0 3 y v y^ K3*rvK; 
liny IKE .nttfpPTtf ]W ">*E 0"pa'D3*r 8 iv pUinyo^Bmy i* iinrrD Daanynji* ;y? 
.">yD"3"iK MI pn uujmjo KTK in ayo ! SIBC«P—y—•* 
DvnK PK "tyo^ mfct D'PE [yajtf " ^ 
•Kr^KnifrnD pn p& aoayn3K SJT*D "iny? 
l«t T*K DIP .Dj;»5y3 ly iiraSjm PK ,i«rv 
IVDMiyj K Pa DO'tDcya D$V. ,wvKp;Kn$ 
•IWV^  S$i iy Hirte m tjn$ ,ou m ;iirj 
-ypy:: K |V2y^  p«i PK ,p"iKBsr W:V pn PK 
,^itiw pjor pM PK ;"ijny:ny^ K pK *yi 
MM .mninyw s ,-iy-iyny j« lysy? pn PK 
DO 5$? iyDn3i« "iyn nrtom'K vi^.n vtfyii 
-tny PM DV'K PK ,DE;IPW -.m IKE |ya$n 
-3yc K JPIVDV K urotemwuc DS^E yo 
,oyi PK D.TK DD^ yn oy ijm .isov yvo 
pK DH'K Diyo '^ oy -iyn pK ,-ij'nB pn PK 
njn jysijn I?>*SK ny ays ,K;PJ' pn PK ,ojn 
yoDJnyK' n p« [yir&so ytocya n "2 
J1U13 
.JyD'D n DB»J M*5"n pjnw "iy"i ! po 
|jr)jni lyoD^K'iocn:^ n w a DJM px 
PK yDDyia n iy3#n TT *T aya .trDroirs 
Ti PK n D*n DMP — DyM:ytDynfi ytaosy 
H pK sjnjrttfseiy p c o j y o y ^ y cy-
nys n PK ,*aw"!jnna pe r : v i ; ; : 
! Dtfp-Wi 'w I'IKE i**tytM PK Tf>mr 
lyoo^KnocnrK H 0911 P'DPKD r 
w pK lycficypya « w a ursuyuy :V-«" 
i " i 8 yijjrreDnpy n iyo30"iyD ;ysy 
/ 'n^Kinyow„ i w i »n i>*e* fyv ,e;«p;v 
;y'nsx p<p pc *i$o PK m^a-iimye N ••* 
iyc .iyiyv L^voyy; DO ";,ne-ijrD,*:"K 
"jnifB? !"p pe lyin'E'.yB tjrtijS p*: T? "VC 
-yi 'ii pn I^DK "i jwye jyiKic jn:y:;^* 
cyn i«p PK tanyoc DV ryv. — "iy:^n"^-
—^  pn - CDia pK 3tp yvjw o'lyc^'N 
WTM inyt nxs-yi oi$n ny ! I^VKTOK: 
-nyr n«Eiyi 33Kinya &$n ny .D^^ :«vy: 
•ya D."PK D$n otjn .nyDft^  y^y c^ TIK jfcr-j 
D^l |1K ,D1?3 pK HtDlD y^*E iny? DCJ^7 
Djn PK P'DPKB VQIV^V iy"t (yayaEMN "«n ;ycy^ K pfi iy"iyn lye^s^ya r^ PK ^"N~ 
1KD \"1 DTO TJTjnW V^K ,*|BD8P |JT3,5lJfB' ."ly^ HD |1K 3^ 
nyn "IKE pu oy oyv, lyorrya V^ K PK «I K ^3 D-ip T^K ^EDKP nwoijavpy nyi 
,aaiayny3 iyo**3*iK iyv:K; "iycT3 pc T'K PK yjKiD"nyDie_pK-c^": 
.1911 n»s tssnya cyi pE nnjwv rw ij;tsp«js jyeaBoynytaj^ K 
.mSTKI -N TIE 
iyn« T'3 Dyn : : i j ' ; v rnu y;?yva^K ts^ c 
.DKnya DO nww p*p DsngDinpyD iyi 
nyn D n^ ,jy3^i ya^w ytavy? %" D^*: 
•yp PK 1*1 DJyD y^a vw eK^SDynpyc 
lyw^K pK y^K '^VK: D*D payna^ Boyn 
jw^DJwyii K T"i rDaijov y^^'VKJ 
w*ia "»vi .IV "T DP^1 ny Dt^ ii Wi3 
"I"-ID ya^M i^ pw Dy"a"iyD"3*iK D^"o:y 
Din 'W ^y":y^ y^ K pe lyosnys w»jv 
n qMM |y«j5nyE DO inyc in iyE*Ki T C 
"BD*e»p nyn pc Dy«:-iyD"3iK yony-nw 
.ycy-\B -iy^'DD^ 
ipi ^yp'tn* Din w n p I^D nyc*3 
"iyn Jvna lyom oyi pw ^n "IKE VO tya 
•j^ov n^iD H Dvy Dijn
 pDtnaniy3 *v 
[y^ Knoayv t? DSjni ^yvasa nxn JIE aaiayry: 
"THB H • jys^yii inn ,p^"iy- PK D*E^ 
D'D jy-umyE JM'M I :»5 J^K PK C;^%;" 
ctj-i .n;K^ ~iy-i:«:K pe MtforTno •" 
—D«n»oynpyo f ^ : n " i o iyn v>ey; t'« 
anaytac DnyDc Dtw y^ VK-iy-ryc Di{jr K 
""tyEiyp yf»«nDayv n D*D vayna^ecyjfp !*K 
H ,KPnycK PK .^:K^ iyny^  ps lyecBc* 
pK ;iK3"5 IIK iKP'nsnvE jKpnyrs 
PK ; oy-ia^p jijov "pno nyn—^»r::v 
•nyp y^siDjyv ya^any pj—-iynay^  njras 
".y"^ inyc Dnjoiye DIJII
 focKcMy& 
."taKf1 liny pc •oa^ov-r^iis n ny;ov 
"iypn$n sayo-iK: twS nyn 20 
.5y*x 
iyo mm nvi w ,D3*ty3 pw MI ova* 
•ourumDMH |in i5nw ,OPBO iyasr: 
*M iya$n ,oip anaya^n tatra PK .OEKIP 
PK lyaftm
 (JOT nrvfcB s fya^pyaoMK T ' 
tfn " i — nya^ iW 8 P« "Voavr::• « nnyi 
,Bjip3i< y^a iyvr;*<r.$ \vouv: v* [ya 
pn Tt j t f i jwny f i jynyi v c MI ,ya*yu 
jyaama ivne D*V, ,Daip:v"D3y'YMifBif 
•iv j r a y n w i5'D« pw i r f u j n vow? 
-sew tac'iotfa iya"? »i naita cyoyM ay*> 
c;^:v ytyn pit? jyayc i n .|jn*v.ya jy'E 
p« lyaaiaynotp PK iy^yv ytaoayn H iya$n 
-p«^ 2 isn p« "? i rwi - - v^wr-.s ~y-
- IK n -,KE T*ryP n« l^anyi iya y p < D 
".y'mPB 8 tanyatroay oy .[yDBtriyta^a 
-ya 0"2" IK PE *IEDKP t y i : Pissspny-ma 
FiBDKp K nM« lytrnyE oiyi* ^ D ' E K P iya 
tasn oy .nyo"2i« iyay; lye^aiK pc 
ay PK j y cn y t "3 pE Dtfa cyc^n DM-.K 
-'K n« nrtteiriDiyaip T^yoaiM mro Biyv. 
yanprDatpyKraKnip ya^yn ,jypay-nviya 
I8T ta-iyn nana nyn PB jnyova s PK CV 
•--x nyxaKa njn IKD rtfra 8 iy'rvaK nyi PK 
J3Uiniy2"iro"3 
: iy is; OK TT VC$£ 
ypst: n/a^c lyao'Sinaera'K ^ 3MK 
jya$n ,na^ ta D'-iycaiK cyi r t in I^P"IM: 
s:8 jyonyaas anrjoy: o1: JBIK D^L-Z " t 
•p»D ^ ,P*DPB& y a ^ a - w r a PK yrVjyp 
t< iv IJTWB o a n j ; : ; i « na D$V. ,P*D 
nya^aiK n PD lyrrn H pK aynpnywj 
-1VC8C 
vtfctt H iyiyn aa$Tyanya*K *p na cy 
VV:K: DIP n« taaxc yviw n : o^mn i r 
H PK DJJT'J nyD"ai« H PE [y^v^nVB 
•Tt iye»ra o^pao^M iy"T i'K ,nnn» 
lyo^aiK n vmrv^VD pn I ^ ^ H inyo cijr. 
•:%,K p« -yp-i«D^ V^K ,1M iyu"v.v iyrM 
ne^Hp cyn p« |y"iyM "T j ym nya^notfc 
.^ SD'BHP 0*0 
"«" no "lyo^aiw H PE o ^ v r ^ n 
- ^V"nz> p« 3'f»"n imam iyttfsnya on 
isnyn o*nya T^ D Dy ! jyaaiaanya yj« nyo:i« 
WW ! D5yvi "ijn p« I«T yociy^nD n *r 
iwi*vi n pK jynn'B3M"iK Dsa iyo -I$D IBIX 
i o DIJII iy3:iayMya ya^ytK "lyn^aiw n PE 
o«n lya^yt oyn ^a ^BE lyc^r.v s po .^yc 
T^a ,t3^aiK -un ^a T^D'oya ;•;»: ypgo 
|jny* pe iytD"an« n ! DB»J "lija ^aa"p m 
•ax ly-unauya r:«3 K fya^n -iy-;;ny; ^ r 
1^ 3 MTK PK n^an^ya l y r D^C oayts^ 
•ya-iyE iv v^:$ H ya^w I M ^r-jyi-cL-
H |y£«ww b«?(f; CT.KV. ^ .y;s? ^  iy-,yc 
r»!?B "iy"t ^>IK pN D:sj>;,.*"",,"t: y r n v ^ 
V« [y^yoyaiyB iv [yiyDsr os; fyryv, otfv 
w?ya»> ^ 
yn^yno ^y^ p» ? lyenyn yar:yt:' ,no« 
.Djya^xyaoMK oy oaa^p 
i^ i p« Til" c^ i iyc o-n^E nyatj M: 
PK Dl^M D n^ jyc 'J2KC Ml {yp^DPK^B 
? imuipn«R iy^jr osro 
•yMVDMiK "iyiiKp "inyr ,nm"^ ,r« D^I 
[yoD^K^DD^^K n i n [ycny: CMP .jyn 
p« i jnn'cam M ,yyn^« i y " t iyiM^»yi 
D^^y~ lynyDtroay — [yay^ (y^DPir.e 
tit: \vo D«p j y D ^ p a n ^ yoM"ia ya^ yTfct 
lyaayia c1: oy cayv. : iyayns v>p-.m T -
lyTNt:-1 n n y o "lyo^aiN ymn-aKanij , -
"Dona*R nyi J$c s D*; fcyr ?i y v i : *%, I 
-K i ij o y " aaiay^ya nyty^iw H
 rDt^nn 
? i y T o i i j E y i ,Diy^ ca^ i y v t O 
:[ygpSfi H Da«iaya 
iyeML^ pK**.2 ^tJ3«|ft*ya « i y n ^ : ^ v^ 
D P 8 O lya^nlDiyocny ,\vo niKi jjnna 
D n^yE ,TC D3"«p ,ctji pw . i ^ n y a p« 
•yiiys "ly^yntjona^K nyn pc ny-.n^Eaij n 
rn5nya p« cp^c lyaun " t lyo^M .3:13 
-Dnpy n PK |nyj3"iK DE"i«-iy3 " t iya«n 
,03^ T iyo Ml ,iy33«E3« PK DJIf'3V TOin^B 
•a^K i y " i T>-" .a^ ayiia^ K ps jyiyMa iv 
r^-
 furmMi oaypya «i jyai^n DI>B 
• I " - I D yo^tt n | y^ t PMiay^a 
-n^E ySynoDna^K y " : n tyonyaaij oatpav 
ctjr: DioT^Rnoona'K nyn*iMK pK .iyo 
""2"K s" ".KB Cy^ DPK"".E PK DyC13 ^M pK 
D"v nyi O^D lytic oy ^ I J M jyDK^nyo 
c:yp"iy:K IVTID oy D ^ M ,iycnpDn-iK 
Atnm 
-y3 lyco^Knoona^K n iya$n "«n"5 
;yvi:ya PK ,:yii IJPI^VB I'BMK jnya |yc^: 
PK lyiyan iya'V3"K oyi o^o a^ ayn apt 
cyi jya^o *M 3MK
 riva9jni i n n JOT |pma 
nya jy:yp IVD^MII 'M ,na*.o o'^ yta^anK 
iV 
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19 W W Ml7DMtM VH& ^Tn 
iww* IKD oiyp^yeys njrwnpa PK ys 
-y5 H ,a5yu "»yn pie rono ynjn:» wJw 
PK I5*DR Mi iw^*3 tyoDijp 5ytro-D3y3 
pK MI w 5 * a w n n PK ^ttf j jy 
iyp Dip — " W J W I P« P« T*"IPJK"lfi 
.•pno-nD Co iy"iy5p-iy on pic iyc 
ftp \vo jyn TK ,-it$5p oy PK D5»D:jny^ 
*"3*IK H D$U .oycnvMi n PD 33i33jn « "3 
iyony3 o»3 ,"iyi3y5 yryn PK pump nyo 
*iyo3iK wmMipnyo y?yn osKioyn pK 
,5WD-03P3P5 r-D lytDD p^ n PK j n y ^ 
-yu w u v a ty^KQ r:K3 8 iy3«n tyo o w 
iyo .fyo-iip nyo"3iK n ps y3x5 H |y: 
peanva yftrMrfi* \v^n on ny3$ *ntp 
iv lyp^D^DKtsD yo3ny5ya PD jwjnsjn PK 
03"53 nyo"3iK pc ya«5 n TK .jyoMi 
nyv3K3 i n PK pin'mv PK rapnnv) K r5« 
-"53 nyo"M T I K MTH aw M TK PK o5yii 
3MK
 ff|VTOiraipiB On Oyil fyo 5y>DMl ,jya 
-oyp on PK p r i ' i i m y tan ?? |»5w «T 
-*B pK D3$nv~vnO TM"t t^Dt*3$Py TyDE 
y i y " t IKD " O I K B yw3"K IK T in P W J 
-*5p*5a K IKD ,jy3y5 ly^yoya K IKD
 ryo3jn 
.0B31P1V ys 
,i3«fts>a"*i , |PJ5W ,T^D3mB /i3tf::y 
on 5MI TK .M .T .K ry»5K0'K /v^ory 
*"Dy" yt^ DD'OKoo o*c iyry5 H lyreoy^y: 
•jjna ii3 Dnm 5VM TK .iycMf ?IK war: 
inyr pB rmw yaBnyo3W my^** : ;y: 
"3y*l ytT'OD'-DKOD yM3V3 PK JD*>WC5"K 
33iY"ny2 PK P W tic |yoD$p H ; ry;;-
nyo'nr H PK T^aneonn D3"n iy:«T 
PK MI nyrjyn ojyvrps 17.8 &VD DCDS 
85.3 DVD /rjicftefcpn PK i jn» T ^ M I T E 
88 o*o PK ?yn5y3 PK MI "lysyn oayvy-.s 
.M3M?33V PK MI "iy3yn D:yvtps 
K^D ?PM Dtp ^ ^T D11K11 ,TT 03ynD 
*i TK ,ryiyco3y ryo ?yp T3rf»p jwyv 
i n on iw*5»a tuaim ffs*M 5yo*DD3y2y5 
MI T I K Pinaip ,DO"OD nyo^nv n PK "* 
5'Mi ,iimy5 y^Kye^n^K nm3K H PK 
-"IK„ t?1© ap^aya on i i j : fyo-.tn PK \V? 
tye")«t 5*MI jyenso "y"i3yp^3y3"*iyo": 
oy .Tntn iB 3SV3K imp K pw aanyn 
PK TK ,5WMIV iyoDjn3^o i n PM on typ 
jyapn^s n iyno Tno*nB PD -,)tf N 
•pyomB pc 13K5 K PK MI TW>*3 [yecKn 
•5yn .jvaJys PK 5«T oipi IKE iy2» .rsr 
ungw ^snorsnrs isn 
.p,DC5yp3^B .5 pD 
yrov^K H aVDt?3if D^T ,iy-syr, ozxvvryi 
5W ,D3^nv"i^no , iy3^vmnK3"i^«B 
D$T ,D3^nr y>irnoDn3>K lyiyv, DMsyaBMK 
-yii D3Koy3 ^w noon:*K "uny* pc roo^n 
oy "»jf3>yn iv , | ( i j i * jrDMia j«n TM5>3 tin 
y^K n PD nyD^2"iK y^K iv3:K^ya I V ^ T 
i n PK i n PK oy o$r. ^ys^c y3jny^srijfc 
.nDDn3,K lyDMiya 
-DM13 PD 33l5pM1D3V WOY'K i y i " 3 „ 
— lyDD^K^DDHJ^K H J'PIJVO — "i'KD'E^P 
•"KiyD D*11 DD^IDK l y i l j ,D^3 |"H 1K11„ 
-nn iwaavn ,oyo^3 ^D S ^M I^ K asn 
T'K — ,DV"1D VWVWVS V'PV'Sl " 3 iyD"2 
$? »M>3 D3l*nv N W M H PD yDllJD H 
" O ^ B O W H PD IWMIW iv oyey unnw 
•nyD^ siK iyn ,o^v nyn^ yr -iyn PK .jyo 
-"31K H jyVM
 tjyp«1DD 1KD WDMin K pD 
•vy> Dvn Dintjnv "ly^ynoonrK nyn 
D3^~ID civ lypr.iVDMiK T T fytMiys D;ys 
IMK aifn iy .ivnyi Jy^ e I M [IE ivretc :*s 
nRDV p.K "iyjjyn3K yD^n \yw iv lyrn'y: 
-yn iy"iK^ on "n/iny-; oyn oy .iy;;y: v? 
.iyiy"iiv3-,n ny .^jya Jyoo K TT cyi jy3 
DI^II ivviip PK lynyr TC^P >3 DTP 
.opyiivya ot$i D^M.IIK D;MTK T'K r«-
•DDn^K nyi 033^p
 #3njy3i!ET noK cy" 
iyo iyii PK ; \r\vz' r:K3 orni^nv iy^y*"i 
"•D PK \vm\ H nyn^ K on TT DBVDIVS 
"piMr.yc IV TT a:y3in iy ya^yn osc
 r?ys 
.jy-iyn Dnn^BiyB |iB"iy-i 03^5 fys iyp jys^ 
yv3K3 H Dip |P3ijn ",y 5M*. n^K"i 
-y3 *)vcv2 ninr* ,33iayiiy3nyD"3"iK y3*av*K 
-3K3 PK 5^T ,33i3yny3 wnv T-^O n rD3«T 
- ,K jyv3K3 PK 5 r^ ,iy-)yn aiM'JWiwn iw 
WH$n COVDIBJ wb nyi IS 
DirwDpyEUBD w r w n o u n ,"? umnc 
V?K ya*yn Tin WWIKO snyz wrun PK 
runy"nD i w i IVJID p« pyii i y ^ t n s 
.wei rm vnvoyn j'DyDD%;o>yrnyD n IBE 
.P'JaiBjn -lyniK px ii/jy .^p »M DBV. 
-ix inir IBB s B'D ny^B D$n jyo |jr« 
;v IBCDBP VD:VQVBD$P B DP^VJ pn 
IVDD^P n mruy} yjyiy&nyB pn um«fi 
,iyj'ti-DD"3iK H TMK MI ,lBM:pnB"iB po 
y«7H PD >"HO JVO'VU 8 IB"! BTlSU P3>jril 
-MI: -u ov IJ/JIBWOMK ,4T lynijn ,|y&DBP 
-:y> ycKyEBVK n p« UnyenyDjiK yo 
-3*T /oruy? y?yn PB [rf"ro p« PK ny-i 
-WK ~B:B? ,DTno yoj«b p« r« /^ IK py-i 
D-yuBtyn D^D ttfyjinyaonK |W"i D$H ys 
p« IKDSKP H ^WD5 MI „*uyir*r-iKO ya'in 
*i PK nyo^3"iN n jynyii ^ynoonj'K >BH 
MI n w n tuMftra D'J nip DD^OD w w 
.KEB"1"K p« 
-IXDMK un i r injn M M I T W M PK oy 
-"11 JPB'TW tys?Miv nia"tp H jyjysy-i 
110 iyoD$p PK iyay^ po movp
 rov&n 
I5'BK PK ijru*5 yajnyBnyc pw iipyprapB 
P'K [ID tDTyo^  PK iyi:yaya yjyiyenyB pK 
i'K iinsjuw Ptnyo PK jyo ytyn .-JB5 
iy>yx'B$ w^nrpEO'iK injr? B lyaarpvii 
•"K pK Dy^^-|n»3;yr,,K H lyiyn 03'iya 
PK DD"DD' nytD"jv PK iyD"3nK*iriB3jy? 
TO |y?yii Danya jjrtyn pa .KB«P"K PK 
.oy^rpMi H jyjyn iyo'x W K |yuyia B I 
T K "iyiy^ BBH 1908 pK .iyo"3*iK ytyn pB 
•u*5ro»H PK (yoipya (ODWPISB) T J W ? 
T^PJKIB PK ,$870.80 ^ntDcy PK ,$tua.8tf 
PD ly^BB'K pK ,$900.91 P3 $500.00 pE 
ly^yn >VT jyo \vw .$812.70 pa $5suo 
•lyojiK nyn DVIKU jyenvsoMM v>i3nj 
ly&MW D'VU MTB ^BB lytjm PK PK "UPC 
•yi PK IVOIT J;B^ jyo cn«n ,ny*^ -y? yiy^i 
-:yp*K n jwynp ^nooy PK DI? .[yjya 
MI oy^n"ii yiyoyn ^02 iyD"3iK"rnB3 
iv^v^ "I IK ,pn Dy DD n^ . I J B ^ D ^ H PK 
n ?i3B?tPD«n PK 'ii v^Doy PK lyoy: 
_ IK ,yiK"13 tD3"V ': ,D*J DV D3'^ yp^ DPKIE 
•ya B T^K nyD»r"K OTH n PB y^ K^  n 
.nyo"anK yt- -^nooy H PB MI ynyo 
lypnB n lyrmv njnyn T'^iys B 
•MDmp H'IK IMK w x ^yo'DDjyay? PB 
MI ,"iyijy$> yaJytK PK jyiy^yojiK yi;yj 
"MIX T*?J"UW « yp«D C3«2 jVD iyv. 
-O^BD^BBP JIK -.yo^aiK px y:«> *i jyy 
0^1 iyjtji iV BI ,"iyn-iiya 0** lyiy1 PK jyo 
*KPyi IK .IirT'MlDMIK "1{JJ T* IVP -O"' " -
D"iyE3"2"itt oyi r^ K (a'Dyoo'JD>ymyBj wo 
jyta^x yajKD pK m y"y;-.y IB Dj^n y:«? 
;ID iyay? cyi PK jyajnyDyaiye H .wit 
nyc PK pvp T?D,JB'Jin iyj"i iyoM-iK 
;IK O^CUIBB oyj"Dyi?B cyi o*a T ^ -
-y? oyn PK lyajnyoyaiye n C D S»y^ yBo 
n pa lyoio n .jyDD'pBO'EBP '•> PB jya 
nys iyo n"Ki/ lyc^a-.K n IIB oy^n'Mi 
I y D ' D B 1 B "H PB |y01D H D^D JVJ^ J^ 
-D'T P/D jyp DB'-.y iBI y^DD^BD'BBP H JIB 
H >y'D*r.
 f|y>"noiiK B^K^BIBBJIK PK VO 
mivc iVDB^yi PK CB?P lyo^aiK JIB W? 
PK D"x lyoD'ocya B PK |]nyiiyj onyoya 
.DiB lyoc'ocy^ B PK 
p'j IB" PK "yo^anK n pfi y;B> n 
•'BBP yDwyonyswDiBB H i'K I?'EB T^-J 
D"ii Tyj"K iiny MI ,iyuy? w o o ' t o o 
"KID B PK D»l — MIK PK OB"! D11K11 .DV 
IB ly^ B? y>"iryi B" \&VW T O y^yn ,ya 
jnj|fiUU"aaun) iw BI iv^yn i^o -oMt B 
H pfi ri>a 3B tr ; o:jyn Dip ;K ,|ypnyoy2 
,*p>njyDtsnyBDto;>y? IIJTA'K oy .oy8?n'Mi 
[yj'M iy>D'cojyny> H IKII ,I:K^ B PK ?B 
.Tjnyno lyaKtiiK ya^yn " W V K ay^ix 
-'Ml H TIB IJPnD ,1JB> iy" -B IB PK Ml 
PE yJB? l_; DIK ,yiyayn ivi IVDIB" oycn 
i"r iy;yp ?Bt "iyi:y^ y i 1 ^ PK ".yo"2iK n 
) JT5"5i B 
lyajiBHBB pKUWJ»inyDJiK y5»y^ 'BB 
-DBP n pyo4fcjyay5 ps lyr^iB H jyayn 
I K [is oypn'Mi n PK iwpnipfi PB WO 
•V} jyaB" "jyijy^ yjyny^nyfi PK iyo"3 
m
o
t,tsn2 B pro?) iv PK sy lyiiB' MI ^DJ^V 
y^ 'OBJBPV y?'i IV^MIV ;;BnjyoBTiv iyo 
•:ycc IM |yv,OB' ,DDiKiiya MI .|y3ju:nya 
•v n pK lyanBts PE lyri'^noiyir H P I 
•spn DIJI
 #i3p:iB Dyi PIMK DD"t3D nyo"; 
•yayn lyca-iK ny:KpnyoK H nnynp cyi 
-'13 y^^xysBi^K yny^t m DyB'tTMi yi 
H i?Ba |y-iyn DiyiWDPJWiMBD n .iyi 
5'ii \VD "iu MI
 rij'nB"iyo"aiK yecyo^n 
-Hjy^ DMK PIMK lyaji^ nifvaB n ly^yjy^P^yB 
,DMK DDIP nuyo yiy^t ^ J jimno y^ 
iyp:«n jyE-isi nyo"3"iK nyjBpnyoB ,-i IK 
17 J j nypujTi tcuyDns; w\"i njn 
PC il/CKIi PR |y j ip«3 H MTR Ml ,«»MIW 
p« \V2V> cjypy: nip iw*n lyofeWQ 
IVDcnru^ D oyt |ny "uoy? ynyowna yspyttr 
•ya |nif I?'ER ,iyD"v ynyuw PE tan«jE0tfp 
Ty^EDirrpny y*uyp?yci? lyDMM 3:103"? 
18T iystjn iyjjun$n .y?w? y;'2?n PR 
i;yaR pc omfiw cnv Djynyj T>J'*unun 
iyi>yvi D?BV, jyo jyu jJBJEMRjy:*: TO 
-DMR o:ypy; D»J Dy jyo D?«II ,jyiy> cysy 
jjiiD3"?ya i'K ?yj:«o DMR D D W I jyin»fl 
pK yooy-i; n jya^n D^B B -.BE 3*11 
yrtrMHBE H PE tyv8?8B ytDDyocrp^ys 
PB nn nyjTynifD « tro i">^w P« a'370 
n p« DH«ji"p ye^cm n JDD'PBD'BBP B 
•«jn "i (yii ,n?na lyooynj ly^t PE jyo^v 
oWPVi iy-t#n ,D?yn yvjsa H ounynya iyz 
n o'o iu o': T'^iys p« DD^IS inyT 
_,D;"n s c'o I^DR pyi:t>" ,yauyp yrorvi 
,Ditjnp i'jyp iys .DD^BD'BBP |yD<m iyj 
-nrenanj H PR Djy3yiy: jyuyj PR D*H 
nyi PR G^ jyc tyoD3*n oyi IKE |ytD"v yiro 
TWy& PR |x3p B BI^B iyr.ya PR ,o:>yti 
rijyiyi D'J pic / l y ^ ^ o iyrD;"n « D'D 
-BJ2BC'DDB*1D pR VJtjypTJtfJ^G y s f r l l l PS 
-JBII ,y^ynBP ,i«m$D riyryEypip MI ,jyo 
.v. .r .R /i^pno^i ,i?u ,ttf'3iyi 
?$t oy ijinrutfya PR tH«DytyDJ»R MI 
IV Dp:iB-HBDSF lyP'ltfBD'n B PE |»l Q'J 
PR ^ >>33 -\ypiyz PE I:BDBW nyi jy3"frnyD 
,iyo"v yjyiy^enyD PR LT.E3 iyo«:?p PE 
nyT PE 0*; jyjM \"p DI^E iy3«j oy o$n 
n r r w j p w r n o ny-ii$ ly^DD^R'VtfD 
pm ,"iyD"3"iR cyi iy-iyEojy .OPJIBIJBBB' 
•iys "iy |yii jmi PM TIR -pi Dayfrya -.y 
Ijrn jyunyoyanyD ,iy»nyD3"!ny ojjsr 
i>y>E ,nyoy3 o;"n PR D.-PR TR ,DP"-IOD iy 
-yj Mi T^watf MTR PR ,?SOR MI ,iyoy3 
: pn "^IRT B-I$MD:R o'lyo^aiu oyn .J«D 
« 1#3 DJ«n p3 T« tR ,pM ^ r ,MIR I'M ^T 
DC?1: nyD'OiR iR tD^D i^^iys PR rna 
inyi ^MR Dj«n VH VD nysij ; pmv »B? 
ny jn»D"ii DIIBT :jB "^iyE T « M« D3y^ tr 
; |y;;u:ny3-D:y3y^ yiyoy:
 riy«nyo3"5> 
inyivn "IRE jyEsnyp Jmi PR ^seyp T « 
[n«f |jn3itDirDB"3iM yiyviv pR oy^n^Mi 
n jyttfBnjs oyii oy MI 3JB5» MTR /lynoM* 
D:yom^B "iyt T^R ys^yn .DyDD^D-^ n^ Mi 
.DER^yiy: "iy^ DD^BD*ERp nyn pB 
,pnw ;^EIE nnif^  K B<D I^C« pii^ r ; pK 
-iciy iyi TR ,iyJMR H. PR |yD-.RM Tpx cyv 
•«n* cy- O'D ^>^;-yE i'R r,-.e B rn -yo 
"y-:B yj»a B lyaynp jy?yr. i^c nyiij .;yc 
PB iy?yoK*pyv,B jy j^rn -."3 [yr ^.y^y-
-"3n« "wan'rnB, lyaw oyi DB e^: P-R 
H IV 36J31V B D^ B I»Ey>yD B 0"2 '.?'Ef< -yc 
PR «un$n pM PR ly^yEoy^ W^OM?]/ 
i*R EDjnifii DBV.
 #D*3 cyi D"T lyizs ~y~ PS 
ynxnJB PR V/BTI i"D nyrn ,v;y*,*y -SE'E 
iWB>BE n "M jy-'v oy IRM
 f"yo~y V3-y:R 
."yncon:*R pB iy;B^BBp„ y-vr« pr 
-;IR tyrosn oy"; |ynyt ?MI jyo jyv 
,DB«e'i»yTy: B I^ R lyos^p IJWMW -VJ-;'W 
D"i* PEMR ^^anyB nyn iy3RD |yc r"i<" 
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PPUni D"3">KW DO 5>$T D"Dnyillf p*p 
3«D:^D P3 JKD»Da*j iw« i K 1 na^ pt 
.nnc i y i I^ K K 
.DMKiapBnejyp (13 
ly^KD Djni WW H Difll D3VD,aUM |"p 
vreoao pM OO 5»tjr ,I#EDPK"ID:IJP 8 D't: 
•yn PD (yoPJiB H »n uppmDjijp oyn IKS 
-MIX DjyonaB •unr .jyDM5 ^p^D^-ie ;v: 
nK oifn Dn^DPKnoj^ p pK npjv ^y^ ivc 
r|y6 "^K^DDljDK "lyT PD DiyaoyD IKE ]W2 
TJDlpB PD jyopjifi W5y?n iyo5«nD:y Jv? 
mini DTO'tf PW DpjiB oyi nn « ,s«-
.BKC ^y^jyiyEyiE cy-
TIDDD B inyoB'Djy oyn oy 5«D PK 
DIJII iijtDp8"iD3«p « PK |*ov nyi lye^vv 
PD onynoyo lyntj "lynoyo B "IKD D"3"IK 
DTPPHJTI OTO tm n ns jsn ipi 
y^B lyoipaij: t^ yn oyjps DTU-D^nn PK 
.D3yona» jyryn pc jyopjiE 
50 pc inyopya 5*r e^3"iB l *n 8 ^ 
PK
 rayo 5 yBtny n iyi:it3^ ["J .pnjno&r 
.a#D-Dt3"3iK iyt3Dpyi oyn fyn:itD^ 5 nw 
pra fwv DO ny:"P 5*T nya^t K 8 n^Dyn 
lyi^ Mw |«! ^ t jnaiDtcnwn H .fyo^anB 
JKD^D 1 pK 12 
iyJ*T D"3-wp^D^ I^D jyptiB y^B .3 
,-iBnnyD jyoH oyn jyo^cy: D:yonjs 
-pyeoBD DjyonBJ IKDDKP H jyrMix ,l9lo 
D^B
 r(Dnn¥B'HpJ,K) P y^1 io pc Divide 
PK n^yinyi:* n PK i*i* "lyoe^v -y" 
"•nw nyi D^B WOV D y^p^ ^^ 1 D-M C-T" 
f*iyD:iK v i Donw "iv nyDK'iy nyn .1 
-MpnjrayaMR ">n no nyaDyo nyny1 o**"1 
iwvarun p5t*p lyn PK |W" I^D»OB ^ ° 
nypnyii eayoitM D H ^ iyi 15 
CV1 1KM1M "HP"? 11* «PV3 DO^OD ~yD 
;ye«i ,"BIW » w iv\ffssnvwnstw ryo^sp 
••IS Dip ^PD'DW"* iV-'1! DH"V yi"3 
;•« pruyDiPDiM ynipa on^oonpy Dy *Vi 
-DDJJB yuya>*B Dip }$t ,y^DDi-a>N nyi 
; |jrun: apyosry: 
•DDyD n iy^i pn*p VJ on« >"c *J (N 
p« lyvoonpy |WJtyrnjD \tf*:v vawavy: 
B*nan 'Jya H IV ivuipya Dipi lyeyp y^s 
-an* y~y"t T ^ P* jy^wo^DDK nyi pc 
.D"l$OPN1o;$p-T*D 
•'•K'O^DDK an pa lyaeye s ?KE p« 
# EKE? « pw D"3"IK iypwoTiK tDvn ;ytr 
-ya-ji^ar yai»yro wn ,pitr va on* >"D 
» C T n ?«t |tn
 fD*3 WTDOMPP WHIHH 
NIK pK D"3"1K J"P m»D |yiyil$BanK DiTK 
IPUiunjQ'iyw n pa iynya w t^a BKK* 
.Ijnjni DVPByaa^a ontp iyr'yv. 
r i ^ VJ onn ^"D 25 >n -yo^ii (3 
-<LS- |yc"Rio$DDK "tyn pc Diyaoyc p/ayc 
mw v&vvi n:y:v« p« o^ais ny^t jy: 
iyr$ lyaauanyi-ji^av |y3*n «t *v ,iye 
s lyenDMlK cyn w a r n iyv. iya$ ,tr: 
DjyDorjyii jyn p« ,-rjyaya cyn p« P"-.DO 
Dy-s p« T I IV'Vn w a i * H ps DE y^n s 
pD oiyaoyo H ly^r j y r ^ n o y a P"".OD 
iy"T pro ijfpip yai>yn
 r|w^N*DDifOM u n 
piyijnifDD^K »i oyu H J W n iirn ,D"a-i8 
trup t o D"3i« iyp^c iv pnynEMM 
.lyuWTO'WJV i n j n Din*BWK oyn 
-D«T^un &yj^ (io 
o ^ v y a jyaynp jyJijT nyD"a*iin*ii 
i'K iy^t pK D"-n5*n to'5 vnaya^E H I K E 
:iyo"3*w jyBiKi t^a aye *-
:$-\ TOT13 D'j$tMrB>KH : DI^D^iyEtJ 
,nro$*""a p« >yn n^ 3^ 5> 
"KII *]n n o ^ u D'i^pr^ : onyDOBP 
*3*K /yn ly^nijpjn /yn HDTIS D'pfaarp 
.^VT Di3Dif^p ,>yn ni#3"5 /y i Djyijysjn 
T W I P pK *xn sjnvaDpjyne /y i iK '^py^y 
.oyo 
.|jn31BW DD"318 (11 
50 PD inyoB'ya 5*t B » 3 1 « ^ I « 
*
nn"iR iyo 5^t W p« ayo u m .iyijit3^ 
iynyr. yat<"E n ?t#r ,|yr;,%K u*; -M IVP eye 
"*3TH nif n « ^ 3 oy- vt iy2y:yny3,ic 
.lyc^-io 
_7ya "yiy is ,o:v?'V:t< WW n 
iyaJB^ya iv opoa^B^yE S^^KI^D rt< non 
,_; w iyajj"icixM3 p.K ly^ ^K^DifDK nyn :v 
yD?yn ^yajnyoysnyE H PE DVC:VZCW 
"-'y:s |^*JV "~ -iVByr iyryv. c-.-v y-,"z 
na iy^'^N'c^rcs KIN pc nonyn cy* u;yp 
-J'K --in i^ K jyaaujnya *~ iy?yoinxDDy£ 
o*ii3"^y3 y>K >-t jyno ^KE^yi .ynoci"! 
iyiyn o^-iy:v
 (^;yo?yoyD s |ya;»>"iyB D^II 
-?yc iv Tt iy^^K'DjjtDDK ~yi iv op^ry;;^ 
•^ BK ly^t r«B p« .E^nyacyc "INB ;yi 
ysKniK n ?fi#T ,;y:spttyjpni¥ triyn |K(P"p 
V.N "-,K{#2 oyi i{<E D;yry;ii#B jnyn i'Biy; 
nu.Trya ^y^yv. - j y ; -^ n'iK .Dyoaynnj 
ny- iNK nyacyo s |ynvn -v ly^nycnyE cyr 
DPK"IL:;^P s |ya«D ofn\ ni$: jy^^K^D^ccs 
PM e^ DP«ID:^P « I» ^ T ,W3V i m o'c 
jyDPJia n MT .n1-" ^ya cyi IKE "lyrDDj*; 
r?Mi MK IJJ^V n . ^PIJD^.B jytyn PE 
WW mt<6j2-D;yiv"i3 >6yi IKE iy3y?iv.^B 
|yj5yvj"« tviV1 ^ o uijn M D^II DPKID;IJP 
D ^ I a:ny^p"iy ya^an 8 IM« p« j\>2n >ya 
•nay cyrj tfayiya EDyn ~.y aanyaMiyas IBE 
.lyo'mva^ Days 
-lyrns-cto^aiB ]\c ar.^ ^^ DVK (8 
Daijonyi T%K oy a^K ,pEiyi inyiyjay 
ty^yp"yj«
 ra^a lyit* ^vptfoyie jytyn PK 
n ly^ yDc* iv o^panayr.DMj n qniv yi,%a 
•«a 8 H»IK iyD"aiK n ly^Miv ramipaijp 
•aw oyi pr PN an;yatjn) o^na^a JIB on 
.(D^po^aya PK ly^'-.yo 
iVDoya itfDJW Tt iyon^: omv yi^a 
y"iy^ T y^« D>D I»5B lya^^a KrK iy>yt:r 
.jytsfiynp 
.swy nj^ iv ^yvajnyejnB (9 
pK lyfi'vans n It? lycnya o m v y n u 
•|**3V ^y^aynyEyiE Dyi pa ivuwa^Oiyi) 
-pi^p iyn i>« lyjBDB'nyB DTW oy >v, ,B»»§ 
•nwa T ^ n jnw oy MI PN jrnobnr* 
- " j r >m nv 98 ivnu pt>y^u oyn pK [ya 
11 i p p t f i i EIJJ;D-»«J o m * * n jn 
>8D pK .DJIfD-iVT ip PK 0*11 JjrUBjrn 1W 
-*>"K D^ 3 T l IVP T lWP*5"PDTPn"n "lVT 
pa lyotoiaif Mvurapn yoj$c-un H ?$t ,iya 
K^ya^yaDDyB *p5njy |»jhi jypnB n 
."nK$3 t^pD ffTTT. (ti 
tS |)TUn3 IV a^Ml |P3"I D'TW )H"3 
inyorya ^ T nya^m ,"nwp">"po'Bpnntf 
pa nyo;,8fB8 lyiyu fy>$i 3 ,Diyacyo o pa 
•H JJPJV "UH PB 3 pK DTimeWVDUBO H 
IKD fypna n pyo^Doya >IJT nngip IVT 
- r« nyvjsa IVT pK D"3"»« upi P* P ' ^ 
aJUWi |yin*a ^ r r i8«p nyi .yntacn 
»ii
 # IVD«^ iv pyii* oyT C D PP^DO^DBDD PK 
DjyD8"131D iy3^DB8BUyDMl 8 fttWD D°V. 
iyn p« 0"3iK p'ojy IKB jypns iyop*B nsa 
M D 8 inyamya iv na jmDoru'K iy*a«a 
)'BDn o^v -lya^yt i y i p* PK ptf mira 
nyn .-lyn^nK jnytD*:ya n jya*tfy3 w 
-r^BK w tD K^D ya^ym \V2^n $i$\ n 8 t p 
•anin j 119 n s t p iyn m DPJIB D P T ^ P \VO 
•)$ y*m MI
 #ynoonj'K"pi*>p lyn pK eye 
•on p m ' t o IV ly-t^oyo n toTn (yonyjw 
TWfe "un pK m mayo iinynoMK [IN DDI'B 
jrnDDru^M 
i» D3«D y^D n iy3»n ^ T n g i p iyn 
•KD PK jypna nya^K DDPBDH y5>K |yteyo 
pK a»o*ia 3»w |yon»JDM« y^rxysD IVD 
y^vy f i o 8 T t bny-r$D oy uni ,y^/D vtfvw 
>>PD 
o"um >tp$DtpB nytyn MI DITOVJ T^a 
•>"P0T8Ti^i "iyi ^ t ^yayncyanyejiK 
ya^iana PK n n s r o t f y f i 8 iya8Q "n8*P 
pK ,ynoDn:'« ny*38a "iyn pK aaiamytaaiN 
-nyo Diyo^aiK n j y r n r w a i M ix aivya 
"KD »T Dtfll t>"31K jyOI^D H pK PTODJPI 
D"it#Ey"i po'taft ' i ip K jySyoB'iv 5*r p« ,iya 
-yn H lyayn lytDSj^o " i i po tiMJnya p« 
.D"aiK ny"t pa iyo«D?n 
oyn PD tttfn n J"t T W 5*r oy 
jytyn DM? jy^asn w T n n a ^ ^ ' p c r n ^ n 
• W i PB IVPHB H jyJ-yoc'tDDyD p« DiijByi 
.nyD,u"iK-p,'DK' PK "lyo^aiN 
jyp Ti«ip",J"pD,vn»Mi nyn 5>KD PK 
-K ID n 5^T ,iyt"ns n jyajni jwu«« ou T » 
Wf n i i p oyn iv lyayayanya^K ijnyn ya 
•anvu « * n«i»3 nrr a*m PK ,DyDajnpi3 
nya j^yv, iyaippya urayn o^r, nyo^sm-^-
rP""«3D oy i ".ejEya ^ n K I K > ^ U- ; L 
•ifiB 10 pc aanyayn « 3*BM?-.*JC ;y;y--
W l yo 'u iK i"p IKE T«
 faanya ro*c ,L- ; , ; 
D'J pK Djyo ou pc lya^jyv, IITDIPDMK L: . 
•IK H 1KB m; .Diyaynya IKPIJT I p.c --;•_ 
"uyn Dj"n |jrj"? Dy^n^n oyoyi: ,">. ; 
|8 |yu
 f . ^ .2 .V) WYl K 1K?«' VI \'Z -;•; 
•yn , i ^n K I S ^ I n uvy^ cay-.p nyc- i -^ 
.(iKpt#i i M* inyo o>a Diyaynya " ; ;y-
Diyoyny: \y?$\ p^otr pc "lyo^aiK y>» -•** 
"J D{JV, Dyct-'Ml H *P1K DJyV^IE 1U jy-y-
-y i PK ,P"it3D ay- "ijDya jy^-.py; ;;•;$-
HP! K ojyD ou pc W J v n v: pM rt#; :•;-
"3 -lyD^a-iK-p^t;' na .-iyo-:ns [« -.s: 
•nyn D'D pn DnyaMnyo iy?tjT op t^ac ;••*; 
.c^p-i'HB 8 ?t?T a;nyayn nyj^GM^c -v;%'-
pc [ya^pyaDMH lyiyr, D^aig'P O™ ;••: 
1KB jyt^iE H fiK
 #BK^ iyiy> pK ny»"z-» 
DD'Dcya \jfytp D^"OD y**: i8E D"31KT*DI" 
po !8D"iyK*o PK non >ya n'pc ;>-;••• 
yo^o^p r^nB n >KE PK .yo'o^p r^'E -y-
>$? ,{ya^j^K tD j^ i n iy:yp n^nn 5>y2 i v ;•« 
"K'n^n i y i pa inyaaij >" in jn o"a*.« ~ 
1KB t"nB 8 IJTD^raa Dyil Tlfct^:"-"" 
ni8*3 nyn po u n ^ v a i y H .D^snn ~ r 
.Ijnyn DD^D^yn prSw IVPHB n iy" 
jyM D^v iyn pa Djyoy-iya iy-.yn *M i r«* 
"8P y?« .jyo^aiK (ysnnyaaij D$~ ii't 
18 po ipa^anni lyoipyn jy3*n vtfw ,ciya 
*n^D |y5$i ,P>HDD oyi i^cya ^tfii K ".sr^" 
,tDjyxyiB 10 PB aanyayn 8 lyanp :-z— 
W i 8 nitftf i R PD "lya^yii pn ta1; 5*: :s*-
lyay^D Dt^ii myD8P y?8 .nyD^^i^ it< ~ ^ 
-nijiD jyj^t
 f*w$in 25 pK is lypMiy ;vn" ' " 
oyn D^D ,DayvrjiB 5 ivnyn onyaynya ;*•:"-
-"iya»K D>a iy5*t oy^n^M n TS - " > ' : 
iNum Pa Dip |«n lyD^DC o m s JH"3 
tayn m s ^ a ' ^ ' p o ^ n ^ M nyn t o i * " ^ . ' " ' ; 
•loaycti'Ds ya^p j y ^ i
 #|ypnB H iv^ 'crv: 
D"2"i8ya iy^^n ya^yii ,yay^ n n 8 .c^y^Kr 
•yn 1KB iyta^aiK D>a , P " I D D pa D"x %« 
""31K IK 2MK .1^11 K I K ^ l 12 M*. "V": 
•eny oyn i«a aanyayn 8 [yaippya " « " 
-yayn lyan^ i "iyn ?ijr ,1912 nyacyvv ">'-
- w t f n i p i n PK |jrum taayaynyar^x •-" 
nyp-iiji* Bijnntu c r ^ nyn 10 
5SH 'DIPPED 838DT 1W 1JJSEK1 
-;$j lyojyiyvyne PK Dj*t?"ft:uri ,e?n yrtf 
cvy1 jyvDDMpy yatyn ,(yD'?trya y:w.:vt 
-y««K iy>*t y n w v i r K ps.t#sp ny- PK 
S"DPKIE [y : " i " I MI D'MI MT8 jy iyr . Dime 
•:»K D D " « PR Djrn iy~ IKE -;ycKB PK 
.ynoon 
:•*! cy D8*i ,1"K jyD'Dt? D'TIV yv«a 
•nn* ,P""IDD |"P iysnyaDM"iK [jnyii D*J 
|1K DOVEDH y^8 .DVBDH 8 1V2"H DMKPK$ 
'.v ixnyn lyayaya-iya-'W T ' ^ \V$W Dy-ninp 
-V- rss p« .cyrryiv-; u* T I K * 2 cy-
, ; y ;vK t r ; V I |yp cycayivi: v.* r u n e 
-y;y;"iy3'K DDVBDH n y i * DVEDH njn ^ r 
.iKr'nD'Tiv 11* T U P DIV iruni ty : 
i y i tyB"iKvnyo3iK i n jyno o m v yn"2 
pa |yo*Miv cy i - .y i * oyr*K ps aan"B,ojy 
.DTIRS2 y tn 
.]S^^"1C^"1« V.N T1KN3 (4 
8 ^ B S C ' iv tyD^raa e m * yn^a 
- , i lya^n ^ t D*n iwnD*a"W titf "ng*3 
• ••« Tusip i y i MI DDK-IP PK D3KO y^yr 
;^K ; nDDnrK PI*5P Tjn PK [ yc^m^ns 
•pysusD H pD DJ8:ya jy-iyii 5S$T -lyaoyc 
[ID iy j "K PK ww n PB iy2"R ,Diyiico 
jyo'tac o m x yn"3.?8B pK .omv y i^a 
•
my " i i y H \v5ty ,|yt>m oyi jyayv J«K B*: 
syn IP3"$PDMK DisD^ie'aiK yttfnyn 
-lyo'TT 
•oyirn^v. (5 
'" Ml MTK Dtp ,P*K tyO'DK' DH1V y i " 2 
"ixh |yj«t ynoDnj^K nyi pc iyuu:niia 
yjjrty'Bnyu H ay^iv ,DiytHtfBiyD 5»MI 
.Tenyoai* jyoM-u oyn PK nyByt? (ycnsc 
cy PK .lye^aiK n pB lyoDjymyB H PK 
~yv, CPJIB oyn lyay^va* w t f i i p DKHOKI 
V"M3 P3
 fDytW"lt PB 33l5yiDB'DDyB H IV3 
'v:yo iv D^nryay^yj H ryr^n |y5yv. e m * 
;y^,BE' c m v in*^a .snaitiyDaiK y i^aya ^ 
w i •nu*a-5"pD^n ,Mi i y i r u D^T ,P»H 
i^B l y^ r ,oyerPMi n ly^yD^ooyD lyMjya 
ivci i cy^ lyo^B'ya >tfp*DV>iB~c;yainc 
^yjijB'^iiyDj'H H lycMiv ,iyiy
 f innayc 
,iyEE«T H
 r i^3V ciypi^v, ozycifct; oyn*^ 
>8pjji« i ^ : v Dayp"Doyn-n«n r« VJVCVP 
B3ycis; on"5 "yD^c8^8c<< H" ; IK ,41 
n p« J^^v n ^ m i ( ,10 .? , w : v o-.yoKP 
pK oy^" nun ni# ly^^K'D^DK pnij* v: 
•^K^DIJDS H - y . * Dnyiie'Dpyci^c y:$c»p 
.|ytp 
jyrM -tfP^o^B jy iyn PD DHTV yi«3 
ny- PD ya*5 H lyiyDy^nyB iv lynynciv 
- n nKD oycn^Mi n iy3»c p« VIDDTU^K 
--yno 8 HMK , T ^ 3 ^K"iyn^K D>'3-IK ya^yt 
•yp"y:8 ,tjnn*Eivann o^n DIK .JBIK jya*5 
DVII ,1^^8^:831^ ?8 pc noiyii Djn " i ty: 
•J^K nyi PK lytD^aiK H lyoyiDnys ?u? 
5*1 D * I I J ^ v m ^ w n * |8 T in p« ynoon 
iy:ypny:8 T W .D^na ^ya H fyoytdnyc 
•H3K i y i * D'ji;y&Bnyo 8 iv lycip iv »? 
8 |yD8C IV pK D'TITI yi l fc H BWM1V D3yc 
•;ne H tinn*Biv3in ynya^so injya^jya 
.twyonat* KTK PD IVE^V 
.]y;r;nya jn»Vwc (1 
j r i j na w ?yiynciv jy: ,A! o m v ?T*a 
r5*1D}*P nSD^SO W "I1K83 D j ^ t r n 8 
ni8*3 o r y ^ p j r f MI IDIH tyaf'yr oy-r IIMM 
DVy* DTCDMP^DVIl ^8">0:8P n«D^8D 118 
T N o y n PK DD"li pK pi*5p "iyn p« 
-1883 jytyn pe onysoyo H .oynoon 
o m v y i " 3 .fsnyn D^nyiny nyoyfic iy^8» 
yDMiya DD8"tP PK Ty^ yDK' iv 1M rytja^onyc 
l*?aye D"ii MI *M PK fyajuinya n»tt*Juo 
.iyD58n38 
.DtsvBon jy^eyc iv M* (2 
•anjynOMJ n iyoyp"iy:8 o m v jh«3 
?yteya iv MI rxn^tjyo r^Rjr PB D,%P 
-3yo8pyT "iKDnjn PK ; oy i imp PK D^IDDC 
-ya 5*1 oyoayiina n* n"i883 8 TK , "T ixnn 
-py D*ii "H883 Djn iv T^any rynyn |yB8c 
.ynoonvK PI*5P ny"i PK ovy* DVDD^T 
3 : onyaoyo 6 ps ]nyv&yi 5*? TiK*a iy t* i 
•I8':v i y i PD a pK Dnxni^DpyDUKo H JIB 








9 ippitni tMyonBJ on«* i jn 
IV 1U lyD^aiR '1 "IKE 03JT C$1 ,jyiJlOe' 
D'PB jyoMiya -^ yn Dipi ,??$ pK lyvpaKaii* 
".osyi oiyo^aiK byi D?B oiyi$D i ; ^ 
•:*im5y3 n iy£yii : i $ ; P K y;KiE ,-: 
-nviB nyi iyay; Dootpo n pK jyoyiyo 
•n*Di*3in ^Kyi'K pM o^nayajtfya H oayi 
!V3y^  p« |y"yo# orpK jy?yn "? TS ? |y i 
cy i jyayn — ayn PK iy:"OB> yayiytnyfi 
w o H iyn$n o$ .pM D'j ^ys"nv p«p |yp 
,;y:n«33yT"K n v w y o ' ^ i y ^ s n tic "iyi 
-y2 ,p""DD pK DM1K iy*B> |y;«I ^3^11 
jya$n iyo«33SD in raypw H TK ,oyofiMn 
#IV5DVD otyuya B'3 T ^ " V H C " i D'D o n m 
cy^: oyi lyaayis ttfijr.y: tyatfri " i 5»MI 
•iyc K p« oyrstfp oy^a pM 0*0 oayinyiB 
\V2t$r\ wen) .a38B3$ p« i?83 o^nayay? 
nyo"3i« n D$H iKBiyi ottoyoya DV'K "T 
^ya* .(IBT pa W H OT$Sy3DM18 ]V2i$r. 
1BDP 8 pK DBKIP'Day^Ml Dtffl J*P*M1 2MK 
o*: DPPK iVD«r yruK jyjyv. ~iyDP8iK3 jyp 
-y"iyo3<K pM ejro oy ,oinypiy£ .jypyipsq 
-"in n tjny^Kpiyc oyn ny MI lynyr w D:KD 
H O*D *IBDKP 8 w T t |yo"i3iv PK $V2 
o\tnv TD prtim D^DJH PK ."iyDyiyo3'K„ 
• s i n jyyTK w«t ma PK flfrfMi *v tynyi 
•imnwy 
nyO"31K yoiM*3K31$ H 3yD K^T p*K 
•"3 l y i pa VVKOMK n .ppo nK;n lyan 
lyava ivt?"K'D$DK DiyiiBwyfiUBQ 5y:*t? 
IJPK .yoMD y^K M I O IMD P K D3yw n 
,niMp p imm ,pKt-t^3 l y i .oajnnyiB 
DMf^1 n «1MK iyt»53 l"K pK ^M 05»n D^ll 
KI IP ^p K ' i i TVi^ ya t3"i^s PK , t^n^v: 
-m n oyii nn^^ 4 vvznv: n PK .12103 
- I » D i»nd K jyoipya nyan a:iayny3 "lyo^n 
-5MI *.»i5*n ^yp^c K T>K o"pa^«5p j n y \ 
#*m "tnyr
 finyT t3s3 onya Dt*5wnm D'itjo 
tttm oy .D"p3»a»»5p K MI "inyo D*a v* ov 
.IinyoB' B'3 Dyna "^iB lyo^aiK oyn iVn^ 
Dy T'K
 rp1DP5K^y»D |"p 0*3 VH OV DJTI PK 
.(DB^n^a MI -iyoy3 D I ^D iyn» 
ny tra
 #D;ynny.B o^« OT^co rK c - v 
" ' *K MI
 r p ^ s lyjKpnyoe ow ^2 pM c^.-n 
TK 2ijn Dtj- DV -T*« D « - W „ : D3$: -; 
"DMK nyia i^K 3i#n D«?" PK o;ijry;ix ^ - K 
"! D I * I I i"3 T O &?xn . j y w r v 
yi">p ys'toy lyonyj otrn^pK vo& 
-JMI .opynvys ^y D^n ,iynyr pec yrv:-;< 
T^K D^iTnc lyaKpnycB H T» ,ony: ;«r 
DI^V. oy i iyo:iK en s i iyo o$v, ,D«-: D-;-S; 
cfcji jy^yn ly tnyi i y i ;ya^B n .inyD^-y: 
-nap n PK jrcn7 jrscyi; n tic y=;*c„ 
D y^n i jn pit lyinypiye ps^yn
 rce»»rc -»= 
"IKC K I IC lyyjn pi!:pyci;^D tin y^si^^K- -c 
irD'Mi " t .D^noy IKE KTIO ty^jn j yv - r 'N 
MTK T»K C*11 02K1P 8 fy - i y 6-i'ce«rp; : - -K 
] l l * 1 (<2c ru : iK MTK BIBB J1K BT»t>;i<;",H -~W^r 
t1* ,iy:MK nyoijnam c»a cpip 0911
 fiy-"¥~-;.'c 
KT« B^I ,-n:yrc^c »nn
 r0B»5pya;jrcitrs " 'x 
-yilSBMln iyiyt:»s "T TH ,BCK^PC;VT;** ;-:-S-; 
" H I H ly^Mi 'u ]yn ,Tin nyt PK B I ^ I K •;•• 
*,1'Jiytt» c1?** lyernye t^ ennp y2j?j^z"rc v 
|yi%p^onp IV Kiio |ya«n iyc:yc TK 
ys^iyt f ,y3yai{j3iyD K ireimye -N 
D"fT"lC D l ^ l l DIJl r8 FDD 8 t'K
 (CES"-
"KTD DI^D K 1KD ypDJ?0 8 Ml L iyo C: *\s 
"WO PC iyDy3 IK^. l 8 0*3 PK D t r "-' 
o* PK . " - I D | IK P3K"ID lyanoya oiyv w 
: i y o " i i oaijt j ^o^v D$-
pn BO»J oy»>a s iy;;?"i23"TK lytio T O , 
iKt v IKD pta'tya ir=H» lyt-jB T»B ....P'TKE : r 
lyonpa ^»nc:K Bjrn v:yo i n? 1 iy^yr " " 
B^ jn a:i3»»o \m TK JHJPPMI ,ftiinaymei» r": 
ir15**:^ pfi a:i;»io H m naiyn KTH e?:*3 
lypjnywn (tVya) n pn D(<3 njn TK PK S-.^ ": 
....H?"I«1B 1JT"? 11C im$l*J« ESPTP2K-K I?:"* 
;yr. Djrr-pn ip:^BC ^H iyc»BC(* lytic -": 
n TK jynyT IPTID I»D .twyB oya'^ P Q"*1 " r 
lytic v o .B^pr^wyo tynijn S^ t »^BCH:'H 
TM iais'e^s I?TC:KIK; '•HT fptp; CKT TK •;•."•;-
•ya asuM^ya PK (ai»ain i j n "2) unmwya u , ; 
iyi'038183 5»t vytya o»i ; unntr t r v "": 
•DD^aiK y roan ,?y33ia3Hya pnKD*:ier 
TSBT318 JJDTT383T8 n f l * D^mjTlB T T J T l 
-yD"3"llt *~ D*M IWV? i i n y o w 8 v .K ; ; • : i~yi tnyn yqyif i nyB"?W -y - j « 
.sfigpfrW y c w p K ^ o 8 ps |yo"Kr-iy * y w p» \v>wvx n iwyii ivzMryj rye 
;v3Ki V3?vt« rjn« PB PHBJ lyiw D?*n ay MI .|*O?MI Djy^iyiB DJT"J W J I * pa jv;;-i 
•vyiB iVc^DNip^cyi 8 pa iyoiKr.iy is "« P* /?MO pfc y.ss ^ DMIK or$? ~y Y.J 
-;'2t# .Dyu:*P |ytPDwHp$oyn « p« u;y- iyaiMBMK n jy;yn e-iy- ny |yii DBMrr.y^  
•- is Piynaya pn ; p'^ a iy?Kpnm oay p^ PM uny j yn iytr employ i iy^; -.y- p.s 
pKiyiw P « D$II Dip is ; I M ty»"n (yo^x "?*i asp u~w. , I *PB w njna t^n M DJJV. 
;" i ;|JT3"ta nra w i t tr; ivp ,DX*K PK ."iy?yc M ; I D " X y:n PriK |yjjpDyjnyu8.}8E 
•y"i lyjymyo ya;>yn ,y?s IKE tn$n bi: uw is ,;yj«$: ;;8&;J$ pa V82 -yai* vstp 
y'DKBD'D PM tf'BK [IN D'^ IJS Til" D1!^ yC'DT^S pH H D«#r. E«;p OTOyiyWK 
•v yosB'tws | " i PK "iVpnjjrn p*i»p n D*D '"ya H I?'BK ,|yunny:>piy W*M pa D^T 
"?yj i"Jp iv Bascya onyn D$II ,DDD*PD n *HK >nt$sa$ iy-;$ ,"*nsDw O K :;nyjy>p 
a$n oy?B Dtp — jypnp yp'DO'PK'xgo pw inyi |yay? *pnm D$;I ,r.mnc yoi'DiifBD'M 
yi« IN DP'iiya oy . awnya yayo 8 ;;•,« ~8a Dtp ,o2*i:y: py^ c "inyi |y6?:ye ws 
"yi pa 1*1 |)0"nttaif D"3 Bten 8pnys8 •pmdnit p«t *n cyiyorw iypi«o^ C<TN D-; 
vJ?vw (p^o'P^a ly^DD^KnMvij'K nyD?B -v — yjK"ia*"iyo"2iK nyi iv 3ji?yDC VT? 
~w >*?„ :yr»i2 iy- tyojiK D;8py3 p« lyo^aiK H pc o;yi D*|> |y:yn yj«i£ nyi 
-^0 -,y-i DBK3 pana^ M n p.« T ' ^«2 typip "yea"? [yDBoypny iv DIN D-xp;wtj pn is 
;yiyojynyJTyi KP^ -.yoK p« T I N TK -- "?yii .iyuujnP3 y~ 
i^rtnmi Djjny\ iyr. D^V nyi w ^u v : -yn o-$n s lya t^ '.v '8"ig PK >3 onip 
".ru«"T D3yoy?K pn cyr ^ ; iyj^r ?" in jn .c\nvooyyo i"i [y: 
iV3JuyiDC pK |y>KyTK yan«fn H ym um .L^spy^ to*; jycy; yiy^t 
oyi po ."D^iTno y^j n„ I^D?MI ocr _yp pis? vo jypyii ^ n i y a pMiy^yii nnw 
P'p i8D DJ"D ty T« ivnyt iyc iyp pvw yDv?*jiun^-&-«#fs ip^'nomn lyoya |y: 
\vm\ y:y^noy3DMK n p« iny: IV D :^ r»£ ~y,s- i n pa%trmmy IX iyi^n nyo"3iK 
inya oy>8 |yt^ IIN p^co^s lyor^ ny- ps yt"nS"nD T? |yjyp T D an« j jny^yi 
ao^a cy^j oyi pa o-ryi ny .o.iy: cv 'v y3?yn ,|y3i>o yjyi^nyo H ^IM« iirr^uro 
onyi ny .D"V lyDnjnjyy: "iy^; -y- ps ,D^iEC-iyE D^V yvjiu n lyatjn lyj j icv n 
.-ys^-iny p« w n p'D'ftfB 1" |y38»: JJE j " « c;yucrjyn pn oyjusp pn p« oyn 
•^B H jyin^rK iyv;«a h* no Diyi iy n D'KI? $- iyj"D I^ D .irna ni»"3n« 
•:'« H iy3»2 pa oiyn iy .cyc^ vna iyu'^-.ouix oyi pa isoiyc'D ny-r
 fD*ynjKi3 
rDDijio n Djyijpi iy .-iy3^cjyo nob" "oyn p« DD^MI ii« Pitj^ p ~iyi pn 118^3 
"r~ya -iy ziyru n \vo^ TT |y?»i " i :K W I , " . ^ U « PM oyii D*jnjKi3 r m . i " io 
;y3ijn "t 18 D^JoyjT^ w> iny ^ t r y : P« >jni«n IKB nyoo're iy-i "i^ t# >Kiy; 
'KP;-;8"I pn 1KB |y3*n « d ;^ K".IO ]"? -t>-; !CD iyt:u 8 nayn iy:yp i^iy^yr, ,D"3"IK 
~:KDCD>K PM -lifj »yn iy 3M« .OIOT*? ""3n« yonnuwn* n Ma lycyiyorK n 18 
ayn ,mntD3n yrn pe oa^yn 8 Bnrr'Bivann m j o n w I"» llrtW ^yo 
•o*nn ou nyn |«p paiy-i nvo^anw n cy MI nnyo n>; Dip lyj^t nyatj >«wnjn 
•nam yon*u 8 ,D-inypiya n^ jyoip •uifii "iy"t# inyo I't WTIO T O \\H AV^D 
"4TMJ p»i iy;y^iy r'8 D8J^o iyovy? p« iy?KyT« o'l^DJm vc& iyD3,"» "ya 
v3 iyi ."D^n^na y"3 n , \w$: i'o'o ^3 D"V W D^V p.a iy^^iy y35yii lya^syiDiy 
"'JIM pa artfytjeoycKny 8 i^iajya^w PK -I^DBJ i y : " i !y^8y',« y m .yoyne iy i p« 
pa D^V nyn p« Ijnyj yj^i pa yrvtriK yc j ypm » i .|9$wn*M "iyt>"3iK \"? D>; T ^ 
•y w w poipi ya^oy .lySnen y»vy? H "Difn DiyD^3"i« yiroynj^E H DMK D^ J 
7 W W * Ejyci«: D * T ^ "ijn 
1»H pM , n p : i ' tynana W I I ; » ' T K B ly^c 
on* jtapii i n \ya cpip o?jm l y vn ims 'a i j n 
n p i t n * M M ? po» T O pK .nn>n «|MH 
roy:j«"K flfflt2\* I'M c<jn p « ; yiE yvn 'K 
]Dt ?3 ,]y-MK PJT31H pK P'7p JPIJjrCB* I'K 
n iy-y-y- - ' - *IMK T$J una egn lyonvj pc 
".ncrcn JM 'EM: 
"H>K D'J 1VT PR IR ,HDK D'J PR oy 
~un *IMR O^R a^yr. i n \vo opip D?yn lys? 
,iyiu ,-W2DyOBV0 a r t .I^JV "tfJRD'pltpp 
Dj'$[?n D'iic j?$aiy lyon-a nyi BJM p« 
-yj?K n o$n
 f?y-t»tfP n w j t f D nif 11*93 
•Dm* Diynyifi'iK a1: yoyis yB"?:;y w o 
"DID K D?8 W'JV iy3*D-p)*>p n |9>]rDBW 
OB$ rJW J?$E~y pR |**t f*P3Kai* pa ".yo 
•*&-* ^yjyo'au/D i y i PR i8J$r iw i sny 
DD1>$P yXJBJ "DD"0„ W*DD'J*W"1"1D 
•Jam ,e"a"iK i r p * PR lyisoyo y i rp* njra*n 
- *D ly ia i * pR o:*Diy i D'; i*a*t |y-iyn y j 
D I * I " * v i * ?M>a .yoyis ny^DD^K'S 
-ymyiyaanM U R D C i n 1 * D I U V I B lyo o$n 
"3 ,|VeD*$iin&Dru'M n "3 — ^ toya ,iyv 
" i y i D $ I pK ; waayna* ya"i p« n m w n 
T P I B 8 D*n | * U P nyaBD-p^^p n D*H IRB 
.DiyiWDpyBUBD n t r a :?*p*D*iB-Djyi 
>y*BiP"3 pmni .D*J |y3*tfa " i [yaSyii PR 
• * ' * * D w t w y r j " « D3>$Bya ^ n * lys^n 
l * w lysBDpujJp H o*n lRBiyi
 #iyoD^ 
y i rp* tnrrB pR oayiayayia** tp? tD>»n 
D>; pR lyin'B i n f u n |**av 8 »n5 oyap3 
•lyiiTD *n * i »i r8 iypjyT **t MI 
|«>P PR \W iy3*D-pl*5>p H 3M* 
PR 113 D*l PR
 t|WMM T^R Dy Dyoyn PR 
'ijitD y3?yii , iycjyo n n t n n iifi |y:*iR H 
vvm VW PR in^R ipiM HRJC nR3p 8 jy: 
T^ R Dtp .npjv >y:^^j"iyDPK n ,iyoic 
jnn^R tD^ jy j " t " t D$N oyi ay^ix Rono^ 
n Difii oyT 3y^iv "iyn^ ,ny in^ IIR ny38c 
."» Iillf D"3"lNy3DM"IR IP Dtffl n u v 
i ^ n o 5mo T D |y i " t oSRoayny1 
D*3 J^ojyp D^n "i)/ .jynyi»nyB y r n poy'5 
PR mm "iy jyti DIJI
 v tnvn T O .DOIMITVJ 
Djm . i r i v V i "W3>R fys^nc oBjipiv -iyn 
-y^nyB «I>IR iypMiRivj^ |« i a»o»u O'j oy 
-yn Dy5>8 DI#T n p o .jytDpRB yj^r PR i n 
WBDJIPIXW H lyayneoyi pc I>D i m n i n v p 
pR lymvv w« j 8 D5»R ,nyiy5 W T J I M W 
;ijnDy3 onyr. ,iyiyo:yx yt—*« y-y;y:; 
8 -iv^v ?8:^'^;"iytD;-R nyi pc C V J C - -
-3ny3 PR DD'tjEy* i f tyvf i i f ,-: HMK P T : 
ys^yn ,i"i8«3 iptaipytpy ^iriy:yiPTi p.c ;;-
jy-iy pR tDyo3 ^JTHPT |»m p« iyp-j-y 
cyu lyiy^ pfl n*a n D;M^V3 D^JV ,-V- . \ 
;yp jyc .y^RiE iyn D^D TT DToy-yorn 
"Pl^P H 06jn DJPK P3 IR
 rOinypiyr IJJ;^. 
pB fy^KPJtuiv n Diyocw l^ ;v -V:N-; 
D'D8i ^-yoK' y i y u 8 p« " u n n ^ r v -
8 Tvaya o^yo^yj opjnn TT u«n ': r « -
18 iyB8t^ iv RD^BRP nys "iyi PR j ; r : ; - -
"yiW"DJtf^Kt*:Rnif HRB "I;$B oyj"cyrs< 
^3,nD VT31R .ta'Byays p%noo ;IR ;;*: 
D^D c:8py3 D*J -IIJ: i *> j "mnmi r^ K p ry -
Dt i^t tans? lyo^iy oyi n^a :R ,DPRE zir 
Tt iy3Mn " i |yn ,|y3RD nyD"3"»R ycMv» 
PR lynyaivomw T^R j y r t ^ R n ^ -v •« 
pip t3*3 [yaijn " t M; M;R lyntj .P'ncr 
""itDO H PR fyin'BiVjSj o^anR %"i -ry: 
pn-WD D5n " i i jn^ iyB
 r|yo5>8mvB>i« ciy: 
^yv^1P r:83 8 PR f**3i* "VT O*-: tV-w*^ 
t|MR T D jy3^n |^3V >KP8? !"R D*; .^••v 
yDDVD3Mi H ;ypM ,oyi nn 8 
fIVOD^3 ^^E^yiN^B — iyiyo:ys ywm.** 
H — DiyDC y"iyi:R PR V M P ^ ^ s r r * ^ 
ftDi>t^R3i^ pntf" f iD iynya l yDs^p^ -
jipav iy38opi^p yrDV^R H nyvR ;:N~ 
•i#n H PR J'osyo PR p-.ROB' iy~^vv; '-.s 
o:yD
 ffyi^VO r'M^DJ'D PR PR Diycc y r : 
H Dtp PR ^noat fo PR ^ D J ^ ^ O , D W : 
• T O R : ."iyi:nya J s p ^ jy'iy1 PB D,%3~8 
inyr j»uv ^y^ '^^r .yo^R H DBH'" 7-
->R o^3iR*c:ij',VRP;Rn^ y r r ^ i H .C:^ 
l^av ^ ^ " n y t D r R i y i DDIJP i3«^ ; ' "V : 
-jin 15 |yB»ii* T ^ ^ ^ D - . H D«a«o ; i ' " ; " 
yo*na H Vin 8 , " I R ^ T -r:ypio ^ p« »"V" 
.p^noo pa tD^v pR D'a n D911 Da^E""-*" 
D5«noay Dijtn ,3:ipnyoy3 am^nv ^ 
rynaya^a H T^ R ,ncR uy" -*; 
Tin ip :^7 c7y2r;*;2(< I M iy:«n r c „ 
aai&inya I IHK T»V, ,n*T: i ' nysuo-pujTp T 
-nyo"mn iy»»n»K iy i pn o»n; in;*T *'» 
onayaanH iy;(jp'^72p-t!:j? n lytrtyi .s??v 
TIG pn T» IH KTK pK HJ>:I» yewnyccio **-w 
1^:9:^ iyo rt^i i n ^nyaiitnyvaye *•* 
t»K »T ,DiiH:iKiiy2 tin |yPiiy.Htf in»H •",'*'* 
nypign wyentp on«7 njn 6 
"Dsnpis- JTJ m 
n y a s c p ^ p n xoyn pcy^ .« 
ijnnpya , " 5 B D I « W jyt^VK p« D P ^ I D D 
STJTIV , IDW3I niaaa , P ^ B i$opK"un pc 
-tarWDMK DO iE=1t< D1P2 >?3 U»Mlp IV" 
•y: V ^ * D W Syp'tDiw oy i \V2$7\ vz .rye 
p*B pw .DjnyorK ly-yinrya D*C |yryr* 
yiyt;i« D3$ciyi iy:**T o i i p D * I I iKEi jn 
,P'i Dip IVP . D : * O V yiyuuc pK D r n o 
D"V n Dgnya D*: D$n i^DPBiyi i y i TB 
t r o a n H KPD iy^KD w C3:BPV2 n:w TT 
-y; 5yp'DiK oyi D$n i y l y v K ,iyD?KE 
BO ?KB p'P 1KB D>TK ly5>**.i T C ? wane 
,-NDiyi i^ncy: i y D$n Dip m ,t"T ifc'in 
r"(« jyaipo iv un :umwi PK i y T - K D»V. 
-;nayattK H jipav J K i i ^ o i y D ^ K iyr:iN 
[yenrc DTDCMpy Dtfii n w c HK:P VDy" 
i y i *IMK jypjyo ya*5i3**iD3iK vz^vv 
,T"D*DD'K 
,iyoiy I D s ?yp*DiB oy-r p« pass 
_,D3n H D3*raya DO Q$I\ i y a " i c i i n w i i 
*"5p iyn$ w n Dip .lyDPKE PK pyc i r y; 
oipiyoya yi3jnn*BiyD »nx '335 I W W : 
~*DD*3**3*.*H*ntt i y i jyayu anayryi ,iya 
1'iyrK i*t D^iBcnyE D$V, ,y*?tfua i y c 
n y a ^ i p i j n oa^t /73K5 |yv;t<; 
- ; : > T -,u iyc ojni p»to p"i*j' i»a »»: pn H 
n r:v2 npai« i jPrwpi^P •"! .IJ^S^B^V c ' : 
-» rw H I? I»T» :K ; IH IS lyjauayiEv;* yeeyu 
;*H ,*T;(«^ ;?S ;K ; I ' I JD»K • p i v p t ^ p p> ' ' " - ' 
re nywys J»H»K jny-i^P P« mawia y ^ 
".apnye* 
"**.a D*: PK iy?y5 y:ya"K yiyt3iK I K E 
"Wfruna ny-r HMK jya****.VJi$ r e 
"nymye oyi v w , D » * m n n i u i K 
"D3y 33^piyay3 w n m **r DVII DP»D tyo 
"wv>p n TK i y o " ^ oiyscyn snyt:)M .D?8n 
"^Mnv p'p 1^ 3 \ ) 3 ' n o M 1**31* "iy38o 
^« " .Pirp V3 l y c n ; IVDMK D*^ antf"D3**VBT 
*«E .iyi*y: D*3 y2»3E>iK •in'K 5*ar*p i»3 T^ K 
"**Q iyj*ii n*nta i y t : ^ iyc^K "tyry^ * i 
T5^p n iy"in^K3"l« V^ D"3"i« H TBI
 r|W*T 
-*K riyojna p«
 rnj«5 IWJIW j ' n y : ^ n"iD 
y " j H ly jyeny r*« O«JI$D iyo*y> 
oyn T^TBSBJ «- jy j^o T O ."BB; IPIV„ 
iyp8nya3"K n y o «ITK T^K D«V» ^pe^pTy. 
• " IE? -!jn jyynacn p« votf:y: jyo^B ijny* 
DIJ r;»3 ^ : op;yiy3 jy5**y yT,"; PB "iyi 
IIM aaWinK" iyuyny cy i pc "DB:IPWW H 
"iyn3ynnyi»y3 I .TK D*n p m ; » n icy^o cy"; 
•;« nyonruvi n« DITK V W D*,-: D^HJ^K 
Dpivcy^ i y D* * "iNEiyi .D3«oyj y i y i 
cy- I^K 3:nrHy n nny*ny^ 3*ayn DO O'O 
•y i oyt ;y;yp T D y ^ y n *i*m
 fo«?3iyi*B 
;•« .|yvi»iD8"i: D*; JBE IJJP *.{<E: i*DP8": 
l y i D*; 3MK ,VDD ly^' iKiyD*? iy"t can 
fyo 3yo "{J-; ,nynnD MI nyoya r'K , o ^ n r « 
cy^ : cy i D*n D * I I : fyaVlfi 5>$2;"K D O 
•MKnjf3 3:>1D^KinyE y 1 ; n iy i i f " l^cpyiyi 
?nui"i3T yo?8 n |y^Mi^v2* '103^ *ir« iy: 
,jyp3yi n*o ?3*D*U iyn?3 T > P T H D « I T^ K 
— — ' .DO TK 
iyD3"> K MI ".nfc DO T*K D * I nya* 
iy5"K isc . i m s iyo^tt i» PE coyoipfi 
.pjy nro«38 r:«3 iv ivnyais w « i n 
PK
 f i»DpKiyi ly^o i y i ,pcy^ .« r« 
r iV3"iB' y t rTK yDDjnjrc n pa iy3"« 
pg^oc D1: DO'fi p^ R n^K I5*EK ny;"P oyn 
rue p^p -.ye PK iya«nB» jnyc ",y;« / . p n 
nyn .jya^nB' r o a n D O *IMK IBDO D'J 
DO I*T Df>sn n n w y n t p H PD nya^nr 
TK ,5na Wa K iynij o^n ny .?na p»p IKD 
p'P DO PK D » « ,IKT K D ^ n ^ iy |yn 
-IV i y D31I /'y'VKD'3K„ I"P 0*3 PK "DDJ1P„ 
Tt D^Kc PK wtyw yi^cyn n w o^ iy 
-y^ D « I ' I D ,iyDpKB ya*D3n n D'D D3«pyn 
.lyin'E^yD iv DO n^f>n. Dip*53*.B"yt 
-V*1D /'DE31P1V„ H TK ,D3"C ?31K ,13 
H pM D3**5y*o jyo » ' « IH*K D * I I o n 
mtjE nya* Dijr: , " D I K S K IKE KI3K3KE«IB 
i y 3 * iy^yii i*o -lyD'na* 55D KTK osiKiya 
-iK lyc^ iy oy-t p« ^*^a TK jynyt i5*3 
yo*na n pK D3*o*.* yo*na H „ : ^yp'D 
5 l y p - i y n eaymsa O H * ^ n j n 
j j i 3 w v r w ^ p ^ c ^ " i s w iv"i PK D v o m y D r * 
IVJVP ,iw.3«^vc cy fy^yn o m v y r^a a*iK 
•ync B PE Dn»2 oy i *nK *p* iy ; , ; , ,K tf 
oyn QD:^r .P"-»DD 8 int* ,^p«tt*pE-D:y-; 
.^^n^onyE;iN jyiyv, P^-IDD K 
PE s m n iyoma o n p« 
,DP"~IDD ycvy^ y"wniK ciyp"o Diup p jn 
ps o iyp"o D I * P pyn ynKia n |tp lyoyiisE 
p« DP^nob HO'iu |jn?i*fi »> jn i ,20 foptf 
p>nco njn .3$D |yiy* D*O ^ n$* p« jycpKr 
W K P K ,p5pna p» mjopyc o*:y*:yp pH 
8 Ii& "iytD"3iK f j y n B "UV .yocyia n ps 
fiK D^aiKyj D i p ivsfcfn proyD' fcwvt t j 
.J8D p'K "11 p"!DD pK DMIK JW"! y^K 
H D j y n y f l pw " w t f y n s PK *IECKP "y~ 
*$? .Diyanyo ynyuiK ps D"p£>KtpnycEMK 
,T1«$3 DJ'VOT I'tD'D t n y ^ E K T'K 20 ?*P 
iv *I£CKP cyn oya^jyo DJ^B B I ^ D nyaf-yn 
p» a*nmo lynyo^ ny»"3"i« n .nu'iiya 
8 IPDtaniy iya»i jyJyii " t PK jyoitftrDry 
•ya H onrrD *poravi wyvTyiB 'D 'm .;yn 
.3^E"iy D'Tia tTD ^ P ^ D'PS hTDBPC 
-y5 "iyn mm D W T I » ' B y^^a jy H *pw 
-31K Difii ,*ixn?yj H ps y o o ^ 8 |yrcya i p i 
H iv lya^iDya^a tvntjn D5BP$5 V~\\H 
PK o iypn^ i i onia WTIV. n ps D P ^ I D D 
-D^K H ?W P« Dn»PM0 $J*D*P PK lyBfitn 
e^n ppav tawriPDi'M H D $ H i y : ^ : 
,iya"V BPI I y n o ^ n .D3Koya Din rysypKi 
op^ntDD H SIMK tD^n taifp»nyiH'ii n TK 
yo'vu ym K ,"»yn:yr^o mvv\w lyayayao^w 
10j»n« tD^ 3 lynyv, »a5jni ,Dyo:yEDpy D^EIJ 
" p n n PE »!BO«P oyn "IKE T W .Dayain 
•nyn Jyaijtr^jnyDrK H o*n D^yp^D IDIVP 
.n«^n naptMD 8 — Ty^^:i#i 8 iy3y3y3 5«« 
•^nyjDMK DIIJT T t o^n aauyrya yj'Bcv-
lyjifiyaogbe^Di^n nmnaire lypi? o n .-;•; 
>yrjyE p« aj'D^D w o o i c n D : ? - r ; - ,v 
•Jin .iijDD^a pK W»n "lyocy-i; l y i ,-.-«-
•nyppn« onoyj T t jyaijn iy^;yc ytD'r 
H PK ,iyv,y3 5*n "iyn T^K DpBEy; M:K ,;;•• 
•jjnv*n ^ K ' i i CDPK^I | ^ ; v Diyp^c-cr*"-
"OD"r. y a ' o i ^ n MI ~int#*» 3 "lya^K p ^ 
y^« t^o DEBoyp ,49 ^ > « P ^ ,t»*5i' c-yr--: 
"iv : ; K ^ D'3 rs3 -v;yDD-rpy in»« "KC ,— : 
[ypciB? -i$j onyacyc ya^^tsy n iyay^: ---
Dltfi l K jynijn «mo | IK W:V nyi jy;yv -•• 
-,y"i I K E lynyo^ i y ; y ^ " i . i Jh imf r - * 
oy onyiE D I I K I .EKC PK \VC%\? ZV:V:~# 
-ya T ^ » i lyaijn T5*Tjy TK j j nyn •* -:\v 
inyc o u I M iypyic p« "ins i y " t pc c " : 
; nyDjnK SKC ps *»i jye OP'C Dtj ,t:« -N 
""mya*K "y"r iv |yoipya "? [ya"? i ^ - :y •« 
--yr o* : yj«s "iy-T " t fy?yil Bnjn;K rw :;•; 
PK i m n ^ i u i i f T i iirJyn " t j jn^D , fy-rry: 
,yODyi y i y^ t "KE jyEscyp iv D""y: ••-• 
.pitj^ I»J pK nyDDyiic y-v 
" "J H PK Diyp^O DI'IPD PK p l ^ p , -
.D'j T ^ lyE^K* ii joo^a PE D^ttf^e r-~ 
IV Diyp"Dpl^5p H 1M I W " " J Dfivrs^y;^ 
ps ^n^sya i y i o i yn 'pjayta a^c .^iscs" N 
•"Kt:^" pK nypiKDC l y c a ^ K y a ' c w •-
W2 PK -\nyo " i (y^H'B T ^ V C J«D . - P 
"iK'je* KTK DPJIB ivatfn TVTID S * t T - " ' N 
; pnip ra pK nyvna y iy^ r m i ^ ; v y-
-ya-DD"3*)K ynyiiy t "p ^ : D : y D r r ; v '>' 
•^a H f y r n
 (pnyn T O MI D^^ .|y;r;;--
?yoip D 3 " 5 P E PK iy inys :^P iv n v r c r r : 
.3313H3yDC"iyE ^ "V 
ps l y i y j ^ s n T » ly^fiya l^ooija PK 
•"? " t pE yooyocnnya n . ^ P « D » " 2 : r 
" I 'KD . I V ^ K B .y PK D^yuKia .1 D*KI^ T : 
K lyovy^ nyn) D M V H ^ H E PK i5y»E^^: 
- ,Kn K "iyov>K PK iyoy"iB p i ^ p l y j y r y y : 
•nys piBOB' |y3"5aoDyi lya^t (nycD'tj *"--
: "poiiywDm .o PB 
".p^ltDD I'-[K3 HJ^  
^Vp'eiB |8 -ijjeu |j?t3D3yj |" 




"WHm njyenBa D H ^ W I 
•oyn i m > w PK oyo'D H o«nya f v n 
K o' j \vnv* PK va«5» ny^t 5"i i ; o w e 
ntjj "T \m D$n Dt^yaoMK .iyoya i$n 
•TK rvnya DO PK 50 SXPV1? Dtfii oyn ay*5iv 
.PlBOKP « 1KD D"iya P« DTPJKri$ M 
-yaa^n* D$n D-rno MJP PK ayn "un ny^s 
•^enyu iyntrP3 **i pit nctso y o K lyiitfa 
-<o nyca -Diyp^o Dim i y n ^ c D yays 
I"^K T * "3 iV^viD p« «! |y&5»n ,|ya"-ic? 
oayjp H jyn"5a iyn T O ] V ^ T „ :yaK-»D n 
-lyooyiiB' jnyratK jy« ,Dro«p yiyr;iK ps 
-DDM3"W vnyoya IVJIHIIW iyn$n nyina p« 
$ PK BKC pK B"n"TB -\nyo jyaaiaanya 
•yiyDJ'K jny*M jyvcya iv t$ov ypnsat." 
•un *PIK lyDoay put *i$a i«t iyp oy? iyo 
cotpsa yoDVna H ' pn jy5yn "? : yj«ns 
:•« lya^JaiyD |y5yii " i 3 ' IK ,o5yv. nyn p« 
.*nyB»5pe> i y " t 
-^ooym ijmS'WO p« DPD>D n ,po 
! jya"53 DO lyD^pty EKC p*p ty5yn D*yp 
s iv Tt j w n a p« T * pnuowi t f " t 
« T ' na'vny lys^yn *M *yno -PD ! *\BVXV 
~Djmr yiy^t m ya»5 iy*yDy2 ivtfm i i n 
»? im$D v e . o r n o y"»yn:» H pa "iyo 
.ya«5 "lyrDVK i y ^ t p« |yuf5nya*K DO 
-18 yrvnayu H 18B nnttcya 8 pn \vo D*p 
•$2 xny^i ?jr5jm : PK yaKic n / iyo"a 
•KB yDvy5> H PD 53cn "IDIS K lyaiyJau oyc 
-:njn$B o w a i t t n TVOIPD^: PK IUMVPD 
;y::$n " t ' * T t truyn oy ? P"-IBD 8 |nif w 
•«n 55aa .troynytP*« p« 5DK> ^KT «TK HM« 
iyny5 pu B»P yDEijDK'nyD t< DyD«2 ?yn 
nyn pie .D8T3385 pN "lyiW D3ijDy5 y"iy>n 
PK I'I^O uni | " t DO isn^mi p%P oyn I » E 
20 PD P^-IDD oy*o ^yatjet^y lya^r jys^a 
.lK5n«o oayoD"D .nyo^niK n:yr^D 
"; IK lis j w r o w n o l j n 
;•« lyD^mw iy»nDynyt 
•ya T ^ y tMjn p^«l va 
P« nyDDynts' jny«r pc lya i^K n Daycy 
•ya D^ny jya^n T O D»H ,r5« 5"ii ; I^DDIJ: 
•"D-Djrn |yn5*ro pRoyo^o H lyayn \yw 
6000 H IV m3"V KTK DP31E D^H ,Dnyp 
"annyiB-D^Mi .pfDDi^ a pfi oiyp^o DD^V. 
onin |ya^n ya5yii
 P5yBU%o p« isoan jyo 
» TK |y5nyvnxn ,D^V yoniya » DDKnaiyc 
IVDIJD oyi .ryrya-"|KDiny„ oy-i pc [jnyn 
u;ypya D3^> jyo t ^n cnyK'Tiayc *"• pc 
•ya T ^ O ^ C O M K ^n TT D*n DP .i-yDCTyc 
H .DyB'n^ii p« aanyayn s jyayr Dsy-;y(-
D^n Dy^n^ i i yD'yayrya , -; pc yciD yv;«: 
. " IK^T l a j i ' i o 600 p« |^>'c 9 lyc^Dy: 
PB y^tjDya n ?« j yc DD^n aannwcty pc 
H |y5^no iv PK ly^noo- iK "isc-^y,, i» 
•n» H D 5 ^ I DI^I .D2>yn tHK lyaanyiifE 
« I K ^ I T**J"o 5 v*~\$p DDKiaya - y o " ; 
• "« H Dijn Dtj": pK . o y c n " ^ nnyc i n j j ' 
" t |y3i$n ; v'pvzvv) DO lyDtsaawinsaayi 
"? jy^v, iysry-iD'siN r«
 ri5»nya » oaseya 
" t .ryTy:-"rwc-;iyw cyn DM5 DO I^: ,y* 
oyo inyo pc lyir^-iDO"^ i« D^rya [yatjn 
lye^a orypya |yD5^i " j ya5y« IKE ,Tyr 
H lynt^n *imisn .onyDP D>yn H DI$II T-.K 
yyiya K PK yyrya s ! po ! oayrya iyo"a*i» 
tYvm I 'D'D [yvoya I*T jy^n I^D iyn PK 
D*'V. "UN jy iynEiv P*T T^K in*K DDIK I 
| IK P O ^ • - DEK"P yroo'O *i ;y:;Kaya r « 
nyntj .iyir^E""yD,,n"K H pc y,DKct^t,2,~ 
o^o r t (yawo [ycoya fya^r [yDKaaso H ;yr 
D5yDcy3D,n« ivo^anK n lyai^n ."cyar^-'p 
- iyn p.c D^pifctuc H : DEKIP ynyias H 
K eiMK ;y2'DEo$ jyooya \yi$n " t .pjov 
-»a D^n oyon^KD ya-^Kvya » PK p"ioo 
nytM 24 PK .P"1DD K V B Dc^ DK'ya T ^ ' D 
.lyaifiayaDMK P^^DD iyn pic D^n D I IK 
MI lyryrya c^yrtny;ya n ty i tp j»n Deny 
n pK yoyns H 5"n (tynyoc "? 5 *DC 
H Dn*i5ya PIKDL" jyawii aao^o y3>5Daycy 
?DC ny^T lyD^i^K n pc lyt^oyo yai^ p 
-K::KD H mL,j&^payD5Bny3a"« i y ^ i PK 
TK ,Dpais D ^ I ivnyaya i^ja i^ 5nay \V2W \yv 
-my„ ny"t nyoaiK pn 5IJT jyc'no^aiK H 
.ryTya_"iKc 
•cyip y i ^a lya^n ,onyr nn^« m ,«r^» 
Tt ty3J$n Ivcny^E n nya^ ,J*D*M fy^ya iyo 
ODK-ip nya^DD^a iyn DSD Dayoo^o Dvi;ya 
•lyafiiiiya PK 
• * * 
•ya rtfnnD5 o$n \yo |yn 
•ya"iyD iv ^vivte DDHC 
H pD ya«5 H pyo 
*t)"nn ^D-iyp^D • B D " I I 
"BK1 pM Diyp l^ l l DTO 
PK T W iyo D«n ,D"iyp"o ija^D'P PK "iya 
tin cyce n pH 
pip on lyan? c-»r 
? lywayo 
nypnyn tsjycn&i wwb njn 
pM pujtf D*D o'nayD'ya iw#n "? .DEKIP 
- *E r w « i IK M"vya PK "SurJii projyomiK 
-o«j w n "lyoa^n marw Br:«i f y w a n 
D^TJWJ* IJfDSWW " I |W*n DEK1P TJO'O 
Hfui1 ny"t HE DJKD n — OEKIP n y i j g n 
•y* D$n DV i jn i .P'HDD 8 pe D38B H PK 
•**n iypn pe jroa^raa ^ oa^vfijnav a$° M" 
•$M " i n jyaMvya y t oyn D$n ,DVEDH lye 
*iynaya 8 jyoKC ojypyj T * D$n ,a:K^ > lys 
•*rar pnifoyo n pK I V P I P D J I M oyn nruni 
ypn*M PK w * w nyjKpnycK n tytr 
iyn TK ,ny3"ot5> nyn PK UiK "a ,DJIF<JV 
IV i n * ,M n*o |yvi:ya ,D::KD n ly^yn T O 
jyno Jn*D I D K ,HDK .n i^w ^D « iyay-ic 
irurniM 5"ii ,ijn:yn:$ \y$wo y:tfyr8 T - : 
- ^ n r v I 'm Mrs D*J ftfODDif l y r n cyo^r 
V? lyefeta oyoip y i r o w . y w i MI D I M 
cyn I K E — tywo'czxo oy i IKE nnys 5y*D 
jy tn pic .-iye^nK inyt;iK MI — pttfip 
T D .o:tfDy^ cyoy^ nyiaiK T D jy^a D I B 
px lyoi-QiK ynyniK D*D *p? M*. "? fyaiy^ 
•*t pn oayo in'K .|ynyjya iv DB;IPIV -iyn 
-DMK TT " I jyJyr. o^v "iyn t^o TK ,iya 
i y " t MI iy^ijsnya T:IK [y^yn p« jy?B>ayo 
,iy3"?3 
-ip$5 uif -timyntro iyn pe nyirvD n 
D*J D"pn8Dt5> iy"T ly^tjn lymy^D IVDVD 
8 lynya e5ipi DD:$T ,oviayaDMK T^a 
po ?y»3^ y^« Dinnyja* o5ipi Difti ,P"1DD 
8 — oysy t ^ p a ^ ^ p 8 jotwrtm iyT 
iwn> ya^yn jyjmwayp'K 54 T I K P^ IOD 
HMW ,DD"DD nyO"3V pD iyD880t? 18 T i n 
"lifD TT D y^os? ,5«o njyiMD 50 po *£no 8 
•yj oxn PK D ^ M oy in8Eya8 i8E D^ I I 
! i*rv8J nyv:«3 l y i IKQ SMOW 
nK DixnijDyi fyony^c n \V2$n
 t\: 
nyn .ryiyr"i8onnyrt oyn i yw in j w * n ^ a 
PK ,rytya |yrn nytsjiK I8^B lyc^nD^iN 
rT*no pi*5p TJn PK MI "iy2^yi iyn eyco 
8 PK -iyiy?3iK D^-T ,yonKJDMK nyn D^D 
l i p PK vytyrMi8o"ny„ i n ?IK *unnjyD9 
oo^n o n u n ynn*5p PK .DVBDH P-K ^ S 
nip*nD*3iK p»K DSnjrn nv nyny* TK ,oip 
3 yrn . jyom 8 DMK jya"5p 'Miv y tn pK 
yn»n pc nuyo H DMK jnn finyn [y^jyo 
J n w 8 lyDKD jyans PM o m v 
jyjnMayp^K n pc ony^njyta H i y ^ 
b^ipiya D'3 PK n^DC tD^ytst'ya i n jya^n 
,D^l 18 PK D^y^ D8ny; DIJH -t* -iy-;-K 
jyiiyj r^ K tDiy-j^cyj »? pc [yai^ n ^ c c«-
-yj ne?r f^i >y o*n W S I K H cvr r»-
yo^D^yniyfi yrov^K yiyrjiK PK .DC-
" i iv vwi i ^ |ync D'nan-^yz H C : 
•J*D T D j y j ' t PK \y2%r] r-uyDv jyocy*: 
PK TK ,jyn#DMiK D^; p;8"iy: pc cy ;>-
DEK-.P H T^K "? trD ly j j i^ j t fn iyc yiyrj'w 
D^piKtDC H Ml JPWMl MTK Dp:iB p*;ijr ;-r 
.n ivr ino ya»n nyuiK PK BPJV nytjiK ;-E 
fDp;ie jy tn nn» DC^  ^? ly^yt:^ n>o 
oj 'cyj [yn^n ynytJiK J^K D^H Dy: 3P*5iv 
P^K PK e?8n D*V.
 (c;yoy^y nyomya 8 -*" 
ny-08 I"p pD |yo"M " I JJKMV pa ;v"t-
-^ys cy i i j f n n u i ^ : MI D^; ^ y c : 
-"^BOm PK Dyjy1 pK Dip Itf'"1D 'V r - ' 
P*5J DIV .nyo^aiK H i j u n n ;y: 
n iyjyp ps yEioc n oa^TJun v a iyz«-
"lyraiK pK lyp'Viy^^K *D"iyiit5'DpyEi:8*; 
pc inyo "qn T O jyrtDMj ov*K .DMP-8OC* 
lyr'V-.yn^K lyjyp iv ,|yoMP3*nye PK c y ^ 
iyo |yp yrtvi D^ I .oayT jya^n T D TK -r 
•^aiK I^JP-O^J H [yaHpj«"iK fyayn iyj«r 
iyc;yD vi:$n .nyayc ^ P I J D ^ I B n pc " w 
D;yt3^ny *POIJ5 .3:8iiv ?ID ^ B I V i y - r 
pu«j5 o'e ly-iynnyn^K iyt3"2"iK vwn jysrs 
T»n tya^v jyans »t I«D»5 .iytD:yeiaiK '*« 
>M nKD T ? D3M5 Dy TK ,fy$o'o yajny^c^yc 
-yii " t TK ; lymn yiyt;iK pn Tt jyD'Stfw* 
oy TK PK |yn,'D,cyay2 T ^ P I M I pinm iys 
pc lyoy-iyoa^K H iy:yn iv bD^DB iy«? "« 
•y^Mins TyD'-aya >M MI a:8^ MTK W»JV i j n 
nija PM BII8T aasnv .|^*av i y i v n IPM 
.^yc'D lyovy? w 
* * * 
iywy5 PB T i^yD PK
 i r t p B V B V „ : ( ! 
i y v -n H iya«n D8:yo .M 2 n K 1 w p i , w 
PD |9ll«D*OWWf9 n T1K jMuy,^ -», 
•ya tyan»aayt"K 52 
.oycn^n xnyayn n^E unmntii K o!»yDLH 
•nynyia nyn iv fyaaK^yn nyts^nnK yr t« " « 
•pcnj 'K nay lyoiy^D IVO^DVPV5 itty i--" 
.Diya^yD nayiMO 40 PK 30 [yti'Miv — iV: 
oy PK f^av yp-i8Dt'8 jya^n "iyc"3i8 H 
lyirpB jny^T MI jynyr iv yni jo ry^ya T^ K 
MV .iyDDy->P y^^3 &>o oviaya Tt WW 
ya^oD^a i y« t ^yowaDMiK »*? fyntr oiM"i" 
nypnjjr, wyonw &vi njn 
wf? nR i'DWUi^a MI ; ovun ^ya y~iy; 
»*: iy?ft#t l y u n r w iny«i p« nuye inji": 
jyi$? 01; DI$B CVU s?ya n jy?yn ,p»? 
Hpjv WDayo « un^o rjyi'MnyTK ^M 
K ,*nio lyavn " ! DH"0 ; |WVP« "i DnyD* 
••njffi iy>yn "i p * P"IDD K p<; oyn oy 
0*1*1 IIK «r ivu i?%B8 .oyjpa y.y^r jyi 
,iy~jn T* DI*P D**" n ' 3 n ?v3 « V' OJ'BW 
CM? iy?u«n iv -UBOIPD'K D-J -^IK iy PK 
-;$p |yc MI J ;S? MT8,,j;irMny:rK pK W 
• IVD"? JD8 pB DiVK D'D D in iP 
yp"iBD» s \n$n T D iyno iKBim ot$ 
no |rp:v 8 i« iya$i I 'D iini "iya$ .WJV 
irro *>ya n QTUMIX iy;yp IV ,PIBDE' l"i 
-y"i$B Diyo^aiN n ivav:i^3t#^ ,DEKV Tin 
•py ;VP W'JV K IK ,0-3 w oy DD"FI jyun i 
LTD T* twuya M |ini |yn<5a p« |yrBDM 
.P"1DD pD D3KD H Ml H ' t ro ItflJB |"P 
TIN Itfov n or$n DDNC w t i p iyi vin 8 
l$-jv i11? .D3KD yt*»5tniya iiK yvoD'^ 
\V:VP >S"T n IK ,P18L^ DlfP^B MTK D'J PN 
OP;IB j^'pivot? W K D'Q ptfa IVDIPDMK 
•RPJWllf l iTK |y i l ,tl^D2KD PK \tf}V 8 Ml 
-"5>p « Dtjn u |jni , imw T^WJ'K PK jt^v 
,yc«p ijn p« -tfya p'p pN Diyaoyo >nip yj 
o'J IPP n ITO ,Tiftoaw I^JV 8 PK MTB 
H '« ,yi"a .cayn o$n u IN ,iM"V C""$;> 
yi'DD") p« p*j$5 n *N ,D " p i s D c 
co;$i /u»n pK nj«n isrnjra jyno ,iyDEyip 
•J"n "lymx p« lyrv.ya Dipi r;yv. jy*2 |yp 
,tD"V IW'O 
pi)"lCO ly^JO EC»«1^  
•*.;'^ Dyi ->'T PK 
"^a nyocya iyi D^8 
-yi;iK ivajrn jyp ^BV 
P« DJhn H PB nyoyiD 
pe jjrc^K'DO^DK ciyirj'Lvyc^^c bo^v. 
rlKUK1 iytDl5 cyT pa lyzsyvy; ij?D9 oyi 
*^D .iy"i^iiyj ony^pny ?^ N P^-IDD iy- |yn 
":"« D1: IEIK Dicn lyn^v. DijnwDpyBW 
vo iyn j2unjyDBnpi) K I^MK lyajsay: 
"-$ "t o ^ r p'noo ^mv^WTi 8 *8 »"t iy; 
yny"i jjrprnvi p« jwyoiys 8 lyoctjp 
"*u Dnun I^ K D^V -.y3^ yT nyn p« ,oy3P3 
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